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MSE . . . At-a-Glance!
ABOUT

DUNS / SIZE
NAICS CODES
PRACTICE AREAS

MSE Group is a multidisciplinary environmental, engineering, and construction firm where
providing exceptional client service is at the core of everything we do. Our philosophy is that
expectations should not merely be met—expectations should be exceeded every time! It’s not
about just doing the job—it’s about doing the job better and adding value through creativity,
hard work, a passion for what we do, and respect for the industry as well as for each other.
DUNS 966756053 / CAGE 6AK36
115310, 237310, 237990, 541310, 541330, 541340, 541611, 541620, 541690, 541715, 541990, 562212, 562910
•• Construction and Facility Support
Services
•• Contamination Assessment and
Remediation
•• Data Management
•• Engineering
•• Environmental Compliance

•• Hazardous and Non-Hazardous
Waste Management
•• Natural Resources
•• O&M Pollution Control
•• Occupational Health and
Industrial Hygiene
•• Occupational Safety

MARKET SECTORS

•• State departments of
transportation
•• Airports and transit authorities
•• Defense contractors and
Fortune 500 companies
•• Developers
•• Legal counsel
•• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE)
»» Jacksonville District
»» Mobile District
»» Nashville District
»» Savannah District
•• Air Force Civil Engineering Center
(AFCEC)

Branch Office Locations
Satellite Office Locations

•• USACE Nashville District W912P5-17-D-0005/IDIQ
Environmental Services MATOC (3E-Plexus JV)
•• USACE Jacksonville District W912EP-15-A-005 BPASB $6.5M
•• USACE Jacksonville District REAT SB ERS $188M
(3E-QRI SB JV)
•• USACE Mobile District W91278-18-D-0105/IDIQ
Basewide Environmental and Sustainment Support
8(a) $4M
•• USACE Savannah District W912HN-18-D-1004
Environmental Remediation Services MATOC $230M
(3E-Plexus JV)

»»
»»
»»
»»

Exceptional / Excellent - 32%
Very Good - 41%
Satisfactory - 27%
Marginal / Unsatisfactory - 0 %

CPAR Ratings as of 10/2018

•• AFCEC BPA GS07Q16BGA0005 Environmental
Services $385M
•• NAVFAC Southeast N690450-18- D0119/IDIQ
Hazardous Materials and Waste Management 8(a)
5 year - $10M
•• NAVFAC Mid-Atlantic N40085-18-D-0603/IDIQ
Environmental Remediation Services 8(a) $4M
(MSEnSafe 8a JV)
•• USCG - Nationwide Environmental Engineering
Services IDIQ 10 year - $75M (MSEnSafe SB JV)
•• GSA – GS10F0469Y Professional Services Schedule
(PSS) Environmental Services 899-1, 899-3, 899-8

100% of our federal
clients recommend
us for future work.

Onsite Staffing Support
Solid Waste
Training
Transportation
Water Resources

•• Naval Facilities Engineering
Command (NAVFAC)
»» NAVFAC Southeast
»» NAVFAC Mid-Atlantic
•• Department of Homeland Security
»» Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center
»» U.S. Coast Guard
•• National Park Service
•• U.S. Forest Service
•• Department of Veterans Affairs
•• General Services Administration
(GSA)

JOINT VENTURES

FEDERAL CONTRACT VEHICLES & CAPACITY

PERFORMANCE RATINGS

••
••
••
••
••

»» 3E-Plexus Solutions JV, LLC
»» 3E-QRI SB JV, LLC
»» QRI-MSE SB JV, LLC
»» MSEnSafe 8a JV, LLC
»» MSEnSafe SB JV, LLC
»» MSEnSafe Advantage JV, LLC
»» MSE-AmaTerra 8a JV, LLC

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT:
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager: 855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com

Practice Areas

Practice Areas

EXCEEDING
EXPECTATIONS
EVERY TIME.

PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

CONSTRUCTION & FACILITY SUPPORT SERVICES

Since 2009, MSE Group has performed more than $40 million of representative construction and facility
support work throughout the U.S. southeast, including projects involving turnkey field and construction
services. Whether we are supporting ecological projects (relocating gopher tortoises, installing
groundwater remediation systems, constructing landfill liner and gas management systems) or forming
and pouring concrete foundations, our teams of operators, technicians, electricians, and construction
managers get the job done. This seamless interaction with internal design staff allows for efficient and
effective changes in the field due to unforeseen conditions or requests by the facility owner.
Our project delivery programs involve multiple levels of technical support, elaborate resource allocation
matrices, extensive project planning from design through construction, and our continued commitment
to exceed client expectations. We are confident that MSE construction teams offer a combination of
technical competence, project experience, and cost competitiveness that will assure project success
and provide the best overall project value.

WHY MSE
MSE Group has extensive experience with technical optimization,
cost streamlining, and risk reduction of field and construction
projects. Our ability to self-perform construction activities reduces
implementation schedules and costs by eliminating the need for
coordination and management of subcontractors.
Our turnkey products allow opportunities for integrated
coordination with design engineers, geologists, and construction
personnel. This approach results in compressed project
schedules and budgets, particularly when MSE assumes project
and construction management duties from others. Internal crosstraining with health and safety personnel and compliance staff
also provides regulatory and quality checks associated with
permitting, industrial hygiene, construction safety management,
and QA/QC. We deliver quality products, safely, efficiently, and
under budget ... every time!

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified
and competitive environmental, engineering, and
health and safety services to public and private entities
nationwide. Success for our clients, teaming partners,
and employees is derived from an intense work ethic
and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE
business with additional state and local small business
and minority certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite office locations
nationwide, MSE stands ready to support your needs
and exceed your expectations every time.

PRACTICE AREA

FACTS

•• More than $10 million in solid waste
construction projects since 2010
for the Army and Air Force – waste
relocation, liner installation, drainage
facility construction, and final closure
•• Construction of $2.5 million industrial
wastewater pre-treatment plant –
facility decommissioning, tank building
flyovers, grading and concrete work,
and piping installation
•• More than 25,000 petroleum storage
system inspections in five states
•• 100+ emergency response actions for
hazardous/non-hazardous materials
•• More than $5 million in remediation
and multimedia sampling activities
for water, wastewater, and hazardous
waste at over 50 facilities
•• Over $5 million in industrial support
projects since 2009 – demolition,
decontamination, utility coordination,
and building envelope maintenance

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
•• Implemented innovative passive diffusion
technology in lieu of traditional construction
methods for wastewater receiving facility
maintenance project, saving more than
$250,000 and reducing construction risk
•• Certificate of Achievement in Safety from
USACE Savannah District for the Landfill at
Fort Gordon, GA
“Your company demonstrated...with
your dedicated safety program...that
a zero accident construction site
could be attainable.” 
– USACE Savannah District
“The Air Force is very pleased with
the work of [MSE] and progress of
the septic construction. We are all
fortunate to have [MSE] as a USACE
approved contractor.” 
– USACE 45th Space Wing, Patrick AFB, FL

SERVICE LIST
•• Solid waste facility construction
•• Water and wastewater plant
construction
•• Land clearing and grading
•• Petroleum storage system
installation, inspection, and
maintenance
•• Waste characterization,
management, and disposal
•• Equipment and facility demolition
and decontamination
•• Remediation system construction,
maintenance, and optimization

•• Sheet pile installation
•• Dewatering system installation and
operation
•• Concrete and foundation installation
•• Evasive and exotic species control
•• Multimedia sampling
•• Drywall construction
•• Utility construction
•• Control panel wiring and installation
•• Water and sewer system repair and
installation
•• Industrial coating implementation

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
•• USACE Mobile District. Landfill permitting, design, and
construction, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, FL
•• USACE Savannah District. 3rd Avenue Landfill permitting,
design and construction, Fort Gordon, GA
•• USACE Savannah District. Inflow and infiltration (I&I) study,
Robins Air Force Base, GA
•• Global Security Company. Central wastewater pretreatment
facility design/build, Orlando, FL
•• Petroleum storage tank assessment and compliance. Fort
Stewart and Hunter Army Airfield, GA
•• USACE Mobile District. Spill prevention control and
countermeasures (SPCC), storage tanks, and environmental
compliance technical support, Fort Campbell, KY
•• USACE Mobile District. Space Launch Complex (SLC) 37 ozone
remediation design/build, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, FL
•• USACE Mobile District. SLC 12 interim measure implementation for
groundwater, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, FL
•• Global Security Company. Chlorinated solvent turnkey
remediation, Orlando, FL

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Paul Seavy, PE, VP/Program Manager
813.363.0862 • pseavy@msegroup.com

www.msegroup.com
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E XCEED I NG E X PECTATI ONS E V ERY TI M E

PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

CONTAMINATION ASSESSMENT & REMEDIATION

MSE Group provides contamination site assessment and remediation services for private, municipal,
and federal clients nationwide for various chemical constituents and impacted media. From Phase I and
Phase II assessments and corridor evaluations to multimillion-dollar turnkey solvent remediation projects,
MSE delivers on time and on budget. We collect all site characterization and screening-level data
necessary to design and implement a presumptive remedy and create an exit strategy, and our proactive
approach with regulators and stakeholders results in fast-track schedules and cost savings to clients.
Through our general contractor and pollutant storage system contractor licenses, we provide in-house
remedial construction services, streamlining project delivery schedules and eliminating subcontractor
administrative/overhead costs. When design changes or field conditions present remedial implementation
challenges, our specialists efficiently address and resolve the issue. MSE’s technology expertise includes
bioremediation, monitored natural attenuation for organic and inorganic constituents, bio-augmentation,
phytoremediation, soil vapor extraction, air sparging, bioventing, in-situ chemical oxidation, solidification/
stabilization, and engineering and institutional control design and implementation.

WHY MSE

ABOUT US

Simply put, we are experts at developing solutions to
complex issues. MSE Group approaches each project
with exceptional attention to detail by analyzing our
client’s current circumstances and future needs, and
building a team of professionals with expertise in the
project area. With our team in place, we become your
partner in completing projects on time and on budget.
We are a licensed engineering and geology consulting
business and maintain general contracting capabilities.
With our core values in mind—and our goal to exceed
expectations every time—you can expect MSE to
approach every project with:
•• Integrity
•• Creativity

•• Respect
•• Accountability

•• Positive
Attitude

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental, engineering,
and construction firm providing qualified and competitive
environmental, engineering, and health and safety services to
public and private entities nationwide. Success for our clients,
teaming partners, and employees is derived from an intense work
ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE business with
additional state and local small business and minority certifications
in numerous states across the country. With 14 branch and
satellite office locations nationwide, MSE stands ready to support
your needs and exceed your expectations every time.

PRACTICE AREA

FACTS

•• Teams of professional engineers
and professional geologists
registered in six states
•• Staff with more than 200 years of
combined experience
•• More than $15 million in turnkey
assessment and remediation
projects since 2009, ranging from
less than $10,000 to $4 million
•• Have won national awards and saved
clients millions of dollars through
integral planning, value engineering,
and construction approaches

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
“[MSE] assisted the NPS with
a complicated, unusual, and
multistage site assessment
with high public visibility.
Their technical expertise,
professionalism, and focus
enabled us to make the right
choices and arrive at a good
decision point.” 

–National Parks Service
“[MSE] comes highly
recommended due to their indepth knowledge of state and
federal regulations as well as their
established relationships with
local regulators.” 
–Dept. of Veterans Affairs, Acting Chief

www.msegroup.com
E XCEEDING E XPECTATIONS EVERY TIME

SERVICE LIST
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Contamination assessment
Hydrogeologic studies
Conceptual model development
Groundwater quality mapping
Hydraulic testing
Vapor transport analysis
Risk assessment

••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Groundwater flow rate
Transport modeling
Geotechnical modeling
Geospatial mapping
Remedial strategies development
Regulatory negotiation support
Bench and pilot scale testing

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS

•• Chlorinated Solvent Turnkey Remediation, Global Security Company, Orlando,
FL. Provided all aspects of contamination assessment, design, permitting, regulatory
coordination, and construction associated with a site impacted with chlorinated
solvent constituents. The project involved characterization of over 10 contaminant
source areas associated with a former manufacturing facility, finite-level source
area refinement, groundwater treatment system design, sheet pile design, wetland
reconstruction, deep soil excavation and dewatering, site restoration, and alternative
site closures for inorganic and petroleum-impacted media.
•• Interim Measure Implementation for Groundwater at Space Launch Complex
(SLC) 12, USACE Mobile District, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, FL.
Provided preliminary and final remedial design, permitting, and construction at a
complex site that contained a 2-acre solvent source area beneath the previously
inaccessible SLC 12 structure. Bioremediation using emulsified vegetable oil (EVO)
and potassium lactate was selected as the final remedy. The goal was to prepare
final design plans and specifications, provide turnkey construction services, complete
performance monitoring, and achieve significant contaminant mass reduction as a
result of the remedial efforts.
•• SLC 37 Ozone Remediation – Design/Build, USACE Mobile District, Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station, FL. Provided remedial design, process optimization,
and operation and maintenance of two treatment systems designed to treat
chlorinated volatile organic compounds in soil and groundwater at SLC 37. The
project consisted of extensive contamination assessment and complex oxidation and
bioremediation design and construction.
•• Petroleum Investigation, Remediation, and Alternative Site Closure, Dept. of
Veterans Affairs, Orlando, FL. Provided environmental assessment, remediation,
and site closure services for the VA outpatient clinic in Orlando. Limited site access
due to underground utilities resulted in alternative closure strategies implemented
through engineering and institutional controls, which, as a result, realized significant
project savings. Approval of the restrictive covenants was obtained in May 2016.
•• Long-Term Monitoring and Land Use Control Maintenance, USACE Mobile
District, Cape Canaveral and Patrick Air Force Base, FL. Provided environmental
remediation, long-term monitoring, and land use control inspections following RCRA
and TSCA guidance at more than 30 RCRA solid waste management units including
SLC 11, SLC 12, SLC 16, SLC 17, SLC 36, Firefighter Training Area FT-16, Landfill
18, Facility 84920, Area 55, and Facility 1608.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Ashley Signorelli, PE, Program Manager
407.865.4545 • asignorelli@msegroup.com
PA.Contam-Remed/11.2018

PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

DATA MANAGEMENT

Regulations today are complicated and require complex and copious amounts of documentation,
typically managed in paper format, spreadsheets, and/or databases. MSE Group offers an efficient
alternative that frees project managers from their desks, binders, and filing cabinets. We develop
program-specific, electronic, portable web-based data management systems designed with
customized features such as layered maps, status notifications, corrective action tracking, electronic
forms, and tablet integration.
The benefits of our systems include reduced compliance vulnerabilities, quick and efficient data
review and recall, and data portability between desktop computers and mobile devices such as
tablets and smart phones.

WHY MSE

ABOUT US

MSE Group approaches every project with exceptional attention to
detail. We begin each project by thoroughly analyzing our client’s current
circumstances and future needs, and build our team of professionals with
expertise in the project area. With our team in place and scope defined,
we become your partner in completing projects on time and on budget.
We gather data from our client, coupled with industry best management
practices and guidelines, to generate a prototype data management
system that establishes structure and features for the client to review.
We iterate this process until the client’s requirements and needs are
met. During development, the system is thoroughly tested and quality
controlled to minimize issues once it is deployed. After passing quality
control, the system is deployed—either onsite or via the cloud—and all
relevant stakeholders are trained in its usage.
With our core values in mind, you can expect us to approach projects with:
•• Integrity
•• Creativity

•• Respect
•• Accountability

•• Positive
attitude

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international
environmental, engineering, and construction firm
providing qualified and competitive environmental,
engineering, and health and safety services to
public and private entities nationwide. Success for
our clients, teaming partners, and employees is
derived from an intense work ethic and the ability
to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m),
DBE business with additional state and local small
business and minority certifications in numerous
states across the country. With 14 branch and
satellite office locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and exceed your
expectations every time.

SERVICE LIST
•• Compliance program
process mapping
•• Conceptual data
management system
development and feasibility
assessments
•• Development of custom data
management systems
•• Data migration to established
compliance software
•• Custom development and
refinement of databases
•• Commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) systems tailoring
and facilitation
•• Data analysis and trending

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Chris Parent, VP/Program Manager
407.402.4307 • cparent@msegroup.com

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
•• Industrial Hygiene (IH) Monitoring. This custom-developed, intranet-based web
application system monitors and tracks industrial hygiene for a client’s facilities located
worldwide. Utilizing modern coding techniques and all open-source programming
languages (PHP, JavaScript, CSS, and HTML5) with a backend MySQL database,
the system is responsive and platform-agnostic between desktop and mobile devices.
For user familiarity and to reduce training time, existing IH forms (populated with data
to be calculated, analyzed, and trended into graphs and reports) were converted into
digital versions. An IH Plan Manager, working in tandem with these forms, tracks yearly
requirements and status and notifies users via a dashboard of outstanding or upcoming
sampling to be accomplished.			
•• Electronic Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Management. This
system’s custom-developed GIS mapping component eliminates traditional and costly
GIS services and allows users to add customized layers, pins, shapes, and text to
the map via the web interface. The system is tailored to meet all existing Florida
Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) requirements of traditional physical
SWPPPs (e.g., potential stormwater discharge paths for each possible source are
shown as a layer and through a modal popup for quick emergency response/evaluation
anywhere). Data from monthly and annual National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) inspections and quarterly visual water sampling are electronically
captured, analyzed, and presented back to the user in a digital format stored on an
external file system within the intranet. A statistical dashboard tracks these items to
be trended for further analysis. Using cutting-edge unmanned drones, MSE acquired
current and updated high-resolution aerial imagery for integration into the web-based
mapping system, resulting in a highly detailed aerial map as a layer (vs. traditional
Google Earth or other commercially available imagery) at a much lower cost.		
•• Environmental, Health, and Safety (EHS) File Management. By tagging and linking
all department records into a data management system, this custom-developed tool
is designed with multiple queries and reports to easily locate records, add records to
categories, and identify appropriate filing cabinet drawers. In addition to linking files
into the database, the first page of each record was scanned and externally linked to
the digital record as a PDF so users can inspect the record before physically “pulling” it
from a file cabinet drawer.							
•• Electronic Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) System. This
system’s custom-developed GIS mapping component eliminates traditional and costly
GIS services and allows users to add customized layers, pins, shapes, and text to
the map via the web interface. Tailored to meet all existing FDEP requirements for
traditional physical SPCC plans, the facility map acts as an interactive GIS system
that can identify each asset and show detailed information quickly and dynamically.
This system was deployed internally onsite for a client with multiple facilities in Florida.
Through calendar scheduling and notifications, the system ensures that all assets are
properly maintained and inspected on the required terms with minimal user interaction.
MSE leveraged the previously developed electronic SWPPP system by utilizing the
same underlying structure and coding standards, and then adapted it to meet the
requirements of the SPCC plan. Similar to the electronic SWPPP, the electronic SPCC
can be deployed onsite or via the cloud.

Texas ● Floridawww.msegroup.com
● North Carolina ● Kentucky ● Tennessee
3econsultants.com
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS EVERY TIME
E XCEED I NG E X PECTATI ONS E V ERY TI M E
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PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

ENGINEERING

Engineering is a cornerstone service for MSE Group. Our staff includes a variety of professionals
from multiple disciplines including civil, mechanical, chemical, environmental, and geotechnical
engineering. Additionally, we have forged trusted relationships in other engineering fields—such
as electrical and structural engineers—to provide full design solutions for clients as needed.
From preliminary planning through final design, permitting, and construction, MSE Group offers the
ability to self-perform projects. Most of our engineering projects are conducted in turnkey fashion,
with construction services completed using in-house construction and engineering inspection staff.
MSE serves a range of client sectors including private industry, municipalities, and the federal
government, and our engineers are licensed in multiple states to provide nationwide support. We
continually receive excellent ratings for project performance and are often reselected for national
engineering support contracts and continuing services, resulting in continuity of service as well as
cost savings for our federal, industrial, and municipal clients.

WHY MSE

ABOUT US

Simply put, we are experts at developing solutions to
complex issues. MSE Group approaches each project
with exceptional attention to detail by analyzing our client’s
current circumstances and future needs, and building a
team of professionals with expertise in the project area. With
our team in place, we become your partner in completing
projects on time and on budget.
We are a licensed engineering and geology consulting
business and maintain general contracting capabilities.
With our core values in mind—and our goal to exceed
expectations every time—you can expect MSE to
approach every project with:
•• Integrity
•• Creativity

•• Respect
•• Accountability

•• Positive
Attitude

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified and
competitive environmental, engineering, and health and safety
services to public and private entities nationwide. Success for
our clients, teaming partners, and employees is derived from
an intense work ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE business
with additional state and local small business and minority
certifications in numerous states across the country. With
14 branch and satellite office locations nationwide, MSE
stands ready to support your needs and exceed your
expectations every time.

PRACTICE AREA
FACTS & SUCCESSES

•• Staff with more than 175 years of
combined engineering experience
•• Exceptional ratings awarded for
achieving outstanding project
performance

“Working with [MSE] on this
project was nothing short of a
dream. Anytime and every time
there was a concern, which was
very seldom, your team stepped
up with a smile and got it done.
As a result, I honestly hope we
get to work with [you] again
soon. Simply, we could not have
asked for more.”

– Management, Hunter Army Airfield

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Ashley Signorelli, PE, Program Manager
407.865.4545 • asignorelli@msegroup.com

SERVICE LIST
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Industrial wastewater treatment design
Petroleum storage system design
Water quality engineering
Solid waste facility design
Civil engineering
Stormwater management
Stormwater modeling and design

••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Stormwater permitting
Engineering cost-benefit analysis
Environmental assessments
Environmental remediation system design
Construction permitting
Solid waste permitting
Environmental permitting

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
•• Central Wastewater Pretreatment Facility (CWPF) Design/Build, Global Security
Company, Orlando, FL. Assessed, designed, and replaced the CWPF system at this
facility, which provides pretreatment (pH adjustment, precipitation of metal hydroxides,
metal hydroxide sludge separation, and neutralization) prior to discharge to a county
wastewater reclamation facility. The project team self-performed all aspects of design
and construction including system condition assessment; replacement system
design; construction/installation of wastewater storage tanks; electrical, pneumatic,
and control equipment; demolition of the existing CWPF system; and installation of a
tanker containment structure and associated piping.
•• Inert Landfill Closure Design/Build, USACE Savannah District, Hunter Army
Airfield (HAAF), GA. Completed design and construction of an inert landfill cap and
surface water control upgrades at the HAAF inert landfill. The landfill must comply
with the permit-by-rule conditions for inert landfill closures, which requires a uniform
compacted soil layer of final cover not less than 2 feet deep and vegetative cover
placed over the landfill. Stormwater conveyance system improvements were also
required to prevent erosion impacts and damage to the final closure systems. Waste
relocation and perimeter road modifications were included in the scope of work.
•• TAC-X Hydropneumatic Tank In-Kind Replacement, USACE Savannah District,
Fort Stewart, GA. Fort Stewart operates a public water system at the tactical exercise
(TAC-X) facility in accordance with Georgia Department of Natural Resources
Environmental Protection Division’s (EPD) Safe Drinking Water Act of 1977 and
Chapter 391-3-5. The drinking water system includes a groundwater supply well,
5,000-gallon steel hydropneumatic tank, and a chlorination system. The tank had been
in service for more than 30 years and required repetitive maintenance for corrosion
leaks. A survey revealed that the tank had a lead-based paint exterior coating and
asbestos-containing insulation and, as a result, MSE was retained to provide the
design/build of an in-kind tank replacement.				
•• Rubble Yard Feasibility Study, USACE Mobile District, Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station (CCAFS), FL. The 45th Space Wing generates a significant volume
of construction and demolition (C&D) debris. A recycling center located at Patrick
AFB processes common recyclable materials but does not have adequate space
to process and store C&D recyclables, which could be potentially repurposed for
future infrastructure projects at CCAFS and Patrick AFB. The recycling center is also
operating near maximum capacity with little flexibility for expansion. This task order
included a siting and feasibility study for a new facility that ould be used for recycling
and C&D materials processing.

www.msegroup.com
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PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

MSE Group provides specific environmental, health, and safety (EHS) compliance assessments,
monitoring, and training programs to define liabilities and implement program improvements that will
achieve compliant and safe work environments. We assist with all phases of client operations and
planning efforts including preparation of air quality, discharge, stormwater, and land disturbance permit
applications. We also establish EHS standard operating procedures for new and existing facilities and
develop specific assessment programs, evaluating potential contamination sources to optimize waste and
chemical management practices. The assessment process begins with a comprehensive scope to define
project objectives, schedule, and constraints, and uses proven protocols and checklists to provide clients
a clear summary of existing conditions, potential liabilities, and recommendations.
MSE offers compliance services including air quality, hazardous materials storage and releases (EPCRA),
hazardous waste compliance, water/wastewater/stormwater management, spill prevention/pollution
prevention plans, recycling assessments, solid waste management, and ecological compliance.

WHY MSE
MSE Group recognizes that each compliance challenge
is unique to the client, the regulatory climate, and specific
operations. We begin each project by thoroughly analyzing the
client’s current circumstances, future needs, and budgetary
requirements and assemble a group of specialists with expertise
in the project area. With this team in place, MSE becomes your
partner in completing projects on time and on budget.
Our compliance professionals are poised to assist in all phases
of facility operations. We provide assistance with permitting and
planning, operations start-up, new EHS procedures, compliance
audits and assessments of existing practices, preparation of
required compliance reports, and long-term monitoring. We also
offer select EHS training and certifications specifically tailored
to each client’s needs, and we deliver quality products, safely,
efficiently, and under budget ... every time!

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified
and competitive environmental, engineering, and
health and safety services to public and private entities
nationwide. Success for our clients, teaming partners,
and employees is derived from an intense work ethic
and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE
business with additional state and local small business
and minority certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite office locations
nationwide, MSE stands ready to support your needs
and exceed your expectations every time.

PRACTICE AREA
FACTS

•• More than 30 compliance
professionals nationwide
•• Over $4 million/year in compliance
services for government and
private clients

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
“Contractor has done an
exceptional job performing this
work. Communication has been
excellent as well as quality.”
– USACE Savannah District, Assessment
and Compliance Activities for UST/AST
Inspections Fort Stewart and HAAF
“You guys should be training the
entire Army on spills and tanks.”
			
– EPAAS
		
Auditor, IMCOM 2009
“[MSE] did a very good job of
developing a user-friendly P2
plan. There were no schedule
delays, communication issues,
site visit issues, etc., and
the customer was extremely
pleased.”

– Supervisor
Environmental Engineering, NAVFAC SE

SERVICE LIST
•• Hazardous waste management plans
•• Hazardous waste stream
determinations and sampling
•• Air emissions inventories
•• RCRA permit applications
•• EPCRA Tier 2 and Form R reporting
•• Integrated solid waste and pollution
prevention plans
•• Waste alternative recycle/disposal
plans
•• Green and affirmative procurement
plans
•• Hazardous material consolidation
program support
•• Sanitary sewer infiltration and inflow
studies
•• Sewer asset condition assessment
and asset management
•• Wastewater collection modeling
•• Industrial wastewater surveys
•• Fats, oil, and grease (FOG)
management programs
•• NPDES permit application
development
•• Regulatory assistance and permit
negotiations
•• PDH/CEU training
•• Data management

•• Risk management and process safety
management plans
•• SWPPP updates
•• Annual comprehensive site
compliance evaluations (CSCE)
•• Stormwater BMP assessments
•• Stormwater outfall surveys
•• SPCC and FRP plans
•• Tank management plans
•• Ozone-depleting substance
inventories and compliance analyses
•• Continuous opacity monitoring
•• Greenhouse gas reporting
•• NESHAP assessment and
compliance planning
•• Toxic air pollutant emissions
compliance
•• PCB inventories
•• Pesticide and herbicide management
plans
•• Environmental training and education
support
•• EHS audits
•• Environmental baseline surveys
•• Wetland and stream delineation and
restoration
•• Protected species assessments

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Will Breeden, PMP, Program Manager
910.431.4818 • wbreeden@msegroup.com
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PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

HAZARDOUS & NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Providing waste solutions and services is a cornerstone practice area for MSE Group. Our technical
teams have provided a broad range of inspection, auditing, permitting, planning, and turnkey
hazardous waste management services for over 20 years within the public and private sectors.
Hazardous and non-hazardous waste management present unique challenges for site owners and
can have significant safety and environmental risks.
MSE’s technical experts work with site owners, hazardous waste managers, and relevant personnel
to identify existing and potential risks associated with current and/or future site activities and
processes. Our broad mix of staff and past experience provides opportunities to streamline solutions
that can also be applied to other programs including stormwater, wastewater, air, petroleum
management, and compliance. Our field staff is specifically trained to handle, characterize, manage,
and dispose of all types of hazardous, universal, and other special wastes. We provide cost-effective
disposal and emergency response solutions that eliminate risk associated with environmental
compliance, untrained site worker exposure, and waste transportation and disposal.

WHY MSE
MSE Group’s waste management support spans all branches of
the Department of Defense, Fortune 100 industrial owners, and
municipalities across the southeast. Our wide range of technical
experts in the fields of engineering, regulatory compliance,
transportation, disposal, and construction offer unique insight
and capabilities for all phases of waste management, inspection,
planning, auditing, and field services.
We incorporate innovative data solutions to provide coststreamlining opportunities, minimization of data loss and errors,
and reporting support. Our data programs include transitioning
existing hardcopy plans, tablet integration for field inspections
and auditing, database development and integration, and GIS
integration. We look forward to assisting you with your waste
management needs.

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified
and competitive environmental, engineering, and
health and safety services to public and private entities
nationwide. Success for our clients, teaming partners,
and employees is derived from an intense work ethic
and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE
business with additional state and local small business
and minority certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite office locations
nationwide, MSE stands ready to support your needs
and exceed your expectations every time.

PRACTICE AREA

FACTS

•• More than 500 task orders completed
nationwide since 2002
•• Over $1 billion in available contract
capacity to support federal projects
worldwide
•• Over 20 years of waste management
staff augmentation support
•• Dedicated staff directly supporting
onsite waste management for federal
and non-federal clients
•• Over 250 turnkey decontamination
projects completed since 2002
•• More than 70 related task orders
completed at over 20 Navy and
USMC installations since 2013

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
“I have rarely had the pleasure of
working with such a talented and
dedicated group of consultants.
We value your organization like an
extension of family. You have been
very responsive to all of our needs
and requests and have delivered
quality products.”
– EHS Manager, Global Security Company
“The spill and tank program is the
model of EMS at Fort Campbell.”

– EMS Lead Auditor, IMCOM 2014
“This is the best spill and tank
program I’ve seen in the Army.”

– EPAAS Lead Auditor, IMCOM 2014

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com

SERVICE LIST
•• Permitting – hazardous waste, universal
waste, special waste, petroleum
•• Emergency Planning and Community
Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA)
•• Facility auditing
•• Facility decontamination
•• Staff augmentation

•• Pollution prevention planning and
program implementation
•• Waste stream determination sampling
and waste profile development
•• Data management solutions
•• Expert witness testimony
•• Emergency response

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
•• Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast – Solid and Hazardous
Waste Management Planning (multiple installations). MSE has provided various
solid and hazardous waste (HW) management support services to the Navy and
Marine Corps since 2013. Representative experience includes development and
implementation of an HW contingency plan for the less-than-90-day storage area
at NAS Whiting Field, Florida; HW management plan for NSF Beaufort, South
Carolina, including medical and pharmaceutical wastes; HW management plan for
Naval Station Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; and HW management plan for Marine Corps
Base Camp Lejuene, North Carolina. The firm also developed HW biennial reports
for Marine Corps Support Facility Blount Island, NAS Corpus Christi, and Camp
Lejuene, which included review of hundreds of manifests, data entry into statespecific reporting programs, and payment of annual fees. 		
•• Global Security Company – Hazardous Materials Facility Decontamination
(multiple installations). The firm provides industrial decontamination on several
operations and production areas involving hazardous materials. Projects have
included design of containment structures, proper method of removal, hazardous
materials-handling procedures, use of proper PPE, and clearly defined clearance
criteria. Structures for decontamination include paint booths, optical sinks, petroleum
and solvent containment structures, wastewater systems, and various chemical and
waste storage tanks. Chemicals and materials handled include lead-based paint,
hexavalent chromium-based paints, cutting/cooling/hydraulic oil, acidic/caustic/metalbearing wastewater, and plating and optical sludges.
•• USACE Mobile Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures, Storage Tanks
and Environmental Compliance Support, Fort Campbell, KY. Since 2011, the
firm has provided onsite staffing to assist Fort Campbell in maintaining continuous
compliance with state storage tank requirements as well as the Clean Water Act,
Oil Pollution Act, and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. Also established
an upgraded GIS and extensive relational databases linked to GIS; completed
installation sustainability and environmental management system initiatives; provided
compliance training to managers, maintenance staff, and soldiers; and conducted
and documented thousands of regulatory inspections. This program supports
continual compliance as well as emergency readiness and spill response programs
for the installation. The project has received continual praise and USACE and Army
commendations as one of the most unique programs of its kind in the Army, and the
tablet-based management system has been used as a model for other DoD entities.
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PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

NATURAL RESOURCES

MSE Group has extensive experience and expertise in assisting public and private clients
with ecological/natural resources and associated infrastructure improvement projects of
varying complexity. Our time-tested approach identifies critical project implications and
potential issues that may affect planning, design, or construction at early stages, and we
develop cost-effective solutions to facilitate successful project delivery.
Our professionals have direct experience working with most local and state agencies in
Florida, Texas, and throughout the U.S. southeast. We offer a full range of environmental
support services including wetland delineation, threatened and endangered species
evaluations, natural resource permitting, mitigation bank permitting and design, nuisance
flora/fauna control, habitat restoration, and wildlife relocation.

WHY MSE
For more than 20 years, MSE’s wide range of technical experts in the
fields of engineering, environmental science, safety, and construction
services have provided unique insight and capabilities for natural
resource projects. These experts collaborate on all phases and
types of natural resource projects to identify potential implementation
issues and address opportunities for cost streamlining, such as
providing in-house application of flora control and gopher tortoise
excavation and relocation services.
MSE thrives in a subconsultant role and our extensive experience
on multimillion-dollar federal projects provides a powerful team to
support natural resources prime consultants. While we are aware
that our status as a local and state minority firm offers incentives
for the prime and the project owner, our technical expertise and
ability to complete the technical portions of projects to reduce design
and construction risk make MSE Group a valuable tool for your
ecological/natural resource needs ... every time!

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified
and competitive environmental, engineering, and
health and safety services to public and private entities
nationwide. Success for our clients, teaming partners,
and employees is derived from an intense work ethic
and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE
business with additional state and local small business
and minority certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite office locations
nationwide, MSE stands ready to support your needs
and exceed your expectations every time.

PRACTICE AREA

FACTS

•• More than 200 years of combined
natural resource services team
experience
•• Successful project completions
for all Florida Department of
Transportation districts
•• Currently providing natural
resource environmental support
for two of the largest transportation
and transit projects in Florida in the
last 20 years—the I-4 Ultimate and
Central Florida Commuter Rail
•• Successful performance in project
development and environment,
design, and construction phases

LICENSES &
CERTIFICATIONS
•• Certified Wetland Delineator – USACE
•• Professional Wetland Scientist – Society of
Wetland Scientists
•• Senior Ecologist – Ecological Society of America
•• Habitat Evaluation Procedures (HEP) – U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service
•• Noise Specialist – Florida Department of
Transportation
•• Certified GIS Professional (GISP)
•• Qualified Stormwater Management Inspector
(NPDES) – Florida Department of Environmental
Protection
•• Florida Registered Environmental Professional of
Florida
•• Authorized Gopher Tortoise Agent – Florida Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Commission
•• Qualified Airport Wildlife Biologist – Federal
Aviation Administration

SERVICE LIST

•• Environmental resource permits
•• Wetland evaluations
•• Threatened and endangered species
surveys and permitting
•• Gopher tortoise surveys and removal
•• Air quality studies

••
••
••
••
••

Section 404 dredge and fill permitting
Easement assessments
GIS remote sensing
Water resource studies
Mitigation design and permitting

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS

•• Greater Orlando Aviation Authority (GOAA) Continuing
Environmental Consulting Services, Orlando, FL. Providing
evaluation and assessment of wildlife issues, uplands and wetlands,
habitat analysis, threatened and endangered species issues, jurisdictional
wetland determinations, water quality analysis, land management, and
monitoring of wetlands mitigation for GOAA facilities.
•• Wetland Mitigation Bank, Global Security Company, Orlando, FL.
Providing all levels of field services and coordination for permitting a
wetlands mitigation bank at a 4,000-acre site within the Econlockhatchee
watershed in southeast Orange County.
•• USACE Savannah District, Fort Bragg and Camp Mackall, NC.
Invasive species mitigation and protection of endangered species habitat.
•• U.S. Coast Guard, Front Light Replacement Project, Mullet Key
Range, Key West, FL. Performed a submerged biological resource
survey to identify and quantify the presence/absence of all coral,
seagrasses, and hard bottom communities to ascertain the effects of the
project on the environment.
•• I-75, Recreational Facility at Mile Marker 52, FL. Wetland evaluations,
endangered species biological assessment, and draft environmental
assessment documentation.
•• SR 40, FL. Contamination screening, contamination assessment and
planning, and hazardous building materials surveys for existing bridges.
•• SR 35, FL. Gopher tortoise survey of 128 burrows and tortoise relocation.
•• I-4 Ultimate Project, Orlando, FL. Wetland evaluations, endangered
species biological assessment, and draft environmental assessment
documentation.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Maurice Pearson, Program Manager
407.257.7312 • mpearson@msegroup.com
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PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY

Protecting employee safety and health each and every day—while also managing everchanging employer obligations such as compliance with federal, state, and local requirements—
can be confusing, costly, and time consuming. At MSE Group, our competent, committed, and
experienced Certified Industrial Hygienists (CIH), Certified Safety Professionals (CSP), and
qualified trainers have the expertise needed to deliver comprehensive occupational safety
services across multiple sectors.
Our professional staff provides services to a wide client base that includes manufacturing
and chemical facilities, construction sites, laboratories, food processors, power companies,
administrative office buildings, healthcare facilities, and Department of Defense settings as well
as treatment, storage, and disposal facilities (TSDF).

WHY MSE
Known for creative project management, MSE Group is led
by qualified professionals who possess not only decades of
experience, but also the expertise to develop and implement
creative solutions for your safety program needs. We begin
each project by thoroughly analyzing our client’s current
circumstances, future needs, and budgetary requirements in
order to build a team with specialized expertise in the specific
project area.
With this team in place, we partner with our client—providing
value-added solutions to challenges while completing
projects on time and on budget.

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified
and competitive environmental, engineering, and
health and safety services to public and private entities
nationwide. Success for our clients, teaming partners,
and employees is derived from an intense work ethic
and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE
business with additional state and local small business
and minority certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite office locations
nationwide, MSE stands ready to support your needs
and exceed your expectations every time.

PRACTICE AREA

FACTS & SUCCESSES

•• Completed over 400 industrial and
construction safety compliance
assessments
•• Specializing in development and
implementation of accident prevention
plans (USACE EM385-1-1)
•• More than 20 years of experience
servicing micro-electronics
manufacturing, aerospace, and
construction sectors
•• Completed over 500 accident
prevention plans and site-specific
health and safety plans
•• Developed custom site-specific webbased data management systems for
a multifacility industrial client
•• Developed over 5,000 lockout/
tagout procedures for aerospace
manufacturing sector

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Josh Densberger, Program Manager
513.255.6391 • jdensberger@msegroup.com

SERVICE LIST
••
••
••
••
••
••

Auditing and inspection
Staff augmentation
Process safety evaluations and plans
Laser safety program development
Job hazard analyses
Hearing conservation program
development
•• Accident investigations
•• Machine guarding assessments and
evaluations
•• OSHA-based training

•• Hazardous energy control procedure
development
•• Health and safety program
development
•• Confined space evaluations and
program implementation
•• Construction safety plan and
procedure development
•• Development of accident prevention
plans (USACE EM385-1-1) and
health and safety plans (OSHA
1910.120)

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
• • City of St. Cloud, FL. Completed comprehensive analysis and audit of the
entire safety program for the Environmental Utilities Division. Developed
over 40 new safety procedures for divisions supporting water and
wastewater treatment, maintenance, and construction, and implemented
interactive training program to reduce safety risk for the City.
• • Mitsubishi Power Systems, Inc. Completed over 100 task orders at
facilities across the United States and internationally. Projects have
included environmental process optimization, health and safety audits
and training, waste reduction, and reclamation in support of the onsite
environment management system. Project/facility locations include
Florida, Texas, Georgia, Arizona, and Mexico. Scopes of services were
completed to support fixed facilities and field operations associated with
turbine engine manufacturing and repair and wind power services.
• • Universal Studios Orlando. Completed more than 50 environmental
health and safety service task orders associated with MSE’s master
service agreement with Universal Studios theme park, ancillary support
facilities, and Wet ’n’ Wild Water Park. Services included safety and fire
protection assessments for new facility construction; turnkey emergency
response actions for petroleum and hazard material spills; health and
safety training for park staff including HAZWOPER, lockout/tagout,
scaffold safety and DOT management; wastewater treatment system O&M;
and industrial hygiene sampling and personnel monitoring tasks.
• • National Park Service. Provided NPS Southeast Region an instructor
and services to conduct hazardous communication, globally harmonized
systems, and HAZWOPER training at six locations—Stone River National
Battlefield, Murfreesboro, TN; Congaree National Park, Hopkins, SC; Jean
Lafitte National Historic Park, New Orleans, LA; Christiansted National
Historic Site, St. Croix, VI; Everglades National Park, Homestead FL; and
Tuskegee Institute National Historic Site, Tuskegee, AL.
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PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE

Protecting workers from occupational health hazards is crucial to maintaining a company or
government installation’s productivity, nurturing the morale of workers, ensuring regulatory
compliance, and minimizing liability.
MSE Group’s industrial hygiene specialists provide a wide variety of services using stateof-the-art equipment and methodology. Our experienced staff conducts industrial hygienerelated surveys in the full range of settings including manufacturing and chemical facilities,
laboratories, food processing facilities, power companies, administrative office buildings,
and healthcare settings as well as waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities (TSDF).

WHY MSE
Our objective is to provide exposure assessments that
incorporate sound quality assurance practices and
systematic evaluation of health risks, resulting in guidance
that protects employees from workplace exposures. MSE
encourages innovative and effective assessments that will
minimize the duplication of resources while exceeding our
client’s expectations.
Our first step is to assess your needs and provide a
customized program that considers facility processes,
operations, and resources; personnel performance
characteristics; OSHA requirements; and recognized
health and safety standards. Our professionals provide
comprehensive and cost-effective occupational health and
industrial hygiene services.

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified
and competitive environmental, engineering, and
health and safety services to public and private entities
nationwide. Success for our clients, teaming partners,
and employees is derived from an intense work ethic
and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE
business with additional state and local small business
and minority certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite office locations
nationwide, MSE stands ready to support your needs
and exceed your expectations every time.

PRACTICE AREA

FACTS

•• Completed over 300 indoor air
quality and contamination exposure
assessment projects
•• Specializing in beryllium,
hexavalent chrome, and heavy
metals monitoring and assessment
programs in industrial settings
•• Over 20 years of experience
servicing micro-electronics and
aerospace industries
•• Competent with Mycometer®
air technology and aggressive
sampling protocols
•• Completed $1.2 million in mold
assessment and remediation
projects in nursing home and
hospital environments
•• Developed custom industrial hygiene
exposure assessment/chemical
hygiene sampling plan and webbased data management systems
for multifacility industrial client

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Josh Densberger, Program Manager
513.255.6391 • jdensberger@msegroup.com

SERVICE LIST
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Indoor air quality evaluations
Ventilation survey and design
Hazard evaluations
Noise evaluations
Chemical exposure monitoring
Particulate exposure monitoring
Fume exposure monitoring
Ergonomic evaluations
Personal protection assessments

•• Decontamination plan development
•• Accident investigations
•• Health and safety program
development
•• Confined space evaluation and
program implementation
•• Construction and environmental site
health and safety plans
•• OSHA-based training delivery

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
• • Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) Services Contract, Global
Security Company. Completed over 200 EHS projects associated with
long-term service contracts for a global security company with facilities
in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, and Texas. Scope of services included safety and health
(S&H) compliance assessment, S&H training programs, safety program
development, S&H program support services, data management services,
web database development, and emergency response activities.
• • Safety and Health National Services, Custom Fab Corporation.
Completed over 100 S&H projects associated with long-term service
contracts for facilities in Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia,
Pennsylvania, and Texas. Scopes of service included S&H compliance
assessment, S&H training programs, safety program development,
industrial hygiene monitoring, and new facility/process review.
• • National Contract – EHS Services, Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems.
Completed over 30 EHS projects associated with three national corporate
divisions. Project/facility locations included Florida, Texas, Georgia,
Arizona, and Mexico. Scopes of services included field service risk
management services, industrial hygiene monitoring, indoor air quality
assessments, and EHS training programs.
• • EHS Services, U.S. Department Veterans Affairs, FL. Completed over
25 projects for VA facilities in Daytona Beach, Orlando, Orange City, and
Viera. Scopes of services included ESH training programs, ergonomic
evaluations, industrial hygiene monitoring, indoor air quality assessments,
and mold assessments.
• • Risk Assessment Services, Orange County Public Schools, FL.
Completed review of the occupational safety program and developed
structural elements for a new occupational safety program for Orange
County Public Schools that included 250 facilities and 30,000 employees.
Scope of services included occupational safety program review and S&H
procedure manual development.
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PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

ONSITE STAFFING SUPPORT

MSE Group offers onsite staffing support for your environmental and engineering programs. We have provided
this service to federal and private clients since 2002 with a proven track record of reducing risks and program
costs. MSE conducts specific environmental health and safety (EHS) compliance assessments, monitoring,
and training programs that define liabilities, and we implement program improvements to achieve compliant
and safe working environments. We assist with all phases of client operations including preparation of air
quality, discharge, stormwater, and land disturbance permit applications. We establish EHS standard operating
procedures for new and existing facilities, develop assessment programs to evaluate potential contamination
sources, and optimize waste and chemical management practices. We begin with a comprehensive scope that
defines project objectives, schedule, and constraints, and use proven assessment protocols and checklists to
provide a clear summary of existing conditions, potential liabilities, and recommendations.
MSE offers compliance services including tank management, air quality, hazardous materials storage and
releases (EPCRA), hazardous waste, water/wastewater/stormwater management, spill prevention plans,
pollution prevention plans, recycling assessments, solid waste management plans, and ecological compliance.

WHY MSE
Known for creative project management, MSE’s
qualified professionals possess not only decades of
experience, but also the expertise to develop and
implement staffing support initiatives.
We begin each project by thoroughly analyzing our
client’s current circumstances, future needs, and
budgetary requirements in order to build an specialized
onsite team with expertise in the specific project area.
With this team in place, we partner with our client—
providing value-added solutions to challenges while
completing projects on time and on budget.

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental, engineering,
and construction firm providing qualified and competitive
environmental, engineering, and health and safety services to
public and private entities nationwide. Success for our clients,
teaming partners, and employees is derived from an intense work
ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE business
with additional state and local small business and minority
certifications in numerous states across the country. With 14
branch and satellite office locations nationwide, MSE stands ready
to support your needs and exceed your expectations every time.

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
•• Fort Campbell Spill Prevention,
Control and Countermeasures
(SPCC)/Storage Tank Program:
– Received EPA’s Gold Star
award
– Recycled 1.3 tons of paper
and reduced program’s paper
footprint by 72%
•• MCB Camp Lejeune
Hazardous Materials
Management Program:
– 2015 Navy Environmental 		
Award for Sustainability
– Reutilized unused chemicals
and recovered over 200,000
gallons of used oil and fuel
over 2 years, saving USMC
$1.3 million

STAFFING SUPPORT
EXPERIENCE & CAPABILITIES
•• Maintain staff at USAF (Homestead ARB),
USMC (Camp Lejeune and Blount Island),
and Army (Fort Campbell) installations
•• Support SPCC/Storage Tank Program
compliance with federal/state/local
regulations
•• Review and update regulatory and
program management plans
•• Directly manage petroleum/oil/lubricant
(POL) distribution, tracking, and inventory
(10,000 inspections, 150 spill responses,
and 80 training events annually)
•• Developed/implemented Fort Campbell
Facility Inventory and Inspection
Standardization Tool
•• 24/7 onsite spill response/emergency
support with a 30-minute response time
•• Meeting/training/briefing support to Fort
Campbell SPCC/Storage Tank Program
•• Hazardous waste minimization programs
•• Pollution prevention training and support
•• Software training
•• EMS Solid Waste Working Groups co-chair

•• Develop sustainable objectives
for success of Hazardous Material
Consolidation Program in accordance with
EMS, environmental SOPs, and shop-level
activity and use limitations
•• Prepare annual Pollution Prevention
Measure of Merit reports
•• Maintain EMS frameworks and provide
full-time lead auditor at Marine Corps
Support Facility Blount Island
•• Evaluate solid waste diversion goals,
analyze recycling programs for potential
impact, analyze all recycling commodities
generated on base, and forecast funding
requirements
•• Initiate and maintain outreach and
education programs on recycling initiatives
and appropriate tie-ins with landfill
diversion goals
•• Environmental compliance coordinator/
officer training on recycling objectives
•• Review/assist with recycling objectives
and targets and develop SOPs

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Will Breeden, PMP, Program Manager
910.431.4818 • wbreeden@msegroup.com

•• International Industrial Client. Full
environmental program support: 2–4
professionals, 15 years.
•• USACE Mobile District. SPCC, storage
tank, and environmental technical support
at Fort Campbell, KY: $5 million, 7 years
•• USACE Mobile District. Environmental
technical support for Fort Gordon, GA:
$440,000
•• USACE Mobile District. Water and
hazardous material management
program technical support for Marine
Corps Support Facility Blount Island,
Jacksonville, FL: $171,000
•• USACE Mobile District. Environmental
program technical support for IMCOMWest: $1.4 million

•• USACE Savannah District. UST/AST
assessment and compliance, Fort Stewart
and Hunter Army Airfield, GA: $328,000
•• NAVFAC Southeast. Hazardous material
consolidation program technical support
at Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune, NC:
$307,000
•• NAVFAC Mid-Atlantic. Hazardous
material consolidation program technical
support at Marine Corps Base Camp
Lejeune, NC: $246,000
•• General Services Administration
(GSA). Advisory and assistance services
to support 482 MSG/CEV environmental
compliance programs at Homestead Air
Reserve Base, FL: $250,000, 2 years
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PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

SOLID WASTE

MSE Group consistently provides the highest level of service for every phase of modern
landfill development—from design and permitting to civil and environmental construction,
and from construction quality assurance to post-closure care.
Our team includes design professionals, construction managers, onsite supervisors and
safety officers, equipment operators, and technicians—all working seamlessly to address
any technical or administrative need for facility owners. Since 2010, we have self-performed
over $6 million in federal solid waste turnkey design/build projects, working extensively with
design and construction teaming partners to help them achieve their goals.

WHY MSE
Known for creative project management, MSE Group
is led by qualified professionals who possess not only
decades of experience, but also the expertise to develop
and implement creative solutions. We begin each project
by thoroughly analyzing our client’s current circumstances,
future needs, and budgetary requirements in order to
build a team of professionals with expertise in the specific
project area.
With this team in place, we partner with our client—
providing value-added solutions to challenges while
completing projects on time and on budget.

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified
and competitive environmental, engineering, and
health and safety services to public and private entities
nationwide. Success for our clients, teaming partners,
and employees is derived from an intense work ethic
and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE
business with additional state and local small business
and minority certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite office locations
nationwide, MSE stands ready to support your needs
and exceed your expectations every time.

PRACTICE AREA

COMPLETED PROJECTS

•• USACE Mobile District: Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station Landfill
Closure – $800,000
•• USACE Savannah District: Fort
Gordon U.S. Army Base 17th Street
Landfill Closure and Surface Water
Control Upgrades – $660,000
•• USACE Savannah District: Fort
Gordon U.S. Army Base 3rd Avenue
Landfill Closure and Surface Water
Control Upgrades – $2.3 million
•• USACE Savannah District: Hunter
Army Air Field Landfill Closure –
$1.8 million

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
•• Certificate of Appreciation, USACE
Savannah District – May 2013
•• Certification of Achievement in Safety,
USACE Savannah District – February 2013
•• Certification of Achievement in Safety,
USACE Savannah District – May 2013

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Paul Seavy, PE, Vice President/Senior Engineer
813.363.0862 • pseavy@msegroup.com

SERVICE LIST

•• Conceptual design, engineering
plans, and construction drawings
•• Settlement and slope stability analysis
•• Landfill liner system design
•• Operation plans and specifications
•• Solid waste permit modification and
renewal
•• Construction and material
specification
•• Monitoring and reporting
•• Annual and semiannual NSPS
•• Compliance reporting
•• Landfill leachate collection

•• Construction management and
certification
•• Final cover surface water
management system design
•• Gas management system design
•• As-built survey and material quantity
evaluation
•• Soil material quality assurance and
conformance testing evaluations
•• Geosynthetic material sampling and
laboratory testing evaluations
•• Construction quality assurance plans
•• Post-closure plans

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS

•• Landfill Design/Build – USACE Mobile District, Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station (CCAFS), FL. This project involved preliminary and final
design, permitting, and construction of a landfill cover and erosion and
sediment control upgrades for the 60-acre Class I, Class III, and asbestos
landfill located at CCAFS. The project was completed to comply with
FDEP solid waste landfill closure regulations and to address Air Force
internal audit findings relative to three active solid waste operation permits
associated with the landfill. The design phase included engineering
surveys, geophysical studies, and test pits to assess existing subsurface
and landfill waste and cover conditions; geotechnical investigations for
construction and demolition storage/loading area design; constructability
reviews; plan development and submittal of 30, 60, 90, and 100 percent
design drawings and specifications; and engineering estimates for
construction. MSE self-performed the construction phase of this project,
which included repair of landfill cover material over a 45-acre portion.
•• Landfill Design/Build – USACE Savannah District, Fort Gordon, GA.
The project involved preliminary planning, final design, permitting, and
construction of a stormwater conveyance system through the 3rd Avenue
inert landfill area and placed a uniform 2-foot soil cover consistent with
the solid waste management closure criteria. Activities included relocation
of a significant amount of surface debris, which was deposited within
the permitted landfill boundary as part of the landfill closure. Stormwater
passed through a conveyance system consisting of two gabion basket
structures at the culvert outlets under 3rd Avenue and a 2-acre detention
pond that discharged into 1,800 linear feet of 66-inch reinforced concrete
pipe (RCP), a 108-inch RCP tumbling flow energy dissipater, and a series
of riprap pools before exiting the site at a reduced velocity.

www.msegroup.com
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PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

TRAINING

MSE Group helps clients better understand and manage their compliance and safety training
needs. We have conducted more than 10,000 hours of compliance and safety training programs at
sites across the United States. We support clients in identifying and evaluating applicable training
requirements from senior management personnel through task-line staff. Our classes are designed
to ensure key safety and health competencies are explained and understood by each student.
We also incorporate interactive exercises, competency evaluations, and technology into our
training programs by designing real-world situations tailored to the needs and resources presented
by each client. We have found that this level of interactive roleplay enhances the attendee’s
understanding of required actions, governing standards, and client goals. MSE’s presentations
are enhanced by multimedia demonstrations and, if requested, can be expanded for remote
stakeholders through the use of web cameras and web-sharing tools.

WHY MSE

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group approaches each project with exceptional attention
to detail. We begin each project by thoroughly analyzing our
client’s current circumstances and future needs, and build our
team of professionals with expertise in the project area. We
review existing client and regulatory requirements/constraints
coupled with industry best management practices and guidelines.
With our team in place and scope defined, MSE partners with our
clients—completing projects on time and on budget.
Keeping our core values in mind, we approach every project with:
•• Integrity
•• Creativity

•• Respect
•• Accountability

•• Positive
attitude

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified
and competitive environmental, engineering, and
health and safety services to public and private entities
nationwide. Success for our clients, teaming partners,
and employees is derived from an intense work ethic
and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE
business with additional state and local small business
and minority certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite office locations
nationwide, MSE stands ready to support your needs
and exceed your expectations every time.

PRACTICE AREA

FACTS & SUCCESSES

•• Completion of more than 500
training presentations for
government and industry clients
•• Staff with more than 100 years of
combined experience in health
and safety training
•• Development of client-specific
online training systems to
support the delivery of safety
presentations to thousands of
students
•• Over 5,000 hours of compliance
training programs conducted at
numerous sites nationwide

SERVICE LIST

•• OSHA construction and general
industry safety
•• First aid and CPR
•• 8, 24, and 40-hour HAZWOPER
•• Confined space entry
•• Lockout/tagout
•• Hazard communication
•• Respiratory protection
•• Construction safety
•• Emergency response

•• Powered industrial vehicle and
forklift safety
•• Asbestos awareness
•• Fall protection
•• Bloodborne pathogens
•• Site/client-specific training
•• Laboratory safety
•• Ergonomics
•• Personal protective equipment
•• Hearing conservation

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS

• • RCRA Training – NAVFAC Southeast. Annually provides RCRA hazardous
waste training to Navy program managers and technicians. Since 2013,
more than 30 Navy hazardous waste (HW) management personnel
have attended the week-long classes covering waste determinations,
exemptions, sampling/analysis, waste characterization, large and small
waste generator requirements, container standards, universal wastes, air
emission control requirements, waste military munitions, Form 1930 HW
profile document preparation, and Form DD1348 direct turn-in documents,
manifests, and interface with Defense Logistics Agency disposal services.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Josh Densberger, Program Manager
513.255.6391 • jdensberger@msegroup.com

• • I-4 Ultimate Construction Noise Program, Orlando, FL. Developed a
construction noise program for the largest design/build project in Florida’s
history spanning over 20 miles in length with a design/build budget of
over $2.3 billion. Following initiation of the construction phase, deployed
over 100 noise meters to establish baseline conditions and develop a
construction noise mitigation program. Our staff created a one-of-akind interactive training module for all construction managers and field
personnel that includes classroom study, interactive noise monitoring and
recording equipment training, and field deployment to implement daily
noise monitoring for over 7 years. Also developed an interactive, GISbased training support tool for real-time training of new staff and data input
support for the entire project.
• • Orlando International Airport Fire Department, Orlando, FL. Fire
equipment capability and effectiveness reviews and emergency response
training for hazardous materials, weapons of mass destruction, and fires.
• • U.S. Coast Guard Training, Nationwide. Conducted 40-hour HAZWOPER
OSHA certification training program.
• • University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL. Developed and presented
emergency response, hazardous communication, electrical and radiation
safety, and HAZWOPER training courses for more than 300 students.
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PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

TRANSPORTATION

MSE Group has extensive experience and expertise in assisting public and private clients with
transportation and associated infrastructure improvement projects of varying complexity. Our timetested approach using the latest technologies identifies critical project implications during early
planning, design, and construction stages to develop cost-effective solutions and ensure efficient
project delivery.
We also offer a full range of environmental support services including ecological assessments, air
and noise assessments, contamination screening, and site rehabilitation; hazardous building material
surveys; construction safety planning, oversight, and auditing; dewatering permitting and reporting;
and surface water pollution prevention plan development and implementation. MSE has direct project
experience with most local and state transportation agencies throughout Florida and Texas.

WHY MSE

MSE’s key technical staff has supported transportation projects
throughout the southeastern United States for over 20 years.
Our technical experts in the fields of engineering, geology,
environmental science, safety, and construction services
provide unique insight on planning, design, and construction
of transportation projects. They collectively identify potential
environmental issues at the planning and design phases to avoid
costly delays during construction.
MSE thrives in a subconsultant role, and our extensive experience
serving on multimillion-dollar federal projects provides a powerful
team to support prime transportation consultants. While our status
as a local and state minority firm offers incentives for the prime
and the transportation agency, our experience and capabilities to
complete the technical portions of projects and reduce design and
construction risk are the most important reasons why MSE Group
serves as a valuable tool for your transportation needs.

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified
and competitive environmental, engineering, and
health and safety services to public and private
entities nationwide. Success for our clients, teaming
partners, and employees is derived from an intense
work ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m),
DBE business with additional state and local small
business and minority certifications in numerous
states across the country. With 14 branch and
satellite office locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and exceed your
expectations every time.

PRACTICE AREA

FACTS

•• History of successful project
delivery to all Florida Department of
Transportation districts
•• Continual environmental support for
two of Florida’s largest transportation
and transit projects in the last 20
years—the I-4 Ultimate Project
and Central Florida Commuter Rail

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
•• Saved over $200,000 in multiple dewatering
permitting projects through data modeling
and negotiation with governing regulatory
agencies.
•• Developed an innovative contamination
site screening and ranking tool to aid with
decision making and cost allocation for site
assessment and remediation, now used by
transportation agencies to reduce project
costs associated with site investigation.
•• Designed and implemented pilot studies
for pile foundation installation through
contaminated media and developed
technical special provisions for construction
implementation associated with minimization
of exposure and down-drag of contamination
impacts—a one-of-a-kind task that saved
millions of dollars in remediation costs.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Michael Orcino, PE, VP/Program Manager
407.470.7193 • morcino@msegroup.com

SERVICE LIST

•• Environmental resource permits
•• Wetland evaluations
•• Threatened and endangered species
surveys
•• Gopher tortoise surveys, removal, and
relocation
•• Section 404 dredge and fill permitting
•• Easement assessments
•• Level I and Level II contamination
assessments
•• Hazardous building material surveys
and mitigation

•• Safety plan development
•• Construction safety oversight
•• Construction and environmental
safety training
•• Remedial design and construction for
contaminated sites
•• Remediation system operations,
maintenance, and optimization
•• Noise studies – planning and design
phases
•• Construction noise planning and
monitoring

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS
•• I-75 Recreational Facility at Mile Marker 52, FL. Wetland evaluations,
endangered species biological assessment, and draft environmental assessment
documentation.
•• SR 40 Contamination Screening Evaluation Report, FL. Contamination
assessment and planning, and hazardous building material surveys for existing
bridges.
•• SR 35 Design/Build, FL. Gopher tortoise survey, removal, and relocation
(128 burrows).
•• I-4 Ultimate, Orlando, FL. Wetland evaluations, endangered species biological
assessment, and draft environmental assessment documentation.
•• I-4 Ultimate Construction Noise Program, Orlando, FL. Development of a
construction noise program for the Interstate 4 Ultimate Project—the largest
design/build project in Florida’s history spanning over 20 miles in length with
a design/build budget of over $2.3 billion. Following initiation of the construction
phase, deployed over 100 noise meters to establish baseline noise conditions
and developed a construction noise mitigation program. Project staff created a
one-of-a-kind interactive training module for all construction managers and field
staff, which included classroom study, interactive noise monitoring and recording
equipment training, and field deployment to implement daily noise monitoring for
over 7 years. Also developed an interactive, GIS-based support tool for real-time
training of new staff and data input support for the entire project.
•• SR 82 Natural Resource Services, FL. Wetland evaluations, endangered
species biological assessment, draft environmental assessment documentation,
and endangered species mitigation planning and implementation.
•• I-75 Eagle Nest Permitting, FL. Survey, wildlife commission permitting, and
mitigation implementation.
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PRACTICE AREA CAPABILITIES

WATER RESOURCES

MSE Group provides comprehensive and creative solutions to meet each client’s water resource needs.
We have extensive qualifications and experience with environmental resource permitting, stormwater
management system design, stormwater infrastructure improvement design and construction, watershed
basin evaluations, hydrologic and hydraulic modeling, inflow and infiltration studies on wastewater/
stormwater systems, illicit discharge investigations, and water/wastewater system design and construction.
We have vast experience in developing and implementing NPDES permitting and BMPs for multiple business
sectors and land uses as well as preparing required SWPPPs, MS4 stormwater management plans, and
erosion, sedimentation, and pollution control plans.
Our staff also conducts total maximum daily load (TMDL) allocation assessments and monitoring, and
prepares TMDL compliance plans including BMP design and development to meet allocations. We offer a
seamless integration of study, design, and field implementation teams that promotes effective communication
with facility owners, stakeholders, and operators, facilitating efficient decision making.

WHY MSE
Known for creative project management, MSE Group
is led by qualified professionals who possess not
only decades of experience, but also the expertise
to develop and implement creative solutions for
today’s water resource challeges. We begin each
project by thoroughly analyzing our client’s current
circumstances, future needs, and budgetary
requirements to assemble a team of professionals
with expertise in the specific project area.
With this team in place, we partner with our client—
providing value-added solutions to challenges and
completing projects on time and on budget.

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental, engineering,
and construction firm providing qualified and competitive
environmental, engineering, and health and safety services to
public and private entities nationwide. Success for our clients,
teaming partners, and employees is derived from an intense work
ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE business with
additional state and local small business and minority certifications
in numerous states across the country. With 14 branch and satellite
office locations nationwide, MSE stands ready to support your
needs and exceed your expectations every time.

COMPLETED PROJECTS

•• USACE Mobile District. Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station Wastewater Identification Study – $445,000
•• USACE Mobile District. Total Maximum Daily Load
Nutrient Monitoring and Water Quality Support for the
45th Space Wing, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station and
Patrick Air Force Base (5 years) – $2.1 million
•• USACE Mobile District. Homestead Air Reserve Base
Drainage Basin Identification Evaluation and Stormwater
Fee Assessment – $65,000
•• USACE Mobile District. Patrick Air Force Base Family
Campground Expansion Stormwater Design and
Permitting – $52,000
•• USACE Mobile District. Blount Island Pond Aeration
System Investigation, Design, and Construction –
$160,000

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
•• Saved the USAF $500,000 in annual stormwater
fees by completing a watershed analysis of
Homestead Air Reserve Base (Florida), accurately
defining the outfalls receiving runoff from
impervious surfaces and discharging onto MiamiDade County property.
•• Developed a 5-year sanitary sewer rehabilitation
plan based on the findings of an inflow and
infiltration study of the entire Robins AFB
(Georgia) sanitary sewer system including
program documents and a ROM for use by
program managers for out-year planning.
•• Received buy-in from Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) for development
of TMDL allocations for the Indian River Lagoon
using findings of a 5-year nutrient monitoring
study with the FDEP-approved SWIL model.
•• Identified five existing BMPs being conducted by
USAF at Patrick AFB and submitted to FDEP for
TMDL credits toward meeting TMDL allocations
without incurring additional costs.
•• Created a facility-wide stormwater management
program for a global security company to prevent
sediment accumulation in the stormwater
management conveyance system.

•• USACE Mobile District. Patrick Air Force Base
Illicit Discharge Investigation – $142,000
•• USACE Savannah District. Fort Stewart and
Hunter Army Airfield Wastewater and Drinking Water
Maintenance Program – $715,000
•• USACE Savannah District. Robins Air Force Base
Infiltration and Inflow Study – $620,000
•• USACE Savannah District. Fort Stewart and Hunter
Army Airfield Inflow and Infiltration Study and Repair –
$430,000
•• USACE Savannah District. Fort Stewart and Hunter
Army Airfield Watershed Analysis and Design – $94,000
•• Global Security Company. Stormwater Modeling, Design/
Repair, Permitting, and Maintenance Design/Operation
(multiple-year award) – $520,000

SERVICE LIST
•• TMDL Basin Management Action
Plan (BMAP) stakeholder liason
•• TMDL compliance master
planning
•• TMDL nutrient monitoring and
modeling
•• Innovative BMP design to meet
TMDL allocations and NPDES
permit conditions
•• Water Management District
environmental resource permit
(ERP) support and design
•• Infiltration and inflow studies for
sanitary, industrial wastewater,
and stormwater conveyance
conveyance systems
•• SWPPP development in
accordance with multi-sector
general permits

•• Stormwater management
plan (SWMP) development in
accordance with MS4 permits
•• Stormwater infrastructure
improvement design and
permitting
•• Stormwater compliance
inspections in accordance with
ERP and NPDES permits
•• Industrial wastewater treatment
system design and construction
•• Retention/detention pond
aeration system design and
construction
•• Stormwater management system
design and construction for new
development and redevelopment

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT MSE GROUP, PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Ellen Eveland, PE, Program Manager
813.504.2716 • eeveland@msegroup.com
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Client Sectors

Client Sectors

EXCEEDING
EXPECTATIONS
EVERY TIME.

CLIENT SECTOR EXPERIENCE

US AIR FORCE
MSE Group has an extensive track record of successful
performance with the U.S. Air Force, successfully completing
more than $30 million of USAF environmental remediation,
compliance, and construction work. Project types span a broad
range of technical expertise and have included turnkey design/
build assessment and remediation at active launch complexes,
design and construction of landfills, implementation of multiyear
stormwater design and maintenance, and development and
implementation of GIS-based data management solutions for a
variety of environmental compliance programs.
Our excellent reputation has resulted in almost 20 years
of continual contract awards from the Air Force on both a
competitive and direct-source basis.

MSE – FEDERAL CLIENTS
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Mobile District
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Savannah District
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Jacksonville District
xx Naval Facilities Engineering
Command – Southeast
xx Naval Facilities Engineering
Command – Mid-Atlantic

xx Air Force Civil Engineering Center
xx Department of Homeland Security –
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
xx Department of Homeland Security –
U.S. Coast Guard
xx National Park Service
xx U.S. Forest Service
xx Department of Veterans Affairs
xx General Services Administration

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international
environmental, engineering, and
construction firm providing qualified and
competitive environmental, engineering,
and health and safety services to public
and private entities nationwide. Success
for our clients, teaming partners, and
employees is derived from an intense work
ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB
8(m), DBE business with additional state
and local small business and minority
certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite
office locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and exceed
your expectations every time.

US AIR FORCE

SERVICES & CAPABILITIES
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Emissions inventories
Air quality analysis
Air quality/Title V permitting
Design/installation of pollution control
devices
Environmental program support
EPCRA Tier II and Form R reporting
Hazardous material program support
HW reduction/pollution prevention plans
NPDES permitting
Radon assessment
Solid waste management
SPCC/FRP plan development and
certification
Storage tank management
Grease trap survey
Limnology study and corrective action
PCB soil characterization and delineation
Pond soil and sediment sampling and
analysis
Sampling and analysis of soil, water, air
Sewer infiltration and investigation study
Wastewater/drinking water infrastructure
maintenance

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Wastewater infrastructure assessment
Stormwater compliance
Stormwater pollution prevention plans
TMDL background analysis
Accident prevention plans
Landfill closure/caps
Landfill design/construction
Sanitary sewer design/construction
Environmental data management
GIS layer development
Environmental assessment
Invasive species management
Mobile source emissions
NEPA documentation
T&E habitat management
Threatened and endangered species
surveys
Wetlands delineation
Wetlands permitting (401/404)
CERCLA Five-Year Review
Long-term monitoring/land use controls
Public meeting support
VOC hot spot monitoring

SBA-CERTIFIED
NAICS QUALIFIED
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

115310
237310
237990
541310
541330
541340
541611

xx 541620
xx 541690
xx 541715
xx 541990
xx 562212
xx 562910

Support Activities for Forestry
Highway, Street, and Bridge Construction
Other Heavy and Civil Engineering Construction
Architectural Services
Engineering Services
Drafting Services
Administrative Management and General Management
Consulting Services
Environmental Consulting Services
Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services
Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and
Life Sciences (except Nanotechnology and Biotechnology)
All Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Solid Waste Landfill
Remediation Services

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD

“The Air Force is very pleased
with the work of [MSE Group].
We are fortunate to have them
as an approved contractor.”
– Water Program Manager
Patrick Air Force Base
Our quality is documented in our
ACASS and CPARS ratings
(50% Excellent – 35% Very Good)

AIR FORCE

MSE PROJECT LOCATIONS
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Robins AFB, GA
Patrick AFB, FL
Cape Canaveral AFS, FL
Eglin AFB, FL
MacDill AFB, FL
Tyndall AFB, FL
Homestead ARB, FL
Kirtland AFB, NM
Lackland, AFB, TX
Joint Base San Antonio, TX
Sheppard, AFB, TX

FOR MORE I NFORMATION ABOUT
MSE Group , PLEASE CONTACT:
Paulina Bruck • Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
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CLIENT SECTOR EXPERIENCE

US ARMY
Since 2002, MSE Group has solidified its reputation as a project
delivery organization. We have successfully partnered with
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to assess, design,
develop, and implement solutions for environmental challenges
at Army garrisons and other Department of Defense installations.
Our span of environmental services includes environmental
compliance inspections, training, multimedia sampling programs,
contamination assessment and remediation activities, pollution
prevention initiatives support, geotechnical engineering, natural
resource management initiatives, and construction.
MSE holds active contracts with several USACE districts
including multiple year, location, and task-order complexity,
driven by team (client/MSE) goals and objectives for program
success through the reduction/elimination of environmental
impacts and the creation of sustainable policies and procedures.

MSE – FEDERAL CLIENTS
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Mobile District
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Savannah District
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Jacksonville District
xx Naval Facilities Engineering
Command – Southeast
xx Naval Facilities Engineering
Command – Mid-Atlantic

xx Air Force Civil Engineering Center
xx Department of Homeland Security –
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
xx Department of Homeland Security –
U.S. Coast Guard
xx National Park Service
xx U.S. Forest Service
xx Department of Veterans Affairs
xx General Services Administration

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international
environmental, engineering, and
construction firm providing qualified and
competitive environmental, engineering,
and health and safety services to public
and private entities nationwide. Success
for our clients, teaming partners, and
employees is derived from an intense work
ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB
8(m), DBE business with additional state
and local small business and minority
certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite
office locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and exceed
your expectations every time.

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
SERVICES & CAPABILITIES
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Emissions inventories
Air quality analysis
Air quality/Title V permitting
Design/installation of pollution control
devices
Environmental program support
EPCRA Tier II and Form R reporting
Hazardous material program support
HW reduction/pollution prevention plans
NPDES permitting
Radon assessment
Solid waste management
SPCC/FRP plan development and
certification
Storage tank management
Grease trap survey
Limnology study and corrective action
PCB soil characterization and delineation
Pond soil and sediment sampling and
analysis
Sampling and analysis of soil, water, air
Sewer infiltration and investigation study
Wastewater/drinking water infrastructure
maintenance

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Wastewater infrastructure assessment
Stormwater compliance
Stormwater pollution prevention plans
TMDL background analysis
Accident prevention plans
Landfill closure/caps
Landfill design/construction
Sanitary sewer design/construction
Environmental data management
GIS layer development
Environmental assessment
Invasive species management
Mobile source emissions
NEPA documentation
T&E habitat management
Threatened and endangered species
surveys
Wetlands delineation
Wetlands permitting (401/404)
CERCLA Five-Year Review
Long-term monitoring/land use controls
Public meeting support
VOC hot spot monitoring

SBA-CERTIFIED
NAICS QUALIFIED
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

115310
237310
237990
541310
541330
541340
541611

xx 541620
xx 541690
xx 541715
xx 541990
xx 562212
xx 562910

Support Activities for Forestry
Highway, Street, and Bridge Construction
Other Heavy and Civil Engineering Construction
Architectural Services
Engineering Services
Drafting Services
Administrative Management and General Management
Consulting Services
Environmental Consulting Services
Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services
Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and
Life Sciences (except Nanotechnology and Biotechnology)
All Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Solid Waste Landfill
Remediation Services

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
MSE continues to have a
successful partnership with
USACE. To date we have been
assigned more than 70 task
orders with a total award of over
$30 million.

USACE

MSE PROJECT LOCATIONS
xx Headquarters – Installation Mgmt.
Command
xx Fort Campbell, KY
xx Fort Bragg, NC
xx Fort Gordon, GA
xx Fort Stewart, GA
xx Fort Jackson, SC
xx Hunter Army Airfield, GA
xx Robins AFB, GA
xx Patrick AFB, FL
xx Cape Canaveral AFS, FL
xx Eglin AFB, FL
xx MacDill AFB, FL
xx Tyndall AFB, FL
xx Homestead ARB, FL
xx Hurlburt Field, FL
xx Kirtland AFB, NM
xx Various ARCs, FL
xx MCLB Albany, GA

FOR MORE I NFORMATION ABOUT
MSE Group , PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck • Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
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CLIENT SECTOR EXPERIENCE

US COAST GUARD
At MSE Group, we understand that our success is directly linked
to how effective we are in developing and implementing creative
solutions to meet our clients’ needs. A successful outcome
requires that we focus on more than just the technical aspects of
a project. It requires an in-depth understanding of the increasingly
complex regulatory, institutional, and public policy issues affecting
our clients.
MSE Group has served as the prime contractor on multiple task
orders with the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG). We have successfully
conducted OSHA HAZWOPER training, asbestos and leadbased paint awareness training, multimedia sampling programs,
contamination assessment and remediation activities, benthic
surveys, and submerged biological resource surveys.

MSE – FEDERAL CLIENTS
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Mobile District
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Savannah District
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Jacksonville District
xx Naval Facilities Engineering
Command – Southeast
xx Naval Facilities Engineering
Command – Mid-Atlantic

xx Air Force Civil Engineering Center
xx Department of Homeland Security –
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
xx Department of Homeland Security –
U.S. Coast Guard
xx National Park Service
xx U.S. Forest Service
xx Department of Veterans Affairs
xx General Services Administration

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international
environmental, engineering, and
construction firm providing qualified and
competitive environmental, engineering,
and health and safety services to public
and private entities nationwide. Success
for our clients, teaming partners, and
employees is derived from an intense work
ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB
8(m), DBE business with additional state
and local small business and minority
certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite
office locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and exceed
your expectations every time.

US COAST GUARD

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
MSE Group has built a successful
partnership with the U.S. Coast
Guard and has served as the
prime contractor for more than
$400,000 of USCG project work.
Egmont Key Light Station, Natural
Attenuation Groundwater Monitoring
for Lead and Petroleum
The Egmont Key lighthouse and its
surrounding buildings in St. Petersburg,
Florida, are historic structures dating
back to the 1800s. During its history,
the island served many purposes, from
a strategic military installation to its
current use as a Florida State Park. The
site consists of lead and petroleumcontaminated groundwater.
MSE has provided groundwater
assessment support in accordance with
FDEP’s Natural Attenuation Monitoring
Plan, and is currently supporting USCG
in an effort to receive No Further Action
status at the site.

Base Miami Beach, PetroleumContaminated Groundwater Cleanup
Base Miami Beach provides support
for USCG search and rescue missions;
enforcement of federal laws and treaties;
ports, waterways, and coastal security
efforts as well as maintenance tasks for
base equipment, vehicles, and vessels.
Active petroleum remediation of the soil
and groundwater has been ongoing for
more than 10 years.
MSE provided remediation design and
implementation consisting of extracting
contaminated groundwater from the well
of concern to reduce contamination. As a
result of the groundwater remediation, the
contaminant of concern showed more than
a 90 percent reduction in concentration.

SBA-CERTIFIED
NAICS QUALIFIED
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

115310
237310
237990
541310
541330
541340
541611

xx 541620
xx 541690
xx 541715
xx 541990
xx 562212
xx 562910

Support Activities for Forestry
Highway, Street, and Bridge Construction
Other Heavy and Civil Engineering Construction
Architectural Services
Engineering Services
Drafting Services
Administrative Management and General Management
Consulting Services
Environmental Consulting Services
Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services
Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and
Life Sciences (except Nanotechnology and Biotechnology)
All Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Solid Waste Landfill
Remediation Services

USCG

MSE PROJECT LOCATIONS
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

USCG Air Station Clearwater
USCG Base Miami Beach
USCG Civil Engineering Unit Miami
USCG Station Key West
Egmont Key State Park
Fort Desoto State Park at Mullet Key

USCG

SERVICES & CAPABILITIES
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Environmental assessment
Environmental remediation
Long-term monitoring
Benthic survey
OSHA training
Asbestos training
Lead-based paint training

FOR MORE I NFORMATION ABOUT
MSE Group , PLEASE CONTACT:
Paulina Bruck • Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com

www.msegroup.com
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS EVERY TIME

CTS.USCG/11.2018

CLIENT SECTOR EXPERIENCE

US NAVY & US MARINE CORPS
Since 2013, MSE Group has been one of the most trusted
providers for the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps (USMC) throughout
the southeast. Our work spans over 20 CONUS and OCONUS
facilities and includes as many as 30 task orders and 15 facilities
managed concurrently. Such experience demonstrates our success
in applying environmental regulatory requirements over diverse
Department of Defense weapons system platforms including
aircraft, ships, submarines, ground training, and bombing ranges.
MSE has successfully partnered with the Navy and USMC to meet
and exceed environmental program goals in many areas, such as
streamlining and reducing the compliance reporting burden here
at home and providing solutions to complex waste management
issues at installations overseas. Our proven expertise in
hazardous and solid waste management/minimization has helped
facilities save millions of dollars while improving safety and
minimizing compliance risk.

MSE – FEDERAL CLIENTS
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Mobile District
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Savannah District
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Jacksonville District
xx Naval Facilities Engineering
Command – Southeast
xx Naval Facilities Engineering
Command – Mid-Atlantic

xx Air Force Civil Engineering Center
xx Department of Homeland Security –
Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center
xx Department of Homeland Security –
U.S. Coast Guard
xx National Park Service
xx U.S. Forest Service
xx Department of Veterans Affairs
xx General Services Administration

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international
environmental, engineering, and
construction firm providing qualified and
competitive environmental, engineering,
and health and safety services to public
and private entities nationwide. Success
for our clients, teaming partners, and
employees is derived from an intense work
ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB
8(m), DBE business with additional state
and local small business and minority
certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite
office locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and exceed
your expectations every time.

NAVFAC, NAVY & MARINE CORPS
SERVICES & CAPABILITIES

xx Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA)
xx Hazardous Waste
xx Solid Waste
xx Regulated Medical Waste Management
xx Soil, Water, Sediment, Gaseous
Sampling, Analysis, and Monitoring
(including all Statistical Evaluations)
xx Soil Gas Surveys
xx Monitoring Well Installations/Well Testing
xx Groundwater Modeling and Geophysical
Contamination Migration
xx Designs for Environmental Closure
Actions, Removal Actions, and
Restorations
xx Risk Assessments and Air Modeling

xx Hazardous Materials Database
Management
xx Consolidated Hazardous Material
Reutilization and Inventory Management
Program (CHRIMP)
xx Pollution Prevention
xx Post-Construction Award Services
xx Comprehensive Environmental Response
Compensation and Liability Act
xx Environmental Restoration
xx Environmental Management Systems
(EMS)
xx Range Sustainment
xx Other Environmental Liabilities (OEL)
Programs

US NAVY & MARINE CORPS
PROJECT LOCATIONS

xx Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune,
NC
xx Marine Corps Logistics Base
Albany, GA
xx Marine Corps Support Facility Blount
Island, FL
xx Naval Air Station Corpus Christi, TX
xx Naval Air Station Jacksonville, FL
xx Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base
Fort Worth, TX
xx Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base
New Orleans, LA
xx Naval Air Station Key West, FL
xx Naval Air Station Meridian, MS
xx Naval Air Station Pensacola, FL

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Naval Air Station Whiting Field, FL
Naval Outlying Field Barin, AL
Naval Outlying Field Summerdale, AL
Naval Station Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba
Naval Station Mayport, FL
Naval Submarine Base, Kings Bay,
GA
Naval Support Activity, Orlando, FL
Naval Support Activity, Panama City,
FL
Naval Support Facility, Beaufort, SC
Naval Support Activity, Mid-South,
TN
Pinecastle Bombing Range, FL

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
MSE Group continues to have a
successful partnership with the
U.S. Navy. To date we have been
assigned more than 70 task orders
with a total award of over $5 million.

SBA-CERTIFIED

NAICS QUALIFIED

115310 Support Activities for Forestry
237310 Highway, Street, and Bridge 		
Construction
237990 Other Heavy and Civil 		
Engineering Construction
541310 Architectural Services
541330 Engineering Services
541340 Drafting Services
541611 Administrative Management and
General Management Consulting
Services
541620 Environmental Consulting Services
541690 Other Scientific and Technical 		
Consulting Services
541715 Research and Development in the
Physical, Engineering, and Life
Sciences (except Nanotechnology
and Biotechnology)
541990 All Other Professional, Scientific,
and Technical Services
562212 Solid Waste Landfill
562910 Remediation Services

FOR MORE I NFORMATION ABOUT
MSE Group , PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck • Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com

www.msegroup.com
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS EVERY TIME
CTS.Navy/11.2018

CLIENT SECTOR EXPERIENCE

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
MSE Group has partnered with the National Park Service
(NPS) on a variety of assignments since 2013. Projects include
nationwide safety auditing and training, hazardous building
material exposure risk assessment and management planning, site
assessment and remedial planning, and database development
and management.
NPS has selected MSE for multiple task orders based on our
ability to think outside the box and to develop innovative strategies
that save time and money. In cases where projects had been
stalled—some for for more than 10 years—MSE proposed
and implemented successful solutions. In others, our creative
processes have offered resolutions for project closeout at reduced
cost and lower environmental risk. We look forward to using these
same techniques in support of your project needs.

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international
environmental, engineering, and
construction firm providing qualified and
competitive environmental, engineering,
and health and safety services to public
and private entities nationwide. Success
for our clients, teaming partners, and
employees is derived from an intense work
ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB
8(m), DBE business with additional state
and local small business and minority
certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite
office locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and exceed
your expectations every time.

FEDERAL CLIENTS
Horn Island Asbestos Assessment and
Corrective Measures Study, Mississippi

Moses Cone Memorial Park, CERCLA
Planning and Site Closure, North Carolina

Horn Island is a remote location that is only
accessible by boat and used by the public as
a recreational beach destination. The island
was shut down by NPS due to the presence of
asbestos-containing materials in beach sand
from weathering of former on-island structures.
MSE used specialized asbestos-removal
techniques and interactive risk evaluation
methods to mitigate exposure potential and
facilitate safe site reopening while saving over
20 percent on the original project cost estimate.

Moses Cone Memorial Park consists of former
apple orchards with elevated concentrations
of arsenic and other historical herbicide
and pesticide chemicals. Environmental
investigations conducted for over 10 years
remained incomplete to finalize remedial
strategies. MSE analyzed the previous data,
completed human health and ecological risk
assessments, and devised a plan that results
in site closure with no need for additional
assessment or active remediation. MSE
is currently supporting NPS with CERCLA
document preparation and public outreach.

xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Mobile District
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Savannah District
xx U.S. Army Corps of Engineers –
Jacksonville District
xx Naval Facilities Engineering Command –
Southeast
xx Naval Facilities Engineering Command –
Mid-Atlantic
xx Air Force Civil Engineering Center
xx Department of Homeland Security –
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
xx Department of Homeland Security – U.S.
Coast Guard
xx National Park Service
xx U.S. Forest Service
xx Department of Veterans Affairs
xx General Services Administration

SERVICES & CAPABILITIES
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Emissions inventories
Air quality analysis
Air quality/Title V permitting
Design/installation of pollution control
devices
Environmental program support
EPCRA Tier II and Form R reporting
Hazardous material program support
Hazardous waste reduction/pollution
prevention plans
NPDES permitting
Radon assessment
Solid waste management
SPCC/FRP plan development and
certification
Storage tank management
Grease trap survey
Limnology study and corrective action
PCB soil characterization and delineation
Pond soil and sediment sampling and
analysis
Sampling and analysis of soil, water, air
Sewer infiltration and investigation study
Wastewater infrastructure assessment

xx Wastewater/drinking water
infrastructure maintenance
xx Stormwater compliance
xx SWPPPs
xx TMDL background analysis
xx Accident prevention plans
xx Landfill closure/caps
xx Landfill design/construction
xx Sanitary sewer design/construction
xx Environmental data management
xx GIS layer development
xx Environmental assessment
xx Invasive species management
xx Mobile source emissions
xx NEPA documentation
xx T&E habitat management
xx T&E species surveys
xx Wetlands delineation
xx Wetlands permitting (401/404)
xx CERCLA Five-Year Review
xx Long-term monitoring/land use controls
xx Public meeting support
xx VOC hot spot monitoring

MSE PROJECT LOCATIONS
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Everglades National Park, FL
Stones River National Battlefield, TN
Congaree National Park, SC
Jean Lafitte National Historical Park and
Preserve, LA
Christiansted National Historic Site, USVI
Tuskegee Institute National Historic Site, AL
Horn Island, Mississippi
Moses Cone Estate Orchard, NC
Cane River Creole national Park, LA
Blue Ridge Parkway, NC
Carl Sandburg Home, NC
Cowpens/Ninety-Six, SC
Fort Pulaski, GA
Fort Sumter, SC
Gulf Islands, FL

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Fort Donelson, TN
Andersonville, GA
Cumberland Island, GA
Fort Frederica, GA
Jimmy Carter National Historic Site, GA
Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic
Site, GA
Moore’s Creek, NC
Biscayne, FL
Cape Lookout National Seashore, SC
Gulford Courthouse, NC
Horseshoe Bend, AL
Little River Canyon, Fort Payne, AL
Shiloh National Military Park, TN
Virgin Islands National Park, St. Thomas

FOR MORE I NFORMATION ABOUT MSE Group , PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck, Marketing Manager • 855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com
Chris Parent, VP/Program Manager • 407.402.4307 • cparent@msegroup.com

CTS.NPS/11.2018

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD
“This company has proven itself very
impressive time and again. Every
employee demonstrates the highest levels
of professionalism and competency... on
training, environmental site remediation,
historical project review, risk management,
and programmatic tools, and all projects
are making excellent progress or
completed successfully.”
“[MSE Group] assisted the NPS with a
complicated, unusual, and multistage
site assessment with high public
visibility. [MSE’s] technical expertise,
professionalism, and focus enabled us
to make the right choices and arrive at a
good decision point.”
– NPS Southeast Region Environmental/
Sustainability Program Manager

SBA-CERTIFIED

NAICS QUALIFIED

115310 Support Activities for Forestry
237310 Highway, Street, and Bridge
Construction
237990 Other Heavy and Civil Engineering
Construction
541310 Architectural Services
541330 Engineering Services
541340 Drafting Services
541611 Administrative Management and
General Management
Consulting Services
541620 Environmental Consulting Services
541690 Other Scientific and Technical
Consulting Services
541715 Research and Development in the
Physical, Engineering, and
Life Sciences (except
Nanotechnology and
Biotechnology)
541990 All Other Professional, Scientific,
and Technical Services
562212 Solid Waste Landfill
562910 Remediation Services

www.msegroup.com
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS EVERY TIME

CLIENT SECTOR EXPERIENCE

MUNICIPAL SERVICES
At MSE Group, we understand that our success is directly linked
to how effective we are in developing and implementing creative
solutions to meet our clients’ needs. A successful outcome requires
focusing on more than just the technical aspects of a project. It
requires an in-depth understanding of the increasingly complex
regulatory, institutional, and public policy issues affecting our
clients. It also requires a commitment to excellence and the ability
to thrive in a teaming environment—a cornerstone of success in the
municipal sector.
MSE Group has successfully completed a broad range of
environmental and construction projects for municipal clients. We
currently hold multiple contracts as a prime and routinely serve as
a specialty subconsultant for many others in the A/E/C industry. Our
technical depth and experience on large multinational projects in
the federal sector offers unique opportunities and capabilities for our
municipal sector partners.

MUNICIPAL SECTOR PARTNERS
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Brevard Workforce
City of Largo
City of Deltona
City of Leesburg
City of St. Cloud
City of Tampa
City of Somerset
Greater Orlando Aviation Authority (GOAA)

xx East Central Florida Regional Planning
Council
xx Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (FDEP)
xx Diocese of Orlando
xx LYNX Public Transportation
xx Orange County Utilities
xx City of San Antonio, Texas

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international
environmental, engineering, and
construction firm providing qualified and
competitive environmental, engineering,
and health and safety services to public
and private entities nationwide. Success
for our clients, teaming partners, and
employees is derived from an intense work
ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB
8(m), DBE business with additional state
and local small business and minority
certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite
office locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and exceed
your expectations every time.

REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Air quality/Title V permitting
Environmental assessments
EPCRA Tier II and Form R
Long-term monitoring/land use controls
Wastewater/drinking water infrastructure
maintenance
Wetlands delineation
Accident prevention plans
Air quality analysis
Design/installation of pollution control
devices
Emissions inventories
Environmental data management
Environmental program support
GIS layer development
Grease trap survey
Hazardous material program support
Hazardous waste reduction/pollution
prevention plans
Invasive species management
Landfill closure/caps

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Landfill design/construction
Limnology study and corrective action
NEPA documentation
NPDES permitting
PCB soil characterization and delineation
Pond soil and sediment sampling and
analysis
Public meeting support
Sampling and analysis of soil, water, air
Sewer infiltration and investigation study
Solid waste management
Spill Prevention, Control, and
Countermeasure/Facility Response Plans
(SPCC/FRP) development and certification
Storage tank management
Stormwater compliance
SWPPPs
T&E species surveys
T&E habitat management
Total maximum daily load (TMDL)
background analysis

CONTRACT VEHICLES
xx Atkins/Master Contract # 14-MASATK-05081 – St. Johns County, FL
xx Atkins/Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise GEC
xx Comprehensive Engineering Services/
District 7 Miscellaneous Design Support
Contract
xx East Central Florida RPC/Environmental
Review Services
xx Esciences/District 5 – Districtwide
environmental compliance
xx Geosyntec/Orange County Stormwater
Engineering Contract – Y15-9
xx GOAA/Emergency Services
xx GOAA/Continuing Engineering Services
Contract
xx GOAA/Continuing Environmental
Consulting Services

MINORITY CERTIFICATES
xx Florida Department of Transportation
Certified Disadvantaged Business
Enterprise
xx Greater Orlando Aviation Authority
Minority Business Enterprise and
Local Developing Business
xx Orange County Minority Business
Enterprise
xx Osceola County Minority Business
Enterprise
xx City of Tampa Minority Business
Enterprise
xx State of Tennessee Asbestos
Accreditation
xx City of Austin Minority Business
Enterprise
xx South Central Texas Minority
Business Enterprise
xx State of Texas Minority/WomanOwned Business Enterprise
xx ABE ESBE MBE SBE WBE
xx Historically Underutilized Business

xx Inwood Consulting/District 5 - Continuing
Services for PD&E
xx Inwood Consulting/Volusia County Env.
and Protected Species Service Contract
xx Inwood Consulting/Florida’s Turnpike
PD&E General Contract
xx Inwood Consulting/P15048 FDOT D-5 D/W
Env. Permitting
xx KCI Technologies, Inc./City of Tampa Utility
Locate Services
xx RS&H/FDOT – Noise
xx Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP/EMO
Continuing Services Contract
xx SCS Engineers/Orange County Continuing
PDES – Solid Waste RFP-Y15-903-J2
xx Terracon/OCPS GEO-ENV-CMT Services

www.msegroup.com
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS EVERY TIME

CTS.MuniSvc/11.2018

MUNICIPAL
SECTOR

FOR MORE I NFORMATION ABOUT
MSE Group , PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck • Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com

CLIENT SECTOR EXPERIENCE

INDUSTRIAL SERVICES

At MSE Group, we understand that our success is directly linked
to how effective we are in developing and implementing creative
and cost-effective solutions to meet our clients’ needs. A successful
outcome requires that we focus on more than just the technical
aspects of a project—it requires an in-depth understanding of the
increasingly complex regulatory, institutional, and public policy issues
affecting our clients.
Success also requires a commitment to excellence and the ability to
thrive in a teaming environment—cornerstones of MSE’s success in
supporting industry and manufacturing operations.

ABOUT US

FOUNDED IN 2002

MSE Group, LLC, is an international
environmental, engineering, and
construction firm providing qualified and
competitive environmental, engineering,
and health and safety services to public
and private entities nationwide. Success
for our clients, teaming partners, and
employees is derived from an intense work
ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB
8(m), DBE business with additional state
and local small business and minority
certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite
office locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and exceed
your expectations every time.

WHY MSE
MSE Group has successfully completed environmental compliance
and pollution control systems optimization in support of our
industrial and manufacturing clients. We currently hold multiple
long-term contracts with Fortune 500 businesses to provide
turnkey solutions and support for EHS initiatives and recurring
compliance support. Our technical depth and ability to self-perform
design/build initiatives continue to provide efficient, cost-effective
solutions for our industrial partners.

REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Air quality/Title V permitting
Environmental assessments
EPCRA Tier II and Form R
Wastewater/drinking water system
optimization
Safety and accident prevention plans
Indoor air quality analysis
Design/installation of pollution control
systems
Emissions inventories
Environmental data management
Environmental program support
Hazardous material program support

xx Hazardous waste reduction/pollution
prevention plans
xx NPDES permitting
xx Regulatory reporting
xx Sampling and analysis of soil, water, air
xx SPCC/FRP plan development and
certification
xx Storage tank management
xx Stormwater compliance
xx Stormwater pollution prevention plans
xx Threatened and endangered species
surveys
xx TMDL background analysis

SECTOR PARTNERSHIPS
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Ashland Inc.
Behr Process Corporation
Bombardier Recreational Products
Boston Whaler Corporation
Continential Tire the Americas, LLC.
Custom Fab Inc.
Duke Energy Corporation
Eaton Corporation
Foote Steel Corporation
Formosa Plastics
Fujifilm USA
General Dynamics Corporation
Harris Corporation

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

HCB Environmental Affairs
Key Energy Services
Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Owens Corning
Petropak Materials Inc.
Promised Land Dairy
Rockwell Collins Corporation
Rohwedder Inc.
SJW Group
Southwestern Motor Transport
Textron Corporation
Thompson Pump Company

www.msegroup.com
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS EVERY TIME

CTS.IndSvc/11.2018

SUCCESSES

EXCELLING IN OUR FIELD

xx More than $35 million in successful
project completion
xx Industrial clientele in over 30 states and
abroad
xx Professional services and engineering
for industrial facilities in FL, AL, TX, AR,
GA, VA, CA, SC, PA, MA, LA, Mexico,
and the Caribbean
xx Multiple safety and performance awards:
»» Letter of commendation from a
confidential global security company
for outstanding performance
on an antiballistic missile silodecommissioning project
»» In June 2011, assisted a confidential
global security company in winning
an internal, nationwide honor based
on the use of sustainable processes
and teamwork resulting in exceptional
problem-solving capabilities

INDUSTRIAL
SECTOR

MINORITY CERTIFICATES
xx Florida Disadvantages Business
Enterprise
xx SBA Certified Small Disadvantaged
Business
xx City of Austin Minority Business
Enterprise
xx South Central Texas Minority Business
Enterprise
xx State of Texas Minority/Woman-Owned
Business Enterprise
xx ABE ESBE MBE SBE WBE

FOR MORE I NFORMATION ABOUT
MSE Group , PLEASE CONTACT
Paulina Bruck • Marketing Manager
855.629.8180 • pbruck@msegroup.com

EXCEEDING
EXPECTATIONS
EVERY TIME.

Contract Summaries

Contract Summaries

CONTRACT SUMMARY

AIR FORCE CIVIL ENGINEER CENTER
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES BLANKET PURCHASE AGREEMENT (BPA)
BPA ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES UNDER GSA 00CORP SCHEDULE

The environmental services provided under this contract
support the Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC). These
services encompass the full range of methods, technologies,
and supporting activities necessary to conduct environmental
restoration/remediation, operations, and task efforts to address
environmental sites and/or conditions at U.S. Air Force (USAF)
installations and other locations in accordance with technical
and regulatory requirements. Sites include installations in the
continental United States, Hawaii, and Alaska as well as potential
work in the U.S. territorial sites of Guam and Puerto Rico.

CONTRACT

NUMBER
ID07160008

PROGRAM MANAGER
MSE Group, LLC
Paul Seavy, PE
Pseavy@msegroup.com
813.363.0862

START DATE
October 2016

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

OUR PARTNERS

This multiple award BPA contract is for a base
year with four 1-year options.

ABOUT US

BPA TOTAL CEILING

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified and
competitive environmental, engineering, and health and safety
services to public and private entities nationwide. Success for
our clients, teaming partners, and employees is derived from an
intense work ethic and the ability to enjoy the journey.

CONTRACT LOCATION

We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE business
with additional state and local small business and minority
certifications in numerous states across the country. With 14
branch and satellite office locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and exceed your expectations
every time.

CONTRACTING OFFICE

$385,074,513

Continental United States, Hawaii, Alaska,
Guam and Puerto Rico

TYPE/DESCRIPTION

Environmental Services Blanket Purchase
Agreement, Multiple Award Task Order
Air Force Civil Engineering Center
Southwest Region
261 Hughes Avenue, Suite 155
Joint Base Lackland, TX 78236

CONTRACTING OFFICER
Rose M. Dominguez
rose.dominguez@gsa.gov
210.306.2344

SPECIAL ITEM NUMBERS

SIN 899-8 ● SIN 899-1
SIN 899-3 ● SIN 899-5 ● SIN 100-03

CONTRACT SCOPE OF SERVICES
This multiple-award BPA involves call orders that are issued as firm-fixed-price (FFP) fully funded orders or time-andmaterials incrementally funded orders using Schedule 899 Special Item Numbers (SIN) 899-8 Primary and the following:
•
•
•
•
•

SIN 899-8
SIN 899-1
SIN 899-3
SIN 899-5
SIN 100-03

Remediation and Reclamation Services
Environmental Consulting Services
Environmental Training Services
Materials and Waste, Recycling and Disposal Service Biochemical Testing
Ancillary Supplies and/or Services

The scope of this environmental operations and services BPA includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air quality
Air traffic and airspace analysis
Asbestos, radon, lead-based paint (LBP), and other lead-containing materials
Cultural resources
Drinking water surveillance; ordnance removal and disposal, range O&M, and demolition
Environmental baseline surveys (EBS)
Environmental impact analysis process (EIAP)
Environmental Management System (EMS) Audit Inspection Program
Hazardous material (HM) and hazardous waste (HW) management
Long-term monitoring (LTM)
Long-term O&M
Natural resources
Noise management
Pesticide management
Petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) management
Pollution prevention (P2)
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB)
Precision leak testing
Solid waste management
Storage tank management
System optimization in accordance with AFCEC guidance
Wastewater and stormwater annual permitting

Examples of specific tasks include operating, maintaining, and optimizing pollution control or remedial system equipment;
characterizing waste streams; conducting environmental monitoring, sampling, and analysis; operating hazardous waste
accumulation sites; and updating existing environmental plans.

www.msegroup.com
E XCEED I NG E X PECTATI ONS E V ERY TI M E
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CONTRACT SUMMARY

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
SCHEDULE FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES – 899

This General Services Administration contract facilitates support for
the following Special Item Numbers (SIN):

CONTRACT

•• SIN 899-1 Environmental Consulting Services

GS-10F-0469Y

•• SIN 899-3 Environmental Training Services

POINTS OF CONTACT

•• SIN 899-8 Remediation and Reclamation Services

MSE Group, LLC

Engineering and
Environmental
Solutions

Environmental
Health and Safety
Compliance (EHS)

Contamination
assessment and
remediation

EHS training

Turnkey field/
NEPA support for
construction services EIS and EA

Civil and
environmental
engineering

Health and safety/
industrial hygiene
services

Facility support and
O&M

Data management

Air and water
compliance support

Facility
Wetland analysis
decontamination and
decommissioning

Solid waste

Stormwater
and wastewater
compliance support

Multimedia sampling

Mold assessment
and remediation

EHS assessments
and corrective
action

Construction and
Field Services

NUMBER

Ecological
Services

Endangered
species

Environmental
regulations
development
Natural resource
restoration

ABOUT US

Contract administration:
Paul R. Seavy, PE
pseavy@msegroup.com
Authorized negotiators:
Paul R. Seavy, PE
pseavy@msegroup.com
Chris D. Parent
cparent@msegroup.com
Phone: 855.629.8180
Fax: 407.629.7595
http://msegroup.com

BUSINESS SIZE

Small, Disadvantaged, 8(a) Business

MAXIMUM ORDER
$1 million

DISCOUNTS

2% off – Task orders exceeding $150,000
5% off – Task orders exceeding $500,000
6% off – Task orders exceeding $1 million
Prompt payment discount/terms N/A – 30 days

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental, engineering, and construction
firm providing qualified and competitive environmental, engineering, and health
and safety services to public and private entities nationwide. Success for our
clients, teaming partners, and employees is derived from an intense work ethic and
the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE business with additional state
and local small business and minority certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite office locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and exceed your expectations every time.
CS_GSA Schedule/11.06.2018

www.msegroup.com
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS EVERY TIME

CONTRACT SUMMARY

NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING COMMAND
MID-ATLANTIC DIVISION

INDEFINITE QUANTITY CONTRACT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SERVICES

This contract is established as an indefinite delivery/indefinite
quantity (IDIQ), firm fixed price (FFP). Services provided under
this contract consist of environmental services, specifically
NAICS Code 562910 – Remediation Services.
Services required by this contract will be provided for
customers of the Department of Navy, Naval Facilities
Engineering Command (NAVFAC) for the Mid-Atlantic Division.

N40085-18-D-0603

PROGRAM MANAGER
MSE Group, LLC
Will Breeden, PMP
wbreeden@msegroup.com
910.431.4818
September 20, 2018

On July 14, 2017, MSE Group, LLC, and EnSafe Inc., received SBA approval to
form a mentor/protégé partnership (M/P) to provide creative, custom environmental
services to the federal government. There are few, if any, environmental problems
that the mentor firm (EnSafe) and protégé firm (MSE) have not tackled. Together,
we’re poised to provide our powerful talents and resources to solve the toughest
regulatory compliance, site assessment, and restoration challenges.
Partnership benefits include:
•• Stellar safety records

•• Financial stability/competitive pricing •• Cutting-edge project experience with
•• Over 37 years of service to the Navy, emerging contaminants and PFAS
Army, Air Force, DoD, and USACE

NUMBER

DATE OF CONTRACT

ABOUT US

•• Vast coast-to-coast resources

CONTRACT

•• Ability to meet sole-source, set-aside,
and/or competitive small business
•• Cradle-to-grave expertise resolving
complex remedial project challenges goals
•• Innovative technology development •• Tiered partnering process familiarity
•• Performance-Based Acquisition
•• Community relations expertise on
(PBA) experience
sensitive, high-visibility projects

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

The base period of the contract is 1 year,
and the contract contains four 1-year option
periods for a total maximum term of 5 years.

MAXIMUM VALUE
$4 million

CONTRACT LOCATION

The location of work under this contract
is within the NAVFAC Mid-Atlantic area of
responsibility (AOR).

TYPE/DESCRIPTION

8(a) FFP IDIQ contract for environmental
remediation services at sites in the NAVFAC
Mid-Atlantic AOR

CONTRACTING OFFICE
Department of the Navy
NAVFAC Mid-Atlantic
9324 Virginia Ave
Norfolk, VA 23511

CONTRACT SCOPE OF SERVICES
This contract will facilitate various forms of support for the following environmental services,
specifically NAICS Code 562910 – Remediation Services:
•• Environmental baseline surveys (EBS)
and Phase I and II hazardous, toxic, and
radiological waste (HTRW) surveys for real
estate actions associated with property
acquisition and divestment
•• Department of Defense Installation
Restoration Program in compliance with the
Comprehensive Environmental Response
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) of
1980

•• Site investigation and remediation of
unexploded ordnance (UXO) and associated
contamination specific to UXO management
•• Range groundwater/soil contamination/
investigation and remediation considering
all pathways related to the Navy’s Range
Sustainability Environmental Program
Assessment (RSEPA) program

•• Air quality work including development and/
or preparation of: (a) air emission inventories,
•• Environmental documentation for base
(b) operating permit applications; (c) New
closures
Source Review permits (d) applications
and negotiation of subsequent permits for
•• Assessment, characterization, testing,
minor permits to construct, (e) compliance
monitoring, and remedial action design,
assessments, plans, and testing required by
removal, and oversight for petroleum, oil, and
Part 63 NESHAPS, and (f) evaluation and
lubricant (POL) sites with multiple sources
design of air pollution control equipment
and distribution lines
•• Assessments, studies, investigations, and
remedial designs in coordination with other
environmental programs such as air, water,
wastewater, solid waste, asbestos, and
hazardous substance/waste management

•• GIS and web page development and
maintenance, and graphic design support
•• Petroleum storage tank (PST) program
support

•• Activities necessary to identify the presence
of asbestos-containing materials (ACM)
in facilities and equipment and associated
removal plans

•• Traditional and innovative remedial action
methods for environmentally contaminated
sites including remedial/removal actions,
expedited and emergency response, pilot and •• Water quality evaluations, compliance
treatability studies, work plan development,
studies, and condition assessments
facility or system operation and maintenance,
•• Clean Water Act compliance support
and repair services
•• Small arms range maintenance,
management, and upgrade services

MSEnSafe 8(a)-JV
ENGINEERING | ENVIRONMENTAL | HE ALTH & SAFET Y | TECHNOLOGY
CS_NAVFAC_MIDLANT/Dec_2018

CONTRACT SUMMARY

NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING COMMAND
SOUTHEAST DIVISION

INDEFINITE DELIVERY/INDEFINITE QUANTITY CONTRACT FOR HAZARDOUS
MATERIAL AND WASTE MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

quantity, firm fixed price, architect/engineer contract. Integrated

CONTRACT

Product Teams (IPT) and any other government agencies within

NUMBER

This contract was established as an indefinite delivery/indefinite

the areas covered by this contract may issue task orders. The
core A/E team at NAVFAC Southeast administers the procurement
of this contract.
Required services include environmental, technical, and
engineering tasks at various locations under the cognizance
of NAVFAC Southeast. The contract provides services for DoD
and non-DoD facilities located in Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
South Carolina, and the Caribbean as well as environmental
and engineering services at activities located within the entire
NAVFAC area of responsibility (AOR) worldwide.

N69450-18-D-0019

PROGRAM MANAGER
MSE Group, LLC
Michael Orcino, PE
morcino@msegroup.com
407.470.7190

PERFORMANCE DATE
August 2018–August 2023

MAXIMUM VALUE
$10 million

CONTRACT LOCATION
Worldwide

TYPE/DESCRIPTION

ABOUT US

MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified and
competitive environmental, engineering, and health and
safety services to public and private entities nationwide.
Success for our clients, teaming partners, and employees
is derived from an intense work ethic and the ability to
enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE
business with additional state and local small business
and minority certifications in numerous states across
the country. With 14 branch and satellite office locations
nationwide, MSE stands ready to support your needs and
exceed your expectations every time.

Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity,
Architect/Engineer Contract for Hazardous
Material and Waste Management
Environmental Engineering Services

CONTRACTING OFFICE
NAVFAC Southeast
ACQ CORE - AE/PPV/CE
Bldg. 903, PO Box 30
Jacksonville, FL 32212-0030
904.542.6915

CONTRACT SCOPE OF SERVICES

Services under this contract include preparation of permits, studies, plans, designs, specifications, reports, and cost
estimates as well as performance of all associated engineering services in support of a variety of environmental programs:
•• Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA)
•• Hazardous waste
•• Solid waste
•• Regulated medical waste management
•• Soil, water, sediment, gaseous
sampling, analysis, and monitoring
(including all statistical evaluations)
•• Soil gas surveys
•• Monitoring well installations/well testing
•• Groundwater modeling and geophysical
contamination migration

•• Consolidated Hazardous Material
Reutilization and Inventory
Management Program (CHRIMP)
•• Risk assessments and air modeling
•• Designs for environmental closure
actions, removal actions, and restorations
•• Hazardous material database
management
•• Pollution prevention
•• Post-construction award services
•• CERCLA
•• Environmental restoration

AREAS OF OPERATION

MSE maintains a successful partnership with NAVFAC Southeast. From contract start to
date, we have been assigned more than 75 task orders with a total award of $4.5 million.

Project Locations
MSE Locations
Areas of Operation

Puerto Rico

Cuba

PROJECT LOCATIONS

••Marine Corps Base Camp Lejeune, NC
••Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany, GA
••Marine Corps Support Facility Blount
Island, FL
••Naval Air Station Corpus Christi, TX
••Naval Air Station Jacksonville, FL
••Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base
Fort Worth, TX

••Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base
New Orleans, LA
••Naval Air Station Key West, FL
••Naval Air Station Meridian, MS
••Naval Air Station Pensacola, FL
••Naval Air Station Whiting Field, FL
••Naval Outlying Field Barin, AL
••Naval Outlying Field Summerdale, AL

•• Range sustainment
•• Other environmental liabilities (OEL)
programs
•• Environmental management system
(EMS)
Our services are supported by a spectrum
of environmental document reviews and
studies providing specific strategies and
recommendations. From hazardous waste
plans and studies to contingency and
decontamination plans, and from corrective
measures to remedial action plans—MSE
knows environmental documentation.

PROJECT TYPES
•• EPCRA Tier II and Form R
reporting
•• Hazardous waste contingency
plans
•• Hazardous waste management
plans
•• RCRA waste stream
determinations
•• Hazardous waste training courses
•• Groundwater monitoring
•• Pollution prevention plans
•• Integrated solid waste
management plans
•• Hazardous material consolidation
program and recycling technical
support
•• Hazardous waste annual reporting
•• Asbestos containing material and
•• Lead-based paint surveys

••Naval Station Guantanamo Bay, Cuba
••Naval Station Mayport, FL
••Naval Submarine Base, Kings Bay, GA
••Naval Support Activity, Orlando, FL
••Naval Support Activity, Panama City, FL
••Naval Support Facility, Beaufort, SC
••Pinecastle Bombing Range, FL
www.msegroup.com
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS EVERY TIME

CS.NAVFAC SE/11.2018

CONTRACT SUMMARY

US COAST GUARD
NATIONWIDE ENVIRONMENTAL (ENV) ENGINEERING SERVICES
INDEFINITE DELIVERY/INDEFINITE QUANTITY (IDIQ)
MULTIPLE AWARD TASK ORDER CONTRACT (MATOC)

Services under this contract will provide support to U.S.
Coast Guard (USCG) shore infrastructure, real property, and
other projects throughout the United States and its territories
under USCG’s four key environmental programs: Compliance,
Restoration and Liabilities, Planning, and Sustainability
and Training. Projects will cover a wide range of activities
including construction, demolition, repair, and maintenance;
hazardous materials management; pollution prevention;
dredging; operational activities such as training, permitting,
and response; and real property agreements/transfers.
Services may be required at a variety of facilities, buildings,
structures, and geographic areas—both onshore and
offshore—including bases, small boat stations, light stations,
aids-to-navigation facilities, and communications facilities.

NUMBER

70Z05019DMSESFE05

PROGRAM MANAGER
Ashley Signorelli, PE
MSEnSafe Contract Manager
5858 S. Semoran Boulevard
Orlando, FL 32822
407.865.4545 (direct/cell)
asignorelli@msegroup.com

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

This contract will include a base with five
1-year ordering periods and one option
with five 1-year ordering periods for a total
maximum duration of 10 years.

DATE OF CONTRACT

ABOUT US

December 18, 2018

On July 14, 2017, MSE Group, LLC, and EnSafe Inc., received SBA approval
to form a mentor/protégé partnership (M/P) to provide creative, custom
environmental services to the federal government. There are few, if any,
environmental problems that the mentor firm (EnSafe) and protégé firm (MSE)
have not tackled. Together, we’re poised to provide our powerful talents and
resources to solve the toughest regulatory compliance, site assessment, and
restoration challenges.
Partnership benefits include:
•• Vast coast-to-coast resources
••
•• Financial stability/competitive pricing ••
•• Over 37 years of service to the Navy,
Army, Air Force, DoD, and USACE ••
•• Cradle-to-grave expertise resolving
complex remedial project challenges
•• Innovative technology development ••
••
•• Community relations expertise on
sensitive, high-visibility projects

CONTRACT

Stellar safety records
Cutting-edge project experience with
emerging contaminants and PFAS
Ability to meet sole-source, set-aside,
and/or competitive small business
goals
Tiered partnering process familiarity
Performance-Based Acquisition
(PBA) experience

MAXIMUM VALUE
$75 million

CONTRACT LOCATION
United States and its territories

TYPE/DESCRIPTION

Indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity (IDIQ)
multiple award task order contract (MATOC)
for environmental services (ENV)

CONTRACTING OFFICE

Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
USCG Facilities Design and Construction
Center (FDCC)
Detachment Seattle
915 2nd Ave., Room 2664
Seattle, WA 98174

CONTRACT SCOPE OF SERVICES
Environmental Compliance
»» Design and execution of bench-scale studies, pilot studies,
treatability studies, and in situ treatment techniques
»» Environmental compliance evaluations (ECE), conformance
audits, and associated reporting
»» GIS mapping and analytical database support for
environmental projects and programs
»» Development and update of unit environmental guides and
facility environmental plans (SWPPP, SPCC, ICP, FRP, etc.)
»» Administrative Record maintenance and reporting
»» Permitting, technical, and regulatory support including
»» Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) and public affairs support
provision of any applicable professional certifications
»» Remediation work (considered minor or incidental in nature)
associated with permit requirements (air, water, waste water,
Environmental Planning
stormwater, solid/hazardous waste, etc.)
»» Support for NEPA evaluations and assessments including
»» Environmental data management including web-based
categorical exclusions, environmental assessments, and
regulatory reporting
environmental impact statements
»» Development and implementation of hazardous materials
»» Integrated management plan preparation and coordination
management systems (inventory control systems and barcode
with regulators and other stakeholders
reading capabilities)
»» Biological assessments and evaluations including wetland
Environmental Restoration and Liabilities
surveys and evaluation of impacts on ESA-listed species
»» CERCLA, RCRA, and state-program site investigations
»» Wildlife agency and program consultations under ESA
including preliminary assessments, site characterization
»» Support for assessment and management of cultural and tribal
investigations, corrective measure/remedy implementation,
resources (assessments, plans, mitigation measures, and
engineering evaluations, decision documents, institutional
activities required under NHPA Section 106 or 110)
controls, remedial process optimization, long-term monitoring,
»» Cultural and tribal agency consultation support
site closeout, corrective action support, and planning
»» Permitting and regulatory compliance support associated with
»» Cost-to-complete evaluations
other applicable environmental laws and regulations (CZMA,
»» Development or update of site environmental liability estimates
MBTA, BGEPA, etc.)
»» Environmental multimedia investigations, assessments,
»» Preparation and implementation of mitigation plans
surveys, sampling, modeling, and documentation;
»» Development of public participation plans and support for
recommendations regarding investigative and remedial
public participation project components
approaches and techniques
»» Permit acquisition assisstance for dredging and disposal
»» Environmental sample data review, validation, interpretation,
of dredge spoils including required surveys, sampling, and
and reporting
testing
»» Hazardous building materials surveys and preparation of
Environmental Sustainability and Training
abatement plans
»» USCG environmental management system (EMS)
»» Human health and ecological risk assessments, especially as
development and implementation support
applied to risk-based cleanup and closure requirements
»» Development of environmental engineering and sustainability
»» Engineering analysis and recommendations regarding
design work products
remedial approach, design, alternatives, estimated costs, and
»» Preparation of environmental training curricula and guidance
remedial process optimization
documents, environmental newsletters, fact sheets, etc.
»» Development of and recommendations for contaminated
»» Environmental data management including web-based
material-handling plans to support construction activities
regulatory reporting

MSEnSafe Small Business Joint Venture, LLC
cs.USCG_MSEnSafe JV_Dec_2018

CONTRACT SUMMARY

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
JACKSONVILLE – SOUTH ATLANTIC DIVISION

REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL ACQUISITION TOOLS (REAT) ENVIRONMENTAL
REMEDIATION SERVICES (ERS) MULTIPLE AWARD TASK ORDER CONTRACT (MATOC)

Services provided under this contract include environmental
compliance, environmental restoration, environmental
conservation, pollution prevention, erosion and sediment control,
stormwater and water reuse, safety and industrial hygiene,
quality assurance, facilities maintenance, inspection, and energy
management. Traditional construction is related to restoration
(including the construction of support facilities), renovations,
repairs, and modernization of existing facilities.
The services required by this contract will be provided for
the customers of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
South Atlantic Division (SAD), and the Southeastern Regional
Environmental Office of the Installation Management Agency
(SERO). Work may also be performed at other federal facilities
outside the above-stated geographical boundary on an excepted
basis as determined by the Contracting Officer or in accordance
with Memoranda of Agreement with other USACE Districts.
While the SERO establishes the primary geographical area of
responsibility for this contract, it is not limited to Army customers.

CONTRACT
NUMBER

W912EP-16-D-0006

PROGRAM MANAGER

3E-QRI SBJV, LLC
Michael Orcino
morcino@msegroup.com – 407.470.7190
5858 S. Semoran Blvd. Orlando, FL 32822

START DATE
July 12, 2016

PERFORMANCE DATE

Base contract is for a period of 3 years with
one 2-year option

MAXIMUM VALUE

Work under this contract to be subject to
satisfactory negotiation of individual task
orders, with the total value not to exceed
$188,000,000 over the life of the contract

LOCATION

ABOUT US

The 3E-QRI Small Business Joint Venture (SBJV) team offers to
Jacksonville District industry leading capabilities to successfully perform
the services under this contract:
3E Consultants, Inc. (now MSE Group, LLC): Managing JV
partner and award winning small business recognized by
The Orlando Business Journal as a “Top Minority Owned
Business” and nominated by Grow Florida as a “Florida
Company to Watch”
Quaternary Research Investigations, LLC (QRI): JV partners
and certified WOSB, Economically Disadvantaged WOSB,
and SDBE
Parsons Corporation (Parsons): An industry leading and
global engineering firm with substantial SAD resources
LG2 Environmental Solutions, Inc. (LG2): Certified SBA 8a,
SDBE, and WOSB headquartered in SAD

Within South Atlantic Division AOR and
at various contractor, subcontractor, and
government facilities

TYPE/DESCRIPTION

Regional Environmental Acquisition Tools,
Environmental Remediation Services, Multiple
Award Task Order Contract

CONTRACTING OFFICE

USA Engineering District, Jacksonville
Contracting Division
701 San Marco Blvd.
Jacksonville, FL 32207-8175

CONTRACTING OFFICER
Ricardo E. Torres
Ricardo.E.Torres2@usace.army.mil
904.232.3143

CONTRACT SCOPE OF SERVICES
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE SERVICES

•• Establishing and/or upgrading GIS systems (survey, mapping, and
remote sensing)
•• Establishing and/or upgrading extensive databases
•• Radon surveys and testing, and any air pollutant (including dust) and
vapor intrusion survey, testing, and remediation
•• Compliance for landfills including but not limited to methane monitoring,
groundwater sampling, capacity reports, surveys, and landfill closures
•• Compliance involving ranges, target practice areas, and any other
training-related facilities

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION SERVICES
•• Site-specific work plans with accompanying subplans

•• Sampling/testing of soil, sediment, groundwater, and surface water
•• Waste site investigations in accordance with federal, state, and local
environmental regulations
•• Remedial action decision documents
•• Risk assessments in support of RCRA, CERCLA, or other stateregulated programs.
•• Remedial action activities at contaminated sites
•• Remediation of contaminated soils
•• Demolition, removal, decontamination, treatment, transport, and/or
disposal of manmade structures
•• Remediation of contaminated groundwater

•• Indoor air quality monitoring and corrective actions including but not
limited to industrial hygiene services, mold investigations, and remedial
actions to reduce or eliminate mold and/or moisture problems
•• Installation sustainability and environmental management system
initiatives including facility maintenance databases, quality assurance,
inspection, matrix, and higher reporting of facility readiness
•• Asbestos surveys and abatement including structure demolition
•• Lead-based paint investigations and abatement

•• Construction of containments around hazardous and regulated
waste sites
•• Operation and maintenance of remediation facilities
•• Procurement of analytical laboratory services for performing analyses
associated with individual task orders
•• Participation in community education and public affairs activities and
preparation of associated documents
•• Remedial action reports (RAP) and/or closure reports/post-closure
reports after completion of the remedial action activities
•• Geotechnical investigations and actions for various parameters
•• Comprehensive base sustainment, restoration, and modernization
support
•• Long-term management and 5-year reviews for sites that have not
achieved unrestricted use/unconditional exposure

•• Topographic, structural, and geophysical surveys
•• Hydrogeological testing and data analysis
•• Chemical sampling, treatment, and/or disposal of investigationderived waste and containerized wastes

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION SERVICES

•• Studies, investigations, reviews, and coordination with state and
federal agencies related to natural resource programs, threatened
and endangered species, invasive species, reforestation, ecosystem
conservation and restoration, oxygenation systems, and conservation
and restoration of fish habitats

POLLUTION PREVENTION

•• Assessment of current protectiveness of previously implemented
remedial actions

•• Cultural resource conservation and compliance services
•• Archeological reconnaissance, mitigation, and restoration
•• Wetland surveys, studies, mitigation, and restoration

•• Reviews and studies of pollution prevention programs

•• Waste stream analysis and recommendations

•• Reduction/prevention of potential impacts for spills from fuel or
hydraulic system, and underground and/or aboveground storage
tanks (UST/AST)

•• Prevention, reduction, and/or elimination of impacts from stormwater,
erosion, and sedimentation

•• Preparation, review, and implementation of corrective actions related
to stormwater and wastewater management programs and erosion
and sediment control plans

•• Preparation/revision of comprehensive environmental management
systems
•• Noise pollution program and noise source review, monitoring, and
mitigation

www.msegroup.com
E XCEED I NG E X PECTATI ONS E V ERY TI M E

CONTRACT SUMMARY

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
SAVANNAH DISTRICT – SOUTH ATLANTIC DIVISION
INDEFINITE DELIVERY/INDEFINITE QUANTITY
MULTIPLE AWARD TASK ORDER CONTRACT FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SERVICES

The services required by this contract will be provided for
customers of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, South Atlantic
Division, and the Southeastern Regional Environmental Office
(SERO) of the Installation Management Agency.
Services provided under this contract include the full range of
environmental remediation including environmental compliance,
environmental restoration, environmental conservation, pollution
prevention, erosion and sediment control, stormwater and water
reuse, safety and industrial hygiene, quality assurance, facilities
maintenance, inspection, and energy management. Traditional
construction is related to restoration, renovations, repairs, and
modernization of existing facilities. Services include all materials,
equipment, supplies, and personnel to perform the individual
task orders and provide the required environmental Sustainment,
Restoration and Modernization support.

CONTRACT
NUMBER

W912HN-18-D-1004

PROGRAM MANAGER
MSE Group, LLC
Paul Seavy, PE
pseavy@msegroup.com
813.363.0862

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

This contract will consist of a 3-year base
ordering period with one 2-year option
period, starting November 30, 2017.

MAXIMUM VALUE
$230 million

CONTRACT LOCATION
USACE Savannah AOR

TYPE/DESCRIPTION

ABOUT US
The 3E-Plexus Solutions Joint Venture, LLC, was approved by
the Small Business Administration as a Section 8(a) entity on
September 24, 2014. The managing venturer, 3E Consultants (now
MSE Group), and partner venturer, Plexus Scientific, have vast
environmental experience with the Department of Defense and
numerous other federal agencies.
With our combined resources located throughout the United
States, turnkey site remediation experience, and vast expertise
across multiple technical disciplines, we provide a powerful project
implementation tool for our clients.

Indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity,
multiple award task order contract
(MATOC) for environmental remediation
services (ERS)

CONTRACTING OFFICE
USACE
Savannah District
100 West Oglethorpe Avenue
Savannah, GA 31401-3640

CONTRACT SCOPE OF SERVICES

•• Environmental compliance
»» Remedial action reports/closure reports/post-closure reports
»» Engineering analysis, design concepts, environmental
»» Geotechnical investigations and actions
assessments, and cost estimates
»» Comprehensive base SRM support
»» Repairs, upgrades, improvements, and construction
•• Environmental conservation
associated with environmental compliance work
»» Natural resource program studies/investigations, and review
»» Development or upgrade of GIS systems (survey, mapping,
for compliance with federal, state, and local regulations
and remote sensing) and databases
»» Full array of cultural resource compliance services
»» Lead-based paint investigations and abatement
»» Archeological reconnaissance and Phase I and Phase II
»» Asbestos surveys and abatement including structure demolition
surveys as well as Phase III data recovery
»» Radon surveys and testing
»» Archeological mitigation and restoration
»» Indoor air quality monitoring and corrective actions
»» Wetland studies/investigations; review programs for compliance
»» Installation sustainability and environmental management
with federal, state, and local regulations; prepare permits
system (EMS) initiatives
»» Wetland mitigation and restoration
»» Compliance related to ranges, target practice areas, landfills
•• Pollution prevention (P2)
•• Environmental restoration
»» Revision and/or development of P2 programs including
»» Site-specific work plans and sub-plans
polllution prevention plans, training programs, and spill
»» Sampling and testing of soil (shallow, shallow subsurface,
prevention control programs and plans
and deep subsurface) and/or other solid matter, sediment,
»» Upgrade/repair of fuel or hydraulic systems, USTs, and ASTs
groundwater, and surface water
to reduce and/or prevent potential impacts of spills including
»» Waste site investigations (remedial, RCRA facility,
preparation of UST management plans and databases
comprehensive site assessments) in accordance with federal,
»» Review or development of stormwater and wastewater
state, and local environmental regulations
management programs and erosion and sediment control
»» Remedial action decision documents
plans; recommend and implement corrective actions
»» Risk assessments (human health and ecological) in support of
»» Improvements to stormwater infrastructure systems, tank
RCRA, CERCLA, or other state-regulated programs
trails, tank trail crossings, and training access areas to
»» Remedial action activities at sites contaminated with RCRA
prevent, reduce, and/or eliminate impacts from stormwater,
listed/characteristic hazardous wastes, heavy metals,
erosion, and sedimentation
PCBs, asbestos, petroleum hydrocarbons, TSCA-regulated
»» Revisions to/development of comprehensive EMS to assist in
substances, ordnance and explosives, radioactive material,
obtaining ISO 14000 registration
and other contaminants not specifically listed
»» Review of noise pollution programs to monitor/mitigate noise
»» Remediation of contaminated soil
sources
»» Demolition, removal, decontamination, treatment, transport
»» Waste stream analysis and evaluation of facilities for potential
and/or disposal of manmade structures including buildings,
processes and materials that generate hazardous wastes or
sumps, UST/ASTs, drums, and transformers that may
solid, non-hazardous, non-recyclable wastes
be contaminated with asbestos, lead-based paint, PCBs,
•• Real estate
petroleum products, or other solid or hazardous wastes
»» Real estate planning reports in support of land acquisition
»» Remediation of contaminated groundwater
»» Market impact studies and appraisals
»» Topographic, structural, and geophysical surveys
»» Administration of benefits under P.L 91-646 (Uniform Relocation
»» Hydrogeological testing and data analysis
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Act, as amended)
»» Chemical sampling, treatment, and/or disposal of
»
»
Compliance, utilization, and other similar inspections on lands
containerized wastes
»
»
Audits of real estate historical records (including cadastral)
»» Construction of containment (caps, slurry walls, etc.) around
hazardous and regulated waste sites
•• Sustainment, Restoration, and Modernization (SRM)
»» Operation and maintenance of remediation facilities
»» Comprehensive base SRM support including all materials,
»» USACE-approved laboratory services for chemical and
personnel, tools, labor costs, and other associated incidentals
physical analyses of air, soil, groundwater, surface water, and
to complete vertical and horizontal construction requirements,
sediment samples incidental to other work being performed
inspections, quality assurance, and other SRM initiatives as
defined in individual task orders
»» Community education and public affairs activities

3E-Plexus Solutions Joint Venture, LLC
cs.USACE-Savannah/11.14.2018

CONTRACT SUMMARY

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
MOBILE DISTRICT – SOUTH ATLANTIC DIVISION
INDEFINITE DELIVERY/INDEFINITE QUANTITY CONTRACT

The purpose of this Basewide Environmental and Sustainment
Support (BEST) contract is to provide a full range of environmental
compliance, base support services and Sustainment, Restoration
and Modernization Support (SRM), Installation Restoration (IR),
and Defense Environmental Restoration Program (DERP) technical
support to customers of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Environmental and base support services consist of installationwide support in maintaining compliance with all environmental
regulations and implementation of site investigation, remediation
and restoration; corrective actions; operation and maintenance;
long-term monitoring; interim corrective measures; removal and
disposal of contaminants; sampling and analysis; evaluations;
pilot tests; environmental compliance, environmental restoration,
and environmental conservation; pollution prevention; safety and
industrial hygiene; quality assurance; facilities maintenance; and
inspection as well as base support such as permits, reviews,
database input, and management; geospatial/geographical
interface; data collection; detailed evaluations and analysis; and
inventory, auditing, and data management.

CONTRACT

NUMBER

W91278-18-D-0105

PROGRAM MANAGER
MSE Group, LLC
Michael Orcino, PE
morcino@msegroup.com
407.470.7190

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE
This contract will consist of a base
year plus three option years, starting
September 20, 2018.

MAXIMUM VALUE
$4 million

CONTRACT LOCATION
USACE Mobile District area of
responsibility (AOR)

TYPE/DESCRIPTION

ABOUT US
MSE Group, LLC, is an international environmental,
engineering, and construction firm providing qualified and
competitive environmental, engineering, and health and
safety services to public and private entities nationwide.
Success for our clients, teaming partners, and employees
is derived from an intense work ethic and the ability to
enjoy the journey. We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB
8(m), DBE business with additional state and local small
business and minority certifications in numerous states
across the country. With 14 branch and satellite office
locations nationwide, MSE stands ready to support your
needs and exceed your expectations every time.

Indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity
contract is for Basewide Environmental
and Sustainment Support (BEST)
and Sustainment, Restoration, and
Modernization (SRM) support

CONTRACTING OFFICE
USACE Mobile District
Contracting Division
109 St. Joseph Street
Mobile, AL 36602
251.690.2348

CONTRACTING OFFICER
John C. Vandiver
John.C.Vandiver@usace.army.mil
251.441.5599

CONTRACT SCOPE OF SERVICES
•• Base support on a variety of environmental programs and
initiatives for critical functions and capabilities to enhance
operations and readiness (office automation, customer
interface, administrative actions, general administrative
support, etc.)
•• Comprehensive base sustainment, restoration, and
modernization support
•• Environmental compliance, restoration, and safety:
--Compliance with federal, state, and/or local air pollution
regulations, solid/hazardous waste handling and disposal
regulations, Emergency Planning and Community Right to
Know Act, Clean Water Act, and water quality regulations
--Enhancement or customization of commercial software
(COTS) or existing databases
--Lead-base paint investigations and abatement, radon surveys
and testing, indoor air quality monitoring
--Installation sustainability and environmental management
system (EMS) initiatives
--Preparation/revision of comprehensive EMS including
potential assistance in obtaining ISO 14000 registration
--Assistance with environmental permits
•• Pollution prevention (P2):
--Review/preparation/revision of plans and programs to
ensure compliance with U.S. Army, federal, state, and local
regulations:
»P2
» plans and training programs
»Underground
»
storage tank (UST) programs
»Spill
»
prevention control plans
»Management
»
plans and databases

•• Environmental conservation:
--Natural resource studies and investigations/reviews to
comply with U.S. Army, federal, state, and local regulations
(threatened and endangered species, forestry, land
management, fish and wildlife management, biodiversity)
--Cultural resource studies and investigations/reviews to comply
with U.S. Army, federal, state, and local regulations
--Wetlands studies, investigations, and reviews to comply with
U.S. Army, federal, state, and local regulations
--Preparation of wetlands permits
--National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documentation
•• Facility maintenance, compliance, quality assurance, and base
support using innovative as well as traditional technologies:
--Evaluation of facilities for potential to reduce, substitute, or
eliminate processes and materials that generate hazardous
waste or solid non-hazardous wastes that are non-recyclable
--Site-specific work plans, soil sampling and testing, waste
site investigations, remedial action decision documents, risk
assessments
--Remedial action activities, contaminated soil or groundwater
remediation, groundwater studies and corrective actions,
surface water studies and corrective actions
--Demolition, removal, decontamination, treatment, transport
and/or disposal of manmade structures; structural and
geophysical surveys
--Hydrogeological testing and data analysis, chemical sampling,
treatment and/or disposal of containerized wastes
--Operation and maintenance of remediation and sanitary
facilities
--Construction of containments

»Stormwater
»
management plans
»Stormwater
»
and erosion control programs
»Noise
»
pollution programs, source monitoring and mitigation

--Preparation of remedial action reports and/or closure reports
--Development of health and safety studies, surveys, and
inspections; implementation of corrective actions

www.msegroup.com
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CONTRACT SUMMARY

CONTRACT
PROGRAM MANAGER

GREATER ORLANDO AVIATION AUTHORITY
CONTINUING ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING SERVICES
ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (OIA)
AND ORLANDO EXECUTIVE AIRPORT (OEA)
MSE Group’s staff has more than 15 years of environmental engineering
experience with Greater Orlando Aviation Authority’s (GOAA) family of
airports and associated support facilities. Our team applies its extensive
experience from multimillion-dollar and multinational federal programs to
assist GOAA achieve its environmental engineering design and project
delivery goals.
The current 5-year continuing services contract encompasses a broad
range of environmental engineering and hazardous materials requirements.
From property transaction environmental assessment to large design/build
and construction administration projects, the MSE team is proud to serve
one of the busiest aviation authorities in the world!

MSE Group, LLC
Ashley Signorelli, PE
asignorelli@msegroup.com
407.865.4545

START DATE
June 15, 2018

TYPE/DESCRIPTION

Continuing Environmental Engineering
Services Agreement, Orlando International
and Executive Airports

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR
Kathy Anderson
kanderson@goaa.org

CONTRACT MANAGER
Dan Carrington
dcarrington@goaa.org

CONTRACTING OFFICE

Greater Orlando Aviation Authority
One Jeff Fuqua Boulevard
Orlando, FL 32827

CONTRACT SCOPE

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING SERVICES
•• Hazardous material and petroleum
assessments and engineering including:
-- Phase I and II environmental 		
assessments
-- Contamination assessment plans
-- Contamination assessment reports
-- Remedial action plans
-- Remedial investigation/feasibility 		
studies
•• Asbestos and lead-based paint 		
assessments and mitigation
•• Storage tank management
•• Coordination with regulatory agencies
and remedial contractors
•• Emergency response to fuel, petroleum,
and hazardous materials incidents
•• Performance of initial remedial actions
•• Custom data management system
design and implementation

•• Preparation of all required notices and
reports and related services including
coordination with GOAA, its consultants,
City of Orlando, and all agencies having
jurisdiction over airports including FAA,
TSA, FDOT, FDEP, SJRMD, SFWMUD,
and OUC
•• Engineering support for other GOAA
projects including:
-- Study and preparation of reports
involving scope definition and
validation of projects, evaluation, and
documentation of existing conditions
-- Design, bid, procurement, and award
-- Design/build
-- Permitting
-- Construction administration
-- Resident engineering
-- Master document support

www.msegroup.com
CS_GOAA Engr/11.06.2018
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ABOUT US

MSE Group, LLC, is an international
environmental, engineering, and
construction firm providing qualified
and competitive environmental,
engineering, and health and safety
services to public and private entities
nationwide. Success for our clients,
teaming partners, and employees is
derived from an intense work ethic
and the ability to enjoy the journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a),
EDWOSB 8(m), DBE business with
additional state and local small
business and minority certifications in
numerous states across the country.
With 14 branch and satellite office
locations nationwide, MSE stands
ready to support your needs and
exceed your expectations every time.

CONTRACT SUMMARY

CONTRACT
PROGRAM MANAGER
MSE Group, LLC
Maurice Pearson
mpearson@msegroup.com
407.257.7312

GREATER ORLANDO AVIATION AUTHORITY
CONTINUING ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING SERVICES
ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (OIA)
AND ORLANDO EXECUTIVE AIRPORT (OEA)

START DATE
May 16, 2016

TYPE/DESCRIPTION

Continuing Environmental Consulting
Services Agreement, Orlando International
and Executive Airports

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR
MSE Group has been a proven partner to the Greater Orlando Aviation
Authority (GOAA) since 2002. Over the last 15 years, we have served as
a prime consultant for environmental consulting services. As a result of
this continual experience at GOAA, we provide seamless execution of a
project’s technical requirements through a keen understanding of contract
requirements, owner goals and objectives, owner expectations, and a
time-tested quality assurance process.
Combined with environmental engineering teams, we provide staffing
efficiencies that lower project execution costs while maximizing project
delivery schedules. The MSE team is proud to serve one of the largest
aviation authorities in the world!

CONTRACT SCOPE

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING SERVICES
•• Evaluation and assessment of wildlife
issues

•• Wetlands mitigation monitoring

•• Uplands and wetlands evaluation
•• Habitat analysis

•• Coordination of authorities having 		
jurisdiction over various mitigation sites

•• Threatened and endangered species
issues

•• Documentation of existing environmental
conditions

•• Jurisdictional wetland determinations

•• Preparation of environmental studies

•• Water quality analysis

•• Permitting and technical support

•• Notices and reports preparation

•• Land management

MINORITY CERTIFICATES

•• Florida Department of Transportation Certified Disadvantaged Business Enterprise
•• Orange County Minority Business Enterprise
•• Osceola County Minority Business Enterprise

www.msegroup.com
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Kathy Anderson
kanderson@goaa.org

CONTRACT MANAGER
Dan Carrington
dcarrington@goaa.org

CONTRACTING OFFICE

Greater Orlando Aviation Authority
One Jeff Fuqua Boulevard
Orlando, FL 32827

ABOUT US

MSE Group, LLC, is an international
environmental, engineering, and construction
firm providing qualified and competitive
environmental, engineering, and health and
safety services to public and private entities
nationwide. Success for our clients, teaming
partners, and employees is derived from an
intense work ethic and the ability to enjoy the
journey.
We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m),
DBE business with additional state and local
small business and minority certifications in
numerous states across the country. With 14
branch and satellite office locations nationwide,
MSE stands ready to support your needs and
exceed your expectations every time.

JOINT VENTURE SUMMARY

3E-PLEXUS SOLUTIONS JOINT VENTURE
SBA APPROVED 8(a) JOINT VENTURE

NAICS CODE 562910 – ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SERVICES

3E Consultants, Inc. (now MSE Group, LLC), a certified
Small Business Administration (SBA) Section 8(a)
participant, and small disadvantaged business, and
Plexus Scientific Corporation (Plexus) of Alexandria,
Virginia, a small business under North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS) code 562910, have joined
their resources, talents, and capabilities to form the
3E-Plexus Solutions Joint Venture (JV), Limited Liability
Corporation (LLC). The JV was approved by the SBA as a
Section 8(a) entity on September 24, 2014.
The managing venturer, MSE Group, and the partner
venturer, Plexus, are qualifed environmental firms with
many years of experience with the Department of Defense
and numerous other federal agencies. The 3E-Plexus
Solutions JV provides the opportunity for our two firms to
combine resources and expertise across multiple technical
disciplines under one entity while providing a powerful
project implementation tool for our clients.

JV INFORMATION

COMPANY INFORMATION

3E-Plexus Solutions Joint Venture, LLC
5858 South Semoran Blvd. Orlando, FL 32822
Phone: 855.629.8180
Fax: 407.629.7595

DUNS

79360908

CAGE CODE
74UFO

NAICS

562910, Environmental Remediation Services

JV PROGRAM MANAGER
Paul Seavy, PE
pseavy@msegroup.com
813.363.0862

JV FACTS & CAPABILITIES
• Personnel resources located throughout the
United States
• Successful working relationship with
a majority of military installations and
respective headquarters in the Southeast
• Extensive Performance-Based Acquisition
(PBA) experience
• Vast turnkey site remediation experience
• Extensive unexploded ordinance (UXO)
and Military Munitions Response Program
(MMRP) experience

• Tiered partnering process familiarity
• Program team with thorough understanding
of DoD, Navy, Army, and USACE policies and
procedures
• ISO 9001 Level Quality Management System
experience
• Sustainability focus consistent with Executive
Order and DoD goals
• Competitive pricing

ABOUT THE JV PARTNERS
MSE GROUP
MSE provides a wide range of environmental, engineering,
ecological, safety, and construction services throughout the
United States and internationally. Since 2002, MSE Group
has been a partner to the military and other federal agencies,
including the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps,
Coast Guard, Veterans Administration, and Department of the
Interior, from offices located in Texas, Florida (Orlando, Tampa,
Jacksonville, and Homestead), Kentucky, and North Carolina.

•• Successfully completed more than $40 million in remediation
and environmental construction services for federal clients
•• Current provider of environmental services to the Navy and
Marine Corps in the Southeast and Midlant AOR at over 20
CONUS and OCONUS installations.

FEDERAL PERFORMANCE RATINGS

MSE Group, managing JV partner and award-winning small
business – has:
•• Been recognized by The Orlando Business Journal as a “Top
Minority Owned Business” and nominated by Grow Florida
as a “Florida Company to Watch”
•• Successfully completed more than $65 million in projects for
federal clients

PLEXUS SCIENTIFIC

Founded in 1985, Plexus is an employee-owned firm with a
mature management and corporate infrastructure that includes
highly functional contract management processes. Plexus has
a long history of remediation experience with DoD and other
federal clients.
A leading small business, performance-based remediation
contractor, Plexus:
•• Has completed or is performing more than $85 million
in performance-based remediation for USACE, Army,
U.S. Army Environmental Command (USAEC), and Air Force
clients at 161 sites at 30 U.S. installations.
•• Maintains an EMR rate of <1 (0.83) and has received several
National Safety Council awards including the Occupational

Excellence Achievement Award (2012–2016), Million Work
Hours Award (2012), and Corporate Hazard Recognition
Award – Crystal (2015).
•• Holds a Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) Level 3
certification, Project Management Professional (PMP)certified project managers, and ISO 9001:2008 certification,
currently being updated to ISO 9001:2015.
•• Provides the full range of unexploded ordinance (UXO) and
military munitions response program (MMRP) experience,
environmental investigation, environmental remediation,
sustainability, regulatory compliance, natural and cultural
resources, NEPA, safety, information technology, and
radiological services.

Project

Location

Client

Amount

Scott AFB PBR Services

Scott AFB, IL

AFCEC

$19.3M

MS Group PBR Services

Columbus AFB & Kessler AFB, MS

USACE, Tulsa District

$5.4M

Tooele-South PBC

Tooele Army Depot, UT

USAEC

$5.5M

CA Group PBR Services

LA Air Force Base, Plant 42 & Fort MacArthur, CA

AFCEC

$5.5M

Hawthorne Army Depot PBC

Hawthorne Army Depot, NV

USAEC

$9M

PBR Services

Fort Drum, NY; JB MDL (Dix Area), NJ; West Point, NY

USAEC

$14.3M

PBR Services

Sacramento Army Ammunition Depot, CA

USAEC

$7.1M

www.msegroup.com
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JOINT VENTURE SUMMARY

JV INFORMATION
PROGRAM MANAGER

3E-QRI JOINT VENTURE, LLC
SBA APPROVED 8(a) JOINT VENTURE

3E-QRI Joint Venture, LLC (3E-QRl JV) is a SBA Approved 8(a) joint
venture composed of 3E Consultants, Inc. (3E) and Quaternary Resource
Investigations, LLC (QRI).
3E (now MSE Group, LLC) is an SBA-certified, 8(a), small disadvantaged
business enterprise with more than 20 years of experience partnering
with clients to find solutions to their environmental, health, and
safety challenges. Specialized experience includes environmental
engineering, remediation and construction, environmental health and
safety compliance, and ecological services for federal, state, and local
governments, as well as a portfolio of Fortune 500 manufacturers and
industries throughout the southeastern United States. As a licensed
engineering and geology consulting business, MSE maintains general
contracting licensure.
QRI is an economically disadvantaged woman owned small business
(EDWOSB) with 30 years of experience offering environmental consutling,
geophysical, drilling, emergency response/remediation and construction
services to federal, state, and local governments; petrochemlcal/oil
and gas industries; and private sector clients. QRI’s federal portfolio is
represented by 102 contracts with 405 task orders in the past 7 years,
with contract values totaling $1.6 billion.

JV CAPABILITIES
CONSTRUCTION & FIELD
SERVICES
••Turnkey field/construction
services
••Facility support & O&M
••Facility renovation and
remodeling
••Facility decontamination and
decommissioning
••Multimedia sampling including
hard to access sampling
(HTAS™)
••Subsurface mapping
••Utility locating
••Relief well installation
••Disaster response
••Quality assurance and control
••Debris removal (C&D,
vegetative, appliances & white
goods, electronics, HHW)
••Emergency oil spill response

ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY
& HEALTH COMPLIANCE
••EHS training
••Health and safety/industrial
hygiene
••Air & water compliance support
••Stormwater and wasterwater
compliance support
••EHS assessments and
corrective action
••Staff augmentation
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSULTING
••EIS/EA/ESA
••NEPA support
••Endangered species
••Biological assessment
••Wetland analysis
••Cultural resources
••National resources
••Environmental regulations
development

ENGINEERING &
ENVIRONMENTAL
SOLUTIONS
••Contamination assessment
and remediation
••Civil and environmental
engineering
••Data management
••Solid waste
••Land development/
transportation
••Mold, asbestos, and lead
assessment and remediation
••HazMAT/HazWaste
management
••HazMAT/Hazwaste
recycling

Michael Orcino, PE
MSE Group, LLC.
5858 South Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32822
morcino@msegroup.com
407.470.7190 / Fax: 407.629.7595
Fonda New, PG, PMP
QRI. CEO
fnew@qri.com
225.202.8438

DUNS NUMBER
079432380

CAGE CODE
767T3

TOP CLIENTS
USACE - 	US Army Corps of Engineers
NAVFAC - 	Naval Facilities Engineering Command
GSA General Services Administration
USAF United States Air Force
AFCEC - Air Force Civil Engineer Center
USGC - US Coast Guard
FEMA - Federal Emergency Management 		
Agency
ARNG - Army National Guard
NPS National Park Service
USFS US Forest Service
USGS - US Geological Survey
VA US Department of Veterans Affairs
FITC Fleet Intelligence Training Center

NAICS
541330 541618 541620 541690 -

Engineering Services
Other Mgmt, Consulting Services
Environmental Consulting Services
Other Scientific & Technical 			
Consulting Services
541712 - Research & Development in the 			
Physical, Engineering & Life Sciences
(except Biotechnology)
561210 - Facilities Support Services
561730 - Landscaping Services
562111- Solid Waste Collection
562119 - Other Waste Collection
562910 - Remediation Services
Multiple codes – Series 237 / 238 / 423 / 424

www.msegroup.com
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Project Highlights

Project Highlights

EXCEEDING
EXPECTATIONS
EVERY TIME.

USACE, SAVANNAH DISTRICT

MITIGATION FOR INVASIVE SPECIES &
PROTECTION OF ENDANGERED SPECIES HABITAT
Fort Bragg and Camp Mackall, North Carolina

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Savannah District oversees various programs at 11 military
installations in Georgia and North Carolina and manages the water resources of the Coastal Georgia region. The
District provides expertise and management for a broad variety of disciplines including engineering, architecture,
design, construction, master planning, subsurface exploration, hydropower, and environmental stewardship.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
As prime contractor for this task order, MSE provided services for endangered
species protection and restoration activities within approximately 130,000 acres of
Fort Bragg and Camp Mackall. Protection and restoration of habitat for
endangered species is a requirement of the Endangered Species Branch at these
military installations. All treatment areas are designed to enhance good quality
foraging habitat (GQFH) as defined by the Red-Cockaded Woodpecker (RCW)
Recovery Plan.
Dense midstory vegetation shades out native grasses and legumes that make up
the understory within a longleaf pine ecosystem. In addition, undesirable
vegetation impedes endangered RCW flyways and may attract other wildlife,
including species that prey on or compete with the RCW. The use of mechanical
means (mowing, racking, etc.), prescribed burns, and herbicide application are
three commonly used methods in the protection of endangered species and
restoration of habitat at Fort Bragg/Camp Mackall.

CHALLENGES

• Dense midstory vegetation that shades out native grasses and legumes
• Undesirable vegetation impeding endangered RCW flyways

Endangered red-cockaded
woodpecker

• Protecting nest cavity trees

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH
Under this task order, MSE provided protection to nest cavity trees of the endangered RCW by clearing pine
needles and other vegetation from the base of the trees. In addition, old-growth trees were marked and protected
by raking and/or burning around the base prior to conducting prescribed burning activities. MSE exceeded the
scope of work by developing and obtaining full approval of a consolidation work plan and accident prevention plan
(APP) within 45 days of project award.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Habitat management, protection, and conservation in support of the endangered RCW
• Midstory and brush removal on 228.8 acres using mechanical equipment
• Raking and burning pine needles and woody vegetation surrounding cavity trees and
old-growth pine trees to protect them from prescribed burns
• Herbicide application to 140 acres to eradicate midstory and facilitate habitat
improvements

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Threatened and endangered species evaluations
• Nuisance flora/fauna control
• Habitat restoration

USACE, SAVANNAH DISTRICT

3 RD AVENUE LANDFILL CLOSURE – DESIGN/BUILD
Fort Gordon, Georgia

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Savannah District oversees
various programs at 11 military installations in Georgia and North Carolina
and manages the water resources of the Coastal Georgia region. The District
provides expertise and management for a broad variety of disciplines
including engineering, architecture, design, construction, master planning,
subsurface exploration, hydropower, and
environmental stewardship.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm completed the design and construction of
an inert landfill cap and surface water control
upgrades for the District at the 3rd Avenue Landfill at
Fort Gordon. The project site is located in an area
characterized by significant elevation variances
where uncontrolled stormwater had eroded the
majority of the landfill cover.

This large
design/build
project won
multiple awards
for safety and
technical
performance.

The 3rd Avenue Landfill was required to comply with the permit-by-rule (PBR)
conditions for inert landfill closures, which requires a uniform compacted soil
layer of final cover, not less than 2 feet in depth, and vegetative cover placed
over the landfill. In addition, a stormwater conveyance system was required to
allow surface water to travel through the landfill for discharge into state waters
without affecting the integrity of the landfill closure systems.

CHALLENGES
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• Presence of significant quantities of surface debris, deposited to minimize erosion, complicated design
parameters and constructability.
• Dimensions of project area (over 1-mile long and less than 300 feet wide) greatly affected constructability
relative to stormwater control.
• Groundwater seepage complicated cap and drainage system design and construction.
• Steep slopes required significant energy dissipation systems to meet water discharge requirements and protect
installed system components from damage during rain events.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The 3rd Avenue Landfill project consisted of two phases. The first phase involved design services including
geotechnical engineering with waste limit investigations, stormwater modeling, structural design of stormwater
conveyance systems, and permitting. Turnkey construction comprised the second phase and included surface
debris relocation, borrow pit operations, placement of 2-foot cover system, construction of a large stormwater
retention pond, installation of 60-inch reinforced concrete pipe and 108-inch concrete energy dissipator, riprap
channel installation, and vegetative cover placement.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Surface debris was incorporated into the fill plan to eliminate off-site disposal costs.
• Under-drains were redesigned in the field to account for seepage conditions discovered during construction.
• The multi-year, multimillion-dollar project won several awards for safety and technical achievement.

AREA OF EXPERTISE

• Solid waste engineering and construction

USACE, SAVANNAH DISTRICT

LANDFILL CLOSURE, 17 TH STREET LANDFILL – DESIGN/BUILD
Fort Gordon, Georgia

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Savannah District oversees various
programs at 11 military installations in Georgia and North Carolina and
manages the water resources of the Coastal Georgia region. The District
provides expertise and management for a broad variety of disciplines including
engineering, architecture, design, construction, master planning, subsurface
exploration, hydropower, and environmental stewardship.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm completed final design/build services, permitting, and construction of a
landfill cover for the District, as well as erosion and sediment control upgrades,
for the 45-acre 17th Street Landfill at Fort Gordon. The project originated from a
Notice of Violation issued by Georgia Department of Natural Resources,
Environmental Protection Division (EPD).

CHALLENGES

• Top Secret and Classified security protocols associated with an adjacent,
National Security Agency facility.
• Redesign and modification of the project permit during construction due to
discovery of asbestos and other materials that could not be relocated to
accommodate existing design grades.
• Design and construction on a fast-track basis in order to comply with EPD’s
permit schedule.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The 17th Street Landfill closure project consisted of two phases. The first
phase involved the closure redesign including landfill cover design, stormwater
control feature design, construction and safety plan development, and
permitting.
The second phase was construction, which consisted of installation and
removal of temporary erosion controls, clearing and grubbing of vegetation,
reconstruction of the original sediment basin, placement of 2-foot soil cover,
installation of permanent down drains and diversion terraces to the sediment
basin, installation of riprap channel, and placement of vegetation.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Successfully completed all phases of design and construction.
• Landfill closure met Georgia EPD rules for solid waste management as well
as the terms and conditions as documented in EPD’s Notice of Violation.
• Project completed ahead of schedule and under original budget, in spite of
delays and additional costs associated with discovery of unknown conditions.
• Received high performance ratings from USACE.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Final design
• Permitting
• Construction administration

“Contractor
provided high-quality
service and
completed all tasks
ahead of schedule
and within budget.
The installation is very
pleased with their
performance.”
– USACE,
Savannah District

“Exceptional”
Contractor
Performance
Assessment Ratings:
• Quality
• Schedule
• Cost control
• Business relations
• Management of
personnel
• Use of small
business

USACE, SAVANNAH DISTRICT

WASTEWATER AND DRINKING WATER MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
Fort Stewart and Hunter Army Airfield, Georgia

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Savannah District oversees various
programs at 11 military installations in Georgia and North Carolina and manages
the water resources of the Coastal Georgia region. The District provides
expertise and management for a broad variety of disciplines including
engineering, architecture, design, construction, master planning, subsurface
exploration, hydropower, and environmental stewardship.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

This task order was awarded to maintain compliance with the Clean Water Act
and National Pollution Discharge Elimination System permits at Fort Stewart and
Hunter Army Airfield (HAAF). The scope of work included assessment,
dewatering, and removal of sediments from the industrial wastewater treatment
plant (IWTP) ponds; repair of the pond liner system apron; assessment and
removal/disposal of accumulated sediment within the Camp Oliver IWTP settling
pond; and replacement of the hydropneumatic/chlorination drinking water supply
tank at HAAF’s non-commissioned officer training facility (TAC-X).

CHALLENGES

• Technical and budget limitations associated with traditional sediment removal.
• Unknown hazardous materials potential at TAC-X.
• Changed conditions at TAC-X due to unknown utilities in substandard condition.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

For the IWTP maintenance portion of the project, the firm developed and implemented
an innovative pilot testing program for sediment removal. The process uses passive
dredging and filtration techniques in lieu of removal via traditional excavation
equipment. Results of the pilot program indicated that sediment removal goals could
be achieved at lower costs than traditional excavation and would lower the risk of
damaging the pond liner systems.
For TAC-X, the firm completed extensive hazardous materials testing and subsurface
investigations to fully characterize existing conditions and prepare for in-field
modifications that might occur. These efforts helped meet the project goals as well as
comply with project budget and time constraints.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

“Exceptional”
Contractor
Performance
Assessment Ratings
for:
• Quality
• Schedule
• Cost control
• Management
“The work
completed at the
IWTP was
completed
according to the
scope of work,
without incidents
and on schedule.
The installation was
very satisfied with
their performance.”
– USACE
Savannah District

• Saved the client over $200,000 due to implementation of the dredging/passive
filtration sediment removal solution.
• Time-lapse video created for training at other Army installations.
• IWTP project now used by the Army as a model for similar project needs.
• Encountered and upgraded an unknown water distribution network at TAC-X at no extra cost to the
government.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•

Pilot testing and modeling
Engineering design
Permitting
Hazardous building materials
Turnkey design and construction services

USACE, SAVANNAH DISTRICT
INERT LANDFILL CLOSURE – DESIGN/BUILD
Hunter Army Airfield, Georgia

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Savannah District oversees various
programs at 11 military installations in Georgia and North Carolina and manages the
water resources of the Coastal Georgia region. The District provides expertise and
management for a broad variety of disciplines including engineering, architecture,
design, construction, master planning, subsurface exploration, hydropower, and
environmental stewardship. Hunter Army Airfield (HAAF) is a military airfield and
subordinate installation to Fort Stewart, Georgia. HAAF supports the 3rd Infantry
Division for deployment of personnel and equipment worldwide.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm completed the design and construction of an inert landfill cap and surface
water control upgrades at the HAAF inert landfill for the Savannah District. The
landfill was required to comply with the permit-by-rule (PBR) conditions for inert
landfill closures, which requires a uniform compacted soil layer of final cover not
less than 2 feet in depth, and vegetative cover placed over the landfill.
In addition, stormwater conveyance system improvements were required to prevent
erosion impacts and damage to the final closure systems. Waste relocation and
perimeter road modifications were also required as part of the project scope of work.

“Working with 3E
(now MSE Group)
on this project was
nothing short of a
dream. As a result,
I honestly hope we
get to work with
your organization
again soon. Simply,
we could not have
asked for more”
– HAAF
Management Team

CHALLENGES

• The required closure completion date for the HAAF inert landfill was within 10 months of project award to avoid
additional costs to the Army per Georgia PBR regulations.
• Existing soil cover thickness and limits of waste were unknown.
• Improperly disposed tree stumps created constructability issues for erosion and voids of the soil cover.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

Due to the expedited schedule requirements, the project team fast-tracked the design phase, which included
conducting a topographic survey, identifying limits of waste, and evaluating existing soil cover thickness using
ground penetrating radar (GPR) and electromagnetic (EM) terrain conductivity techniques. Design plans were
submitted for review within 6 weeks of project award, with construction completed in approximately 4 months
including installing and removing temporary erosion controls, relocating concrete stockpiles within the waste
limits, removing tree stumps, clearing trees, regrading debris on landfill side slopes, and obtaining a permit to
operate an on-base borrow pit to excavate soil cover material as well as placement of a 2-foot soil cover,
vegetation cover, and riprap channel installation.
Maintenance of the vegetation cover continued until final stabilization was achieved. Maintenance activities
included erosion control inspections and vegetation watering, cutting, and fertilizing.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Completed closure construction within the regulated time frame, saving potential additional regulatory fees.
• Used alternate disposal facilities to reduce implementation costs and address project changed conditions under
the original budget.
• Implemented alternate seeding and fertilizing techniques to expedite final vegetation stabilization and meet
regulatory schedule constraints.

AREA OF EXPERTISE

• Solid waste engineering and construction

USACE, SAVANNAH DISTRICT
INFLOW AND INFILTRATION STUDY
Robins Air Force Base, Georgia

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Savannah District oversees
various programs at 11 military installations in Georgia and North Carolina
and manages the water resources of the Coastal Georgia region. The
District provides expertise and management for a broad variety of
disciplines including engineering, architecture, design, construction,
master planning, subsurface exploration, hydropower, and environmental
stewardship. Robins Air Force Base (RAFB), located 100 miles southeast
of Atlanta, is a large base that consists of various major units including the
Air Logistics Command, which manages aircraft, engines, missiles,
software, and avionics worldwide.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

To support RAFB Civil Engineer Group, the firm was retained by the
Savannah District to conduct an inflow and infiltration (I&I) systematic
investigation and analysis of the sanitary sewer and industrial wastewater
collection systems in compliance with wastewater standards, rules, and
regulations. The objective of the project was to identify collection system
I&I issues, provide options for repair and maintenance, and develop a
cost/benefit analysis of long-term solutions.

Field team performing smoke testing

CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inflow issues
Infiltration issues
Unknowns associated with subsurface utilities
Safety issues associated with access to confined spaces
Coordination with other contractors working on collection systems
Traffic control associated with manhole access

CCTV image of interior pipe obstruction

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The project team of engineers and field technicians developed a detailed assessment plan with extensive safety
protocols and procedures to handle the unique project constraints. The team completed the analysis of existing
flow data, installed flow monitoring equipment within the sewer systems, inspected 350 manholes and 16 lift
stations, conducted 120,000 linear feet of smoke testing, performed 15,000 linear feet of closed circuit television
(CCTV) sewer inspection/survey, compiled results into GIS, completed I&I evaluation reports for both systems,
and developed sewer rehabilitation plans.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
•
•
•
•

Identified cross connections between the sanitary and stormwater systems
Created a 5-year repair plan for the base to decrease I&I
Calculated cost-saving projects
Developed weighted long-term cost/benefit solutions analysis

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Stormwater engineering
• Structural engineering
• Data management

• I&I assessment and evaluation
• GIS mapping

USACE, SAVANNAH DISTRICT

TAC-X HYDROPNEUMATIC TANK IN-KIND REPLACEMENT
Fort Stewart, Georgia

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Savannah District oversees various programs at 11 military
installations in Georgia and North Carolina and manages the water resources of the Coastal Georgia region. The
District provides expertise and management for a broad variety of disciplines including engineering, architecture,
design, construction, master planning, subsurface exploration, hydropower, and environmental stewardship. Fort
Stewart is the home of the 3rd Infantry Division of the U.S. Army and the largest armor training facility east of the
Mississippi.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Fort Stewart operates a public water system at the tactical exercise (TAC-X) facility
in accordance with Georgia Department of Natural Resources Environmental
Protection Division’s (EPD) Safe Drinking Water Act of 1977 and Chapter 391-3-5.
The drinking water system includes a groundwater supply well, 5,000-gallon steel
hydropneumatic tank, and a chlorination system. The tank, which had been in
service for more than 30 years, increasingly required maintenance for corrosion
leaks. A survey revealed that the tank had a lead-based paint exterior coating and
asbestos-containing insulation and, as a result, the firm was retained to provide the
design/build of an-kind replacement of the tank.

CHALLENGES

The 3E (now MSE
Group) field crew
worked multiple
weekends and
holidays to ensure
the public water
system was
functional before the
remobilization of
U.S. military troops.

• Hazardous building materials associated with the tank.
• Site and construction access available only during the holiday period, complicating
coordination with subcontractors and vendors.
• Compressed implementation schedule.
• Requirement that all repairs and materials be properly disinfected so that bacteria could not enter the drinking
water system.
• Unknown hazardous materials content at TAC-X.
• Changed conditions at TAC-X due to unknown utilities in substandard condition.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The firm completed extensive hazardous materials testing and subsurface utility investigations to fully
characterize existing conditions and prepare for in-field modifications to meet the project’s goal and comply with
budget and time constraints. The design phase incorporated current State of Georgia rules and regulations that
were not provided with the original tank system. The construction phase involved removal and off-site disposal of
the asbestos and lead-coated tank, followed by installation of a new 5,000-gallon steel hydropneumatic tank. The
project also included installation of compliant ancillary drinking water supply systems, which had been identified
as unknown conditions during construction.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Performed in-kind tank replacement over the facility holiday shut down and successfully initiated water service
prior to the troop remobilization to the facility.
• Upgraded encountered, unknown water distribution network at TAC-X at no extra cost to the Government.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

•
•
•
•
•

Compliance engineering
Design/build
Geophysics
Hazardous building materials
Construction services

FORT STEWART AND HUNTER ARMY AIRFIELD
PETROLEUM STORAGE TANK ASSESSMENT AND COMPLIANCE
Fort Stewart and Hunter Army Airfield, Georgia

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Savannah District oversees
various programs at 11 military installations in Georgia and North Carolina
and manages the water resources of the Coastal Georgia region. The
Savannah District provides expertise and management for a broad variety
of disciplines including engineering, architecture, design, construction,
master planning, subsurface exploration, hydropower, and environmental
stewardship. Fort Stewart and Hunter Army Airfield (HAAF) are home to
the 3rd Infantry Division of the U.S. Army. The Fort Stewart/HAAF military
complex is the largest armor training facility east of the Mississippi.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm provided assessment and compliance activities for underground
and aboveground storage tank (UST/AST) systems at Fort Stewart and
HAAF in accordance with 40 CFR 280 and 40 CFR 112 (UST and AST
federal regulations). The project also included inspection, leak testing, and
maintenance on all UST and AST systems in accordance with American
Petroleum Institute (API), Petroleum Equipment Institute (PEI), Steel Tank
Institute (STI), and National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 30 and 30A
standards.

CHALLENGES

Although actual tank system repair requirements differed on a regular basis
from the project scope of work, close coordination with USACE and the
installation stakeholders resulted in successful no-cost contract modifications,
allowing for the required repairs within the approved budget.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

“Contractor has done and
exceptional
job performing this work.
Communication has been
excellent as well as
quality.”
–USACE,
Savannah District

“Exceptional”
Contractor
Performance
Assessment
Ratings for:
• Quality
• Schedule
• Cost control
• Management
• Regulatory
compliance

To help comply with applicable regulations within the budget allotted, the
project team developed a scope/cost comparison matrix that was used to
conduct trade-off comparisons in real time to facilitate the necessary decisions.
The project team of environmental engineers, safety and compliance
specialists, and project managers was assembled to provide layered expertise
and essential resources. The annual licensure and inspection process was
effectively implemented and the project team successfully met the various
challenges associated with scoping and scheduling conflicts. Specific activities included monthly inspections and
reporting for all UST and AST systems, Veeder-Root automatic tank gauge system maintenance, precision tank
and line-tightness testing, interstitial space inspections, sump and float sensor inspections and maintenance,
stage 1 vapor recovery testing, and a broad range of tank system repair and component replacement tasks.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Using the scope/cost comparison matrix, the project team accomplished the required repairs within the
approved budget.
• The approach to the challenges of this project also led to budget streamlining for the client and one additional
month of service at no cost to the government.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Environmental compliance
• UST/AST system inspection, maintenance, and repair

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DESIGN, PERMITTING, AND CONSTRUCTION
Jonathan Dickinson Missile Tracking Annex, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District manages of variety of
programs in Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee as well as Central
and South America. The District’s mission includes supporting all branches of the military,
other federal agencies such as the U.S. EPA, and providing design and construction for
civil works projects. Jonathan Dickinson Missile Tracking Annex (JDMTA) is an
installation of the US Air Force Space Command 45th Space Wing that provides in-flight
monitoring of launch vehicle performance, electronics, and associated subsystems.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

JDMTA has six compressor ignition engines (four 600-kW and two 400-kW generators),
which required installing oxidizing catalysts in order to comply with the requirements of 40
CFR Subpart ZZZZ, National Standards of Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for
reciprocating internal combustion engines (RICE). The project team designed, permitted,
and installed new catalysts on all six engines including continuous parameter monitoring
systems (CPMS) for each of the catalysts, and was responsible for testing the new
catalysts to ensure compliance with emissions requirements for reducing carbon
monoxide. The team also developed a long-term monitoring and maintenance plan in
accordance with NESHAP RICE requirements.

Safety planning and team
training was essential due to
limited workspace and many
energized utilities.

CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•
•

Budget limitations
Space launch window-dependent
Compressed daily and weekly work schedules
Expedited regulatory schedule based on permit requirement
Coordination with external operations contractors

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The project team self-performed all phases of design, permitting, construction, and
testing, working closely with the U.S. Air Force and operations contractors to identify
Design enhancements at
solutions to meet budget requirements. Through value engineering, the team was able to
no cost to the government
retrofit existing components to reduce overall costs and allow the project to be completed.
included custom-made heat
The single-biggest challenge was construction implementation around constantly changing
blankets to simplify
launch schedules, which involved balancing goals of numerous stakeholders to support
equipment access.
the national space launch program. The team coordinated with the Air Force and site
operations personnel to work extended hours on weekdays, bring on additional staff, and work weekends at no
additional cost to the government, reducing the construction schedule from 4 weeks to 2 weeks to fit a narrow
launch window. The team used a layered scheduling approach, combined with significant teambuilding and
collaborative efforts, to achieve project goals and objectives.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Completed over 2 months of additional services at no additional cost.
• Identified unrelated issues that were potentially detrimental to system operations.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Engineering (multiple disciplines)
• Air permitting and modeling
• Construction

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT

PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL 16S COMPLEX PCB COMPLIANCE PLAN
Arnold Air Force Base, Tennessee

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

Under a task order for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
Mobile District, MSE is supporting the Arnold Engineering
Development Complex at Arnold Air Force Base (AFB) in
developing a polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) compliance plan
that will achieve Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)
regulatory compliance, maintain worker health and safety, and
protect the environment from PCBs during reactivation and
ongoing operation of the Propulsion Wind Tunnel (PWT) 16S
Complex including its supporting facilities (portable model carts
and Model Installation Building 760).

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The PWT 16S Complex at Arnold AFB was the first large-scale
facility for testing jet and rocket engines in simulated highspeed flight conditions. To comply with TSCA and because
PCBs were used in many hydraulic systems in the 1960s and
1970s, a basewide effort was initiated to identify and replace all
PCB-containing fluids. Some PCBs, however, were left in place. MSE has
been supporting Arnold AFB since 2017 in its mission-critical directive to bring
the PWT Complex back online by 2019.

CHALLENGES

• Technically complex remedial project with regulatory interface and client partnering
• Develop procedures to maximize program efficiency and support compliance objectives
• Provide support to meet an aggressive deadline for PWT reactivation

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The firm’s two-phased approach has involved development of a project management plan (PMP) and project data
quality objectives (DQO). The PMP presents the overall framework for the sampling plan design and TSCA
regulatory compliance to support facility reactivation and protect worker health and safety. The project DQOs
identify specific data needs, data quality requirements, data-collection methods, and how these data can be used
in the management decision-making process.
During Phase 1, the firm gathered background data and conducted an initial field assessment for the presence/
absence of dioxins/furans and PCBs, which would significantly affect the Phase 2 characterization sampling
approach. Output from Phase 1 is being developed into a Phase 2 Work Plan that will include comprehensive
sampling, data analysis, mitigation recommendations, and development of a TSCA PCB Compliance Plan.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Successfully completed data collection and field assessment (Phase 1)
• Identified specific data needs and requirements
• Developed a regulatory PMP that outlined steps necessary for compliance

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•

Permitting and TSCA compliance
Data collection and data quality
PCB monitoring and mitigation
Worker health and safety

PH_PWT Arnold AFB_MSE Group

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT

CORRECTIVE MEASURES IMPLEMENTATION FOR GROUNDWATER
AT SPACE LAUNCH COMPLEX 17
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District manages of variety of programs in Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee as well as Central and South America. The District’s mission includes
supporting all branches of the military and other federal agencies such as U.S. EPA, and providing design and
construction for civil works projects. Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) is an installation of the U.S. Air
Force Space Command 45th Space Wing. CCAFS is the primary launch facility for the Command’s Eastern Range
and has been supporting America’s space program since the 1950s.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm provided preliminary and final remedial design, permitting, and construction at a complex site that
contained a 0.8-acre solvent source area beneath the previously inaccessible Space Launch Complex 17 (SLC
17) launch pad structure. Bioremediation using emulsified vegetable oil (EVO) and potassium lactate was
selected as the final remedy. The goal of the project was to prepare final design plans and specifications, provide
turnkey construction services, complete performance monitoring, and achieve significant contaminant mass
reduction as a result of the remedial efforts.

CHALLENGES

• Completion of design and construction within a 12-month time frame.
• Manufacture of 68,000 gallons of a consistent EVO blend.
• EVO transportation logistics from staging to injection areas due to restricted access.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

Preliminary Design: Included detailed review of previous EVO injection designs,
review of federal and state underground injection control (UIC) permit requirements,
finite-level source area investigations to determine injection pressure and depths, and
bacterial microcosm studies to evaluate indigenous Dehalococcoides (Dhc) gene
counts and interactions with potential biostimulants.
Pilot Testing: Completed radius-of-influence injection pressure testing to provide
design parameters for EVO volume and injection pressure relative to the permeability
of the aquifer at specific locations at the site.
Final Design: Completed final design plans and permitting for EVO
manufacture plant and injection array. Also completed SPCC plan and UFP
QAPP.
Construction/Operation: Completed manufacture and injection of over
110,000 gallons of EVO in 134 injection points in a 15-foot source layer at two
contaminant source areas. Construction included turnkey EVO plant
construction, installation of all distribution piping, EVO manufacture, and plant
decommissioning.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
•
•
•
•

Self-mixing EVO saved over $200,000 by eliminating external vendors.
Achieved 91% contaminant mass reduction in 1 year.
Field execution exceeded the initial performance objectives.
As a result of cost savings, completed additional out-of-scope tasks.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Environmental compliance,
remediation, and restoration

• Design/build
• Remedial design

“All work completed

by the contractor
has been of high
quality and has
consistently met
and/or exceeded
stakeholder
expectations.”
– USACE,
Mobile District

“The contractor was
selected for the SLC-17
project based on past
performance and
proven technical and
management
capabilities.”
– USACE,
Mobile District

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT

INTERIM MEASURE IMPLEMENTATION FOR GROUNDWATER
AT SPACE LAUNCH COMPLEX 12
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District manages of variety of programs in Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee as well as Central and South America. The District’s mission includes
supporting all branches of the U.S. military, other federal agencies such as the U.S. EPA, and providing design
and construction for civil works projects. Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) is an installation of the U.S.
Air Force Space Command 45th Space Wing, which is headquartered at Patrick Air Force Base (PAFB) in Brevard
County. CCAFS is the primary launch facility for the Command’s Eastern Range and has supported America’s
space program since the 1950s.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm provided preliminary and final remedial design, permitting, and construction at
a complex site that contained a 2-acre solvent source area beneath the previously
inaccessible Space Launch Complex 12 (SLC 12) launch pad structure. Bioremediation
using emulsified vegetable oil (EVO) and potassium lactate was selected as the final
remedy. The goal of the project was to prepare final design plans and specifications,
provide turnkey construction services, complete performance monitoring, and achieve
significant contaminant mass reduction as a result of the remedial efforts.

CHALLENGES

• Manufacture 116,000 gallons of a consistent EVO blend.
• Low permeable soil in the area of the injection, which resulted in injection rates that
were lower than originally scoped.
• Base operations activities that limited site work schedules.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

Preliminary design: Included detailed review of previous EVO injection designs, review
of federal and state underground injection control (UIC) permit requirements, finite-level
source area investigations to determine injection pressure and depths, and bacterial
microcosm studies to evaluate indigenous Dehalococcoides (Dhc) gene counts and
interactions with potential biostimulants.

A finite-interval source
material investigation was
conducted to isolate source
area treatment parameters.

Pilot testing: Completed radius of influence injection pressure testing to provide design
parameters for EVO volume and injection pressure relative to the permeability of the
aquifer at specific locations at the site.
Final design: Completed final plans and permitting for EVO manufacture and injection
array. Also completed the spill prevention, control, and countermeasure (SPCC) plan
and Uniform Federal Policy for Quality Assurance Project Plans (UFP-QAPP).
Construction/operation: Manufacture and injection of over 116,000 gallons of EVO at
two contaminant source areas. Construction included turnkey EVO plant construction,
installation of all distribution piping, EVO manufacture, and plant decommissioning.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Self-mixing EVO saved over $300,000 by eliminating external vendors.
• Project completed on schedule despite numerous delays due to base activities.
• Achieved 54% contaminant mass reduction in 1 year.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Environmental remediation
• Design/build

EVO delivery completed
at specific subsurface
intervals using direct push
technology.

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT

SPILL PREVENTION CONTROL AND COUNTERMEASURES, STORAGE TANKS
AND ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Fort Campbell, Kentucky

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District manages of variety of
programs in Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee as well as
Central and South America. Located in both Kentucky and Tennessee, Fort Campbell
is home to the 101st Airborne Division and provides forced entry air assault and other
unified land operations worldwide to support combatant commanders.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm provided technical and comprehensive regulatory support to the District for
Fort Campbell’s spill prevention, control, and countermeasures (SPCC) plan and
storage tank management program under four separate annual awards. The project
team consists of a full-time staff of four on-site personnel. The technical staff
performs more than 9,000 annual inspections of aboveground/underground storage
tanks (AST/UST), and spill containment systems located at over 300 locations,
assesses over 200 site-specific quarterly SPCCs to ensure compliance, and provides
technical guidance for correcting deficiencies. Environmental compliance technical support
includes providing 24/7 emergency spill response and cleanup services, conducting facility
response plan (FRP) exercises, and training jointly with base personnel to seamlessly
support the installation’s facility response team.

CHALLENGES

• Conflicting Tennessee and Kentucky regulations.
• Rapidly changing mission and facilities support needs.
• Outdated data capture techniques and environmental.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The firm assembled a team of regulatory and technical experts including professional
engineers, project scientists, and environmental specialists experienced in SPCC planning,
spill response, UST and AST compliance, and electronic data management system (EDMS)
development. The project team has successfully accomplished the contract goals on an
annual basis, and the program has received local and national praise for efficiency and
effectiveness.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

“This is the best
spill and tank
program I've seen
in the Army.”
– Army
Installation
Management
Command
“You guys
should
be training the
whole Army on
spills and
tanks.”
– Army
Installation
Management
Command

• Developed and employed a custom EDMS based on the FileMaker platform to manage compliance data
including field inspections, photographs, and barcodes.
• Implemented a reduced-paper initiative that resulted in reducing total paper storage by 72% and diverting
1.3 tons of recyclable materials.
• Consolidated Fort Campbell’s SPCC plan and FRP into a single document.
• Evaluated 139 spill events to determine impacts to human health and investigated suspected violations.
• Developed an eight-criteria scoring system to evaluate deficiencies in Fort Campbell’s mission sustainability
requirements, including secondary containment systems for ASTs and mobile fuel tankers.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Regulatory support
• Environmental compliance
• Storage tank management

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT

TEL IV WASTEWATER SYSTEM REPLACEMENT DESIGN/BUILD
Kennedy Space Center, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District manages of
variety of programs in Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee
as well as Central and South America. The District’s mission includes
supporting all branches of the U.S. military, other federal agencies such as the
U.S. EPA, and providing design and construction for civil works projects. Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) is an installation of the U.S. Air Force
Space Command 45th Space Wing, which is headquartered at Patrick Air
Force Base (PAFB) in Brevard County. CCAFS is the primary launch facility
for the Command’s Eastern Range and has supported America’s space
program since the 1950s.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm replaced the existing sewage system treatment plant at the District’s
Telemetry IV (TEL IV) facility located at Kennedy Space Center (KSC). This
facility is managed and operated by the 45th Space Wing. The project included
post-design modifications, permitting, installation of wastewater system
components and controls, force main and drain field construction, and
roadway construction. The firm self-performed all aspects of the project.

“The Air Force is
very pleased with
the work on the
septic drain field
installation. We are
all fortunate to have
3E (now MSE
Group) as a USACE
approved
contractor.”
– U.S. Air Force

CHALLENGES

• Design discrepancies with existing site conditions.
• Security access limitations.
• Limited on-site area for construction staging and operations.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

This assignment consisted of various technical tasks conducted in parallel to
meet the project objectives:
• Regulatory support and permitting: Required extensive Air Force and KSC
The project team self-performed all
permit applicability review. Completed construction permitting and planning
system component installations.
including preparation of NPDES construction permit, stormwater pollution
prevention plan (SWPPP), County Department of Health treatment and disposal construction permit,
Department of Health engineer certification, KSC excavation permit, and KSC Fire Department burn permit.
• Post-design: Identified discrepancies with specified equipment and potential seasonal high-water table
conditions, and worked with the design team to modify design constraints and specific equipment to produce a
functional system.
• Construction: Prepared phased construction plan and schedule to account for site access limitations and
schedule conflicts to support launch operations; completed demolition of three aboveground wastewater tanks;
constructed two elevated percolation ponds; and developed the effluent distribution system including force main
and upgraded lift station (6,000-gallon capacity).

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Turnkey ability reduced project costs to 20% below engineering estimate.
• Integrated design and construction teams resulted in project completion over 2 weeks ahead of schedule.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Planning and permitting
• Design/build

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT

SPACE LAUNCH COMPLEX 37 OZONE REMEDIATION – DESIGN/BUILD
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District manages of variety of
programs in Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee as well as
Central and South America. The District’s mission includes supporting all
branches of the military and other federal agencies such as U.S. EPA, and
providing design and construction for civil works projects. Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station (CCAFS) is an installation of the U.S. Air Force Space Command
45th Space Wing, which is headquartered at Patrick Air Force Base (PAFB) in
Brevard County. CCAFS is the primary launch facility for the Command’s Eastern
Range and has supported America’s space program since the 1950s.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm provided remedial design, process optimization, and operation and
maintenance (O&M) of two treatment systems designed to treat chlorinated
volatile organic compounds (VOC) in soil and groundwater at Space Launch
Complex (SLC) 37. The project consisted of extensive contamination assessment
and complex oxidation and bioremediation design and construction.

“I would highly
recommend them for
other environmental
restoration projects
and will use them for
my work whenever
possible.”
– USACE Project
Manager

CHALLENGES

• Working at an active space launch complex
• Limited construction time on-site
• Security clearance required for site access

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The project was completed in three phases—soil remediation, remediation of
groundwater via ozone injection, and remediation of groundwater via emulsified
vegetable oil (EVO) manufacture and injection. Extensive soil and groundwater
assessment identified shallow-source and deep-subsurface dissolved phase plumes
at multiple locations, so the team designed and constructed a one-of-a-kind ozone
generation and delivery system at the site.
Design included a 50-lb/day generation and injection system with 116 injection wells in
two source areas, closed-loop cooling system, ozone safety monitoring and shutdown
system, and full automated telemetry controls. The bioremediation phase involved
manufacture of over 50,000 gallons of EVO and injection via 14 distribution wells. The
firm self-performed all aspects of design, permitting, construction, O&M, and
decommissioning.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Achieved 80% mass reduction with ozone for the 2.5-acre primary plume
• Achieved 90% contaminant mass reduction with EVO for the smaller source areas

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•

Environmental assessment and remediation
Oxidation remediation
Bioremediation
Design/build

“They have been
an excellent
contractor and
have provided
exceptional
support for the 45th
Space Wing
Program.”
– USACE, Mobile
District

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT

TOTAL MAXIMUM DAILY LOAD PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station & Patrick Air Force Base, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District manages of variety of
programs in Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee as well as
Central and South America. The District’s mission includes supporting all branches
of the U.S. military, other federal agencies such as the U.S. EPA, and providing
design and construction for civil works projects. Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
(CCAFS) is an installation of the U.S. Air Force Space Command 45th Space Wing,
which is headquartered at Patrick Air Force Base (PAFB) in Brevard County.
CCAFS is the primary launch facility for the Command’s Eastern Range and has
supported America’s space program since the 1950s.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

To support the 45th Space Wing Environmental Compliance Program, the project
team identified and implemented a data collection program for total maximum daily
load (TMDL) pollutant load screening model (PLSM) input parameter refinement.
The firm has performed these services on a continual basis since 2011.

Monitoring stations were designed,
installed, and maintained by the
project team.

CHALLENGES

The primary challenge of the project was compiling the large volume of data
collected each day into a meaningful scientific evaluation that could be prepared in
an annual report presented to the U.S. Air Force, Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP), and regional stakeholders.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

To assist USACE in developing and implementing a monitoring program, the firm
assembled a team of professionals experienced in hydrology, water quality,
Telemetry systems provide data
stormwater, groundwater, chemistry, and water sampling equipment. The team
collection efficiencies and reduce
established drainage basins and outfalls, developed groundwater contour maps,
manual field data collection costs.
and installed water sampling equipment at 19 monitoring sites to collect hydrologic
and physical data. The team also installed additional monitoring wells and seepage
meters to supplement the existing monitoring network to provide data for
groundwater and surface water interaction modeling. The firm was responsible for all aspects of field
implementation, analysis, reporting, and regulatory coordination as well as public presentation of the data.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• At no cost to the government, provided a TMDL technical support team of scientists and engineers to establish
criteria for data quality, develop data collection methodologies, and collaborate with the Air Force and FDEP to
develop a data collection design.
• Designed a solar panel and battery bank energy system for each location as a sustainable energy source,
providing cost reduction and value to the Air Force in attaining renewable energy goals as established in its
Pollution Prevention Management Action Plan.
• Developed an interactive data viewer to aid stakeholders with real-time observation of trends.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

•
•
•
•
•

Water quality monitoring and analysis
Data management
Modeling
GIS mapping and data analysis
Public outreach

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT

RUBBLE YARD FEASIBILITY STUDY
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District manages of variety
of programs in Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee as well as
Central and South America. The District’s mission includes supporting all
branches of the military and other federal agencies such as U.S. EPA, and
providing design and construction for civil works projects. Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station (CCAFS) is an installation of the U.S. Air Force Space Command
45th Space Wing, which is headquartered at Patrick Air Force Base (PAFB) in
Brevard County. CCAFS is the primary launch facility for the Command’s Eastern
Range and has supported America’s space program since the 1950s.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The 45th Space Wing generates a significant volume of construction and
demolition (C&D) debris. A recycling center located at PAFB processes common
recyclable materials but does not have adequate space to process and store
C&D recyclables, which could be potentially repurposed for future infrastructure
projects at CCAFS and PAFB. Additionally, the recycling center is operating near
maximum capacity with little flexibility for expansion. The 45th Space Wing and
USACE awarded the firm a task order to perform a siting and feasibility study for
a new facility that could be used for recycling and C&D materials processing.

CHALLENGES

• Coordination with the Air Force and various stakeholders internally and
externally.
• Obtaining consensus for siting from multiple federal agencies.

Our design teams routinely use
various renderings and layers to aid
stakeholders with decision making
and technical reviews.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The approach consisted of various technical tasks conducted in parallel to meet the project objectives:
• Stakeholder analysis: Conducted interviews, performed data reviews, and coordinated with CCAFS, PAFB,
NASA, and regulatory personnel.
• Permit review: Completed analysis of potential permitting requirements including environmental resource
permits, air permits, and stormwater permits.
• Capacity analysis: Conducted detailed capacity analysis of recyclables and C&D based on future development
projection relative to required facility capacity.
• Preliminary NEPA assessment: Completed preliminary evaluations for wetlands, threatened and endangered
species, contamination impacts, and other NEPA components for three potential sites identified by the project.
• Geotechnical investigation: Completed water level, near surface soils analysis, and bearing capacity
estimates for potential site locations.
• 35% design and cost analysis: Completed MILCON-level information and costs for DD1391 consideration for
MILCON design and construction funding.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• The draft technical document was reviewed with no comments from stakeholders.
• Reallocation of funds for final design and construction is proceeding.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Planning
• Engineering (multiple disciplines)

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT
LANDFILL CLOSURE – DESIGN/BUILD
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, FL

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District manages of
variety of programs in Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, and
Tennessee as well as Central and South America. The District’s mission
includes supporting all branches of the U.S. military, other federal agencies
such as the U.S. EPA, and providing design and construction for civil works
projects. Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) is an installation of the
U.S. Air Force Space Command 45th Space Wing, which is headquartered
at Patrick Air Force Base (PAFB) in Brevard County. CCAFS is the primary
launch facility for the Command’s Eastern Range and has supported
America’s space program since the 1950s.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The MSE Group’s solid waste team

designed and installed all liner.
To support the District and the needs of the 45th Space Wing, the firm
t
assembled a project team to provide final design, permitting, construction,
long-term care planning, and regulatory coordination for three active solid waste
landfill operation, construction and closure permits. Based on Air Force internal
Our team's ability
audit findings, landfill cover and drainage conditions did not meet minimum
to provide panel
thickness and infiltrations permit requirements. The team evaluated permit
design and
conditions, assessed potential mitigation options and costs, and remedied the
installation further
problem.

CHALLENGES

• Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act, and Federal Aviation Administration
regulations required significant evaluation and compliance.
• Construction activities were within restricted zone of an active runway.
• Work area involved the potential for radioactive materials.
• Options were limited for cover soil that could sustain vegetation growth.

streamlined
project schedules
and costs.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The project team used innovative landfill cover evaluation methods to reduce project resource needs and costs as
well as sustainable construction methods to reduce off-site resource requirements (mixed on-site organic muck
with inert sand). The project team completed an engineering survey, stability analysis, geophysical evaluation of
cover soils in comparison to permit requirements, and landfill cover and drainage design as well as grading and
cover maintenance. The firm self-performed all design and construction aspects of this project.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Used geophysical modeling, saving over $50,000 in design costs.
• Developed strategic soil amendment and mixing program to facility vegetative growth without importing excess
organic soil.
• Reused on-site vegetation for erosion control and dust mitigation.
• Worked off-hours and weekends at no additional cost to the government to prevent delays from construction
during wet season.
• Received praise from regulators during final walk-through for high level of performance.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Solid waste design and permitting
• Design/build

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT
FIVE-YEAR REVIEW FOR 12 CERCLA SITES
Homestead Air Reserve Base, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

• The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District manages of variety of programs in
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee as well as Central and South America. The
District’s mission includes supporting all branches of the military and other federal agencies such as
U.S. EPA, and providing design and construction for civil works projects. Homestead Air Reserve Base
(HARB) is home to the 482nd Fighter Wing, a combat-ready unit capable of providing multipurpose
fighter aircraft on short notice for worldwide deployment.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

• This project was the third 5-year review of 12 Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) sites completed for HARB. The objective of this project was
to evaluate the implementation and performance of the CERCLA operable unit (OU) remedies at HARB
to determine the short- and long-term ability to protect human health and the environment.

CHALLENGES

• The District indicated that the first and second 5-year reviews (completed by others) were not
comprehensive, and previous information needed to be validated.
• Technical and regulatory conflicts among stakeholders inhibited completion of the project within
schedule limitations.
• EPA review periods exceeded 200 days, delaying the project schedule.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

• A CERCLA 5-year review includes six main steps—administrative and schedule, community
involvement and notification, document review, data review and analysis, site inspection and interviews,
and protectiveness determination. A collaborative project approach with all stakeholders was
implemented to obtain and verify institutional knowledge during the document and data review process,
particularly since it had been identified that previous 5-year reviews were not comprehensive.
Interviews with EPA and Florida Department of Environmental Protection were imperative in evaluating
applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements to capture potential emerging contaminants that
could impact existing protectiveness at each OU.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
•

•
•
•

Identified an OU with conflicting information within the record of decision (ROD) that led to
concurrence with stakeholders that an ROD amendment was required to maintain short- and longterm protectiveness.
Developed a two-page summary table that included each OU and required elements of the CERCLA
5-year review for use by decision makers.
Completed automated site inspections using tablets to reduce time spent in the field and office data
compilation.
Received high performance ratings for the project from installation personnel.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• CERCLA
• Risk management
• Investigation and remediation

USACE, MOBILE DISTRICT

LONG TERM MONITORING AND LAND USE CONTROL MAINTENANCE
Cape Canaveral and Patrick Air Force Base, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District manages of variety
of programs in Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, and Tennessee as well
as Central and South America. The District’s mission includes supporting all
branches of the U.S. military, other federal agencies such as the U.S. EPA, and
providing design and construction for civil works projects. Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station (CCAFS) is an installation of the U.S. Air Force Space Command
45th Space Wing, which is headquartered at Patrick Air Force Base (PAFB) in
Brevard County. CCAFS is the primary launch facility for the Command’s
Eastern Range and has supported America’s space program since the 1950s.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm provided environmental remediation, long-term monitoring (LTM), and
land use control (LUC) inspections following Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) and Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) guidance at
CCAFS and PAFB. The firm conducted these activities at more than 30 RCRA
solid waste management units (SWMU) including Space Launch Complex (SLC)
11, SLC 12, SLC 16, SLC 17, SLC 36, Firefighter Training Area FT-16, Landfill 18,
Facility 84920, Area 55, and Facility 1608.

CHALLENGES

• Data management of approximately 300 surface and groundwater samples annually.
• Field team management to ensure tasks were completed accurately and on
schedule.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

“The contractor has
been a valued
member of the 45th
Space Wing program
team and has
continually performed
at a high degree of
excellence.”
–USACE, Mobile
District
“They have done
a great job with all
aspects of
managing this
task order
and have
maintained a high
degree of trust
within the
program.”
–USACE, Mobile
District

To assist USACE in completing this project, the firm assembled a project team of
professional geologists, engineers, and field technicians experienced in project
management, groundwater remediation implementation, and groundwater sampling.
The team developed site-specific work plans, health and safety plans, and sampling
and analysis plans. The groundwater and surface water monitoring program included
volatile organic compounds (VOC), petroleum contaminants, pesticides, and target
analyte list metals. LUC maintenance included quarterly inspections, installation of
warning signs and fencing, temporary well installations, and groundwater sampling.
The project team used a dynamic scheduling and quality control process to ensure the
field and analytical activities conducted concurrently at the sites were completed on time and that data quality
objectives were met.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
•
•
•
•

The project was successfully completed ahead of schedule and within budget.
All work was in accordance with approved plans and regulatory requirements.
All RCRA compliance dates were met.
For each SWMU, an exit strategy was developed, resulting in significant annual and
long-term cost savings.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Waste management
• Long-term monitoring
• GIS and database management

NAVFAC SOUTHEAST

POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN
Marine Corps Logistics Base – Albany, Georgia

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Southeast directly supports
Navy and Marine Corps installations in 12 states, in Cuba, and throughout the
world as well as other branches of the Department of Defense and various federal
agencies. NAVFAC Southeast plans, designs, and manages extensive
construction projects for the U.S. Navy. NAVFAC professionals also acquire and
dispose of real estate, provide environmental support, manage and maintain
facilities on all naval bases, and provide housing for military families.
Marine Corps Logistics Base (MCLB) Albany, which is one of seven commands
under Marine Corps Installations East, provides facilities infrastructure assistance
and a broad range of tailored support to the mission of the warfighter.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Under its hazardous materials and waste management contract, NAVFAC
Southeast issued a task order to the firm to develop a pollution prevention (P2)
plan that met the requirements of the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990.

CHALLENGES

Due to rigorous production turnaround schedules, volume of work, and lack of usable
space, the greatest challenge associated with this project was identifying pollution
prevention opportunities (P2O) that stakeholders would readily want to implement.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

To assist MCLB Albany in preparing the P2 plan, the firm assembled a project team of
senior engineers, mid-level engineers, and a staff engineer experienced with P2 plan
development, hazardous materials and hazardous waste regulations, solid waste
regulations, industry experience, and knowledge of various recycling opportunities. The
team reviewed and evaluated MCLB Albany’s mission operations, support activities, and
historical documents to define existing P2 management practices and data gaps. This
information was used to develop the Field Action Plan and Field Inspection Worksheet
that helped streamline the site inspection and P2O assessment phase of the project.
The project team conducted an inspection of the facility and interviewed several on-base
points of contact to assist in gathering data for the P2 Management Plan Update. In
collaboration with the MCLB Albany Environmental Branch, the team defined 17
obtainable and implementable P2Os. The list was reduced to five P2Os for development
into actionable opportunities that would reduce MCLB’s waste resources and disposal.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Reduced hazardous waste stream by over 1.6 million pounds per year
• Received five “Very Good” performance ratings

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Environmental compliance
• Recycling and reuse principals
• P2O assessment and development

“The Contractor
submitted the final
P2 Plan over one
month ahead of the
contract completion
date. MCLB was
very pleased with
the final P2.”
– NAVFAC
Southeast
“The Contractor
did a very good
job of developing
a user-friendly
P2 Plan. There
were no
schedule delays,
communication
issues, site visit
issues, etc., and
the customer
was extremely
pleased.”
– NAVFAC
Southeast

NATIONAL PARKS SERVICE

HORN ISLAND ASBESTOS ASSESSMENT AND CORRECTIVE MEASURES
Horn Island, Mississippi

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The National Park Service (NPS) is an agency of the U.S. federal government that
manages all national parks, many national monuments, and other conservation
and historical properties. Horn Island, a barrier island, is part of the Gulf Coast
National Seashore. This wilderness preserve is only accessible by boat, and the
island is used primarily for camping and recreational purposes.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Asbestos-containing materials (ACM) associated with former structures located on
the island have been found near beach areas, resulting in NPS restricting access to
the island. The objectives of this project were to evaluate current environmental
conditions at the site, determine the vertical and horizontal limits of ACM in the
vicinity of the former chimney and building foundations, remove the visible bulk ACM
from the site, perform activity-based sampling (ABS) to evaluate human
exposure risks, conduct human health and ecological risk assessments, and
complete a corrective measures study to evaluate ACM remedial alternatives.

CHALLENGES

• The site is located on an uninhabited island with protected historical artifacts
and species of animals.
• No federal or state cleanup levels were defined for asbestos in sand; sitespecific models needed to be developed to correlate the asbestos
concentrations in sand with OSHA-defined permissible exposure levels.
• Dynamic in nature due to its location, the site is characterized by intense
storm events, tidal changes, and abrupt shifts in sea conditions.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The project team assembled a team of engineers, ecologists, and industrial
hygienists experienced in assessment, remediation, species identification, and
human health exposure relative to ACM. The project team designed and
implemented a site assessment plan that included collection of more than 200
soil samples and 20 ABS air samples. The ABS samples were collected under
multiple exposure activities and scenarios designed to mimic the activities of
recreational users so that actual exposure risks could be calculated.

Remnants of the old building
foundation when the island was
used as a chemical warfare service
quarantine station.

“3E Consultants (now
MSE Group) assisted NPS
with a complicated,
unusual, and multi-stage
site assessment on a site
with high public visibility.
The firm’s technical
expertise, professionalism,
and focus enabled us to
make the right choices and
arrive at a good decision
point.”
–National Park Services

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Realized over $40,000 in project savings through parallel implementation of a
corrective measure implementation for visible ACM removal during the assessment.
• Redirected funding to perform additional assessment to illustrate that the site posed
minimal health risks relative to ACM in soil.
• Identified options for opening the site to the public while minimizing NPS liability.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental assessments and ACM removal
Contamination assessment planning and reporting
Ecological species evaluation
Industrial hygiene
Human health and ecological risk assessment

Due to years of weather and
beach erosion, asbestoscontaining building materials
had scattered across the beach,
resulting in asbestos fibers
impacting beach sand.

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
PETROLEUM INVESTIGATION, REMEDIATION, AND
ALTERNATIVE SITE CLOSURE
Orlando, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is the federal agency responsible for providing health care services,
benefits programs, and access to national cemeteries to former military personnel and their dependents. The VA
oversees more than 250 hospitals and clinics and 300 veteran centers across the United States and abroad.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm provided environmental assessment, remediation, and site closure services
for the VA outpatient clinic located in Orlando. Limited site access due to
underground utilities resulted in implementation of alternative closure strategies
through the use of engineering and institutional controls. As a result, significant
project savings were realized. Approval of the restrictive covenants was obtained in
May 2016.

CHALLENGES

Contamination was discovered during the removal of multiple underground diesel
fuel storage tanks. The associated contamination was located in the main utility
corridor for the facility, so intrusive contamination removal and/or the use of potentially
reactive reagents were not options for remediation. Additionally, alternative site
closure with deed restrictions is not a standard approach for the VA. Effective
communication strategies and stakeholder education programs were implemented
to meet the project schedule and prevent issues with the mandated regulatory
time frames.

Our design/build team engineered
and constructed onsite pollution
control facilities.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

To assist the VA in the remediation process, the firm assembled a team of
engineers and geologists experienced in assessment, remediation, and alternate
closure strategies. The approach included negotiation of alternative closure
strategies with regulators prior to completing the site assessment activities in
order to streamline the project schedule and incorporate regulatory input into the
final design to eliminate redesign costs.

Contractor technicians using hand

The project team also provided support and coordination with VA stakeholders,
techniques to determine the extent
of soil impacts at the site.
subcontractors, and regulators to ensure project schedules were met and were in
compliance with local, state, and federal regulations. The team also negotiated
and implemented soil and groundwater site closure strategies to comply with remedial requirements of Florida
Department of Environmental Protection Chapter 62-770 of the Florida Administrative Code.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Completed extensive modeling to justify stability of residual groundwater impacts.
• Saved the VA over $100,000 in additional assessment costs and $500,000 in remediation costs.
• Designed and installed an engineering control structure to prevent direct human exposure and leaching of
residual contaminants in soil.
• Implemented deed restrictions for groundwater, allowing the site to achieve a site rehabilitation completion
order from the state.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Environmental assessments for petroleum and hazardous materials
• Contamination assessment planning and reporting
• Remedial investigation, feasibility studies, and action planning

CONFIDENTIAL GLOBAL SECURITY COMPANY
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES CONTRACT NATIONWIDE
Orlando, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
“I have rarely had the
pleasure of working
with such a talented
and dedicated group of
consultants. We value
your organization like
an extension of family.
You have been very
responsive to all of our
needs and requests and
have delivered quality
products.”
– EHS Manager,
Confidential Global
Security Company

CONTRACT OVERVIEW
The firm has delivered more than $25 million in environmental
compliance, remediation, engineering, training, staff augmentation and
design/build projects since 1998 for this confidential global security
company. Services have been completed at more than 15 corporate
facilities across the United States.
Specific work under this contract has included Hazardous and Solid
Waste Amendment permitting and RCRA assessments; inspections of
90-day hazardous waste storage and satellite waste storage areas;
successful completion of over 30 emergency response actions;
decontamination of over 200 facilities; inspections and training for
10 petroleum tank systems; waste characterization and disposal
annually for over 40 hazardous waste streams; Title V construction and
operations air permitting; design and installation of air pollution control
systems; visual emissions testing for permitted stationary air sources;
wastewater evaluations and permitting; and pretreatment wastewater
facility design, installation, and operation.

The contract has also involved National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) sampling and permit development; SWPPP updates and electronic conversions; drinking
water surveys and wellhead protection; environmental resource permit development and monitoring;
wetland and T&E species surveys; mitigation bank permitting and credit marketing support; and petroleum
and chlorinated solvent assessment and remediation. MSE has also received multiple recognitions for cost
control and quality implementation on various projects.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Served as prime contractor for environmental services
contract for more than 18 years, providing continuing
professional services and engineering for client’s
industrial facilities across the United States, and
concurrently managing up to 75 projects with all labor
categories as required by the contract.
• Developed programs and reporting for compliance under
federal and state programs including CERCLA, TSCA,
RCRA, EPCRA, CAA, and CWA.
• Provided compliance and design expertise in many PWS
areas including HM/HQ, CAA, CWA, SDWA, Natural
resources, remediation, and SAP.
• Developed site-specific data management systems to
support stormwater and air quality programs
• Decontaminated and decommissioned more than 500
pieces of equipment in various facilities.
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“[MSE] completes tasks on time
and meets deadlines. They are
requested to perform complicated
tasks on little or no notice and this
company always comes through for
us. If they do not have the expertise
needed, they will go find it from
another supplier, or they develop it
for us themselves. They meet their
report deadlines, and are expert
at keeping us apprised of delivery
schedules, giving enough advance
and contingency if schedule changes
are expected.”
– Sr. Environmental Manager
Confidential Global Security Company

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
• Conducted weekly inspections of six 90-day hazardous waste storage areas, two waste storage facilities,
waste consolidation pads, and numerous satellite waste accumulation areas
• Provided corrective action recommendations for audit finding
• Completed weekly waste (hazardous, universal, and controlled) inventory tracking and reporting to client
• Completed HSWA permit and RCRA assessments for compliance with permit requirements and state/federal
regulations
• Performed regulatory compliance applicability reviews for proposed regulations and operational processes,
including research, regulatory coordination, site reconnaissance and summary letter submittal to multiple
client stakeholders
• Assessed facility operations, site conditions, QC programs, regulatory status, and financial stability of TSDFs
for inclusion into client-approved vendors list
• Executed over 30 emergency response actions including material isolation, containment, hazard assessment,
cleanup, restoration activities, and closure report development of HM releases of petroleum hydrocarbons,
solvents, and radioactive contaminants
• Decontaminated more than 200 facility structures and process equipment containing contaminants such as
petroleum hydrocarbons, acids, caustics, thorium fluoride, hydr ulic fluids, hexavalent chromium, beryllium
lead, asbestos, tungsten hexafluoride, and miscellaneous solven s
• Developed and implemented decontamination plans, industrial hygiene monitoring and safety plans, waste
characterization, container management, restoration, and submittals
• Delivered annual universal and hazardous waste onsite training for over 200 staff and contractor

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
• Conducted monthly inspections for 10 petroleum tank systems
• Performed annual audits of the facility tank management program
• Completed annual review and revision of facility-wide SPCC and integrated contingency plan
• Provided onsite staff for over 10 years to perform hazardous ma erials tracking database input and updates
• Conducted annual inspections and updates to the facility Asbestos Management Plan
• Updated facility’s Toxic Management Plan as processes and/or procedures were modifi d

ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS
• Performed annual waste characterization and sampling for disposal of 30 to 40 new and/or revised waste
streams
• Completed numerous compliance multimedia sampling activities to support NPDES multisector general
and construction permits, local municipality wastewater discharge permit, hazardous/industrial waste
characterization, radioactive media contamination assessments, hazardous materials release assessments,
groundwater and soil assessments, lead and chrome-based paint assessments, and PCB article/debris
management and groundwater wells
• Prepared site-specific SAPs and SOPs for recurring sampling act vities

SUCCESSES
Orlando facility’s Environmental Health and
Safety division’s internal nationwide award in
June 2011 for project success based on the
use of sustainable processes and teamwork to
result in exceptional problem solving.

MSE received a letter of commendation
from this confidential client s Environmental
Management Department for outstanding
performance on a missile silo decommissioning
project. MSE was also instrumental in the
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AIR QUALITY
• Completed system engineering design, installation, and
annual maintenance for two acid emission scrubbers (10,000
and 30,000 ft3 per minute) associated with two plating facility
emission points, including demolition and decontamination of
existing systems and ductwork
• Conducted condition assessments on permitted pollution
control devices to define functionality and effectiveness
maintenance activities; provided recommendations, findings
and cost estimates for corrective actions involving boilers,
acid scrubbers, particle filtration systems, sludge drye ,
Venturi scrubber, spray booths, lab hoods, and incinerator
• Performed EPA Method 9 visible emissions tests for
permitted sources per state requirements

MSE has significant experience with turnkey
design/build projects such as air scrubber
systems, chemical storage systems, and multiple
other infrastructure improvement projects.

• Completed comprehensive preventive maintenance schedules and tasks for permitted pollution control devices
• Performed air inventory assessments to support State of Florida FESOP
• Provided onsite technical support with proprietary client databases to aid in development of annual air
emission operating reports, FESOP data management requirements, and internal/external compliance
assessments including data entry, data validation, system error correction, and reporting
• Assessed proposed federal and state regulation changes to support EHS resource planning
• Evaluated ventilation system duct velocities for compliance with permit and OSHA standards

DRINKING WATER
• Completed condition assessments of deionized (DI) water supply and treatment systems for manufacturing,
plating, and support
• Completed site surveys to identify and develop site figures defining potable water, DI water, chilled water,
steam supply, and distribution systems including review of facility drawings, completion of subsurface utility
surveys, onsite reconnaissance, CAD file development (2D/3D) an documenting cross connections, critical
valves, and backflow prevention system
• Reviewed, designed, and constructed potable water utility relocation to support stormwater drainage modification
project including identification of subsurface utilities, desig of mechanical specifications and schedule
construction of new mechanical system, demolition of existing systems, and testing of potable water system
• Developed well head projection program

ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION PROGRAM
• Completed design/build for an expedited environmental
remediation project under HSWA permit involving source,
area, and waste minimization investigations that reduced fina
construction costs by $1 million
• Negotiated wetland restoration activities in lieu of mitigation of
environmentally sensitive areas that would require excavation,
saving substantial project costs
• Led permitting and self-performed construction to save time and
cost for design and implementation
• Completed closure of pesticide-impacted soils via risk-based
human health assessments and statistical analysis, coupled with
target source removal
• Completed closure of petroleum-impacted soils using site-specific
anthropogenic data analysis and calculation of alternative cleanup
goals in accordance with state and EPA protocols
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MSE’s turnkey assessment and remediation
capabilities have resulted in millions of
dollars in project lifecycle cost savings.

WASTEWATER AND STORMWATER
• Assessed annual wastewater program and documented
facility compliance with Orlando Utilities Commission (OUC)
wastewater discharge permit, FDEP SOPs, and client’s
policies/procedures including recommendations for wastewater
sampling protocols, analyses, equipment calibration methods,
pretreatment operations, discharge monitoring reports, and
corrective actions
• Submitted OUC wastewater discharge permit renewal
applications including wastewater baseline certificatio
statement and industrial pretreatment monitoring report
• Conducted sitewide wastewater discharge survey to defin
industrial discharge inventories, quantities, and quality including
development and submittal of wastewater survey forms to
tenants, site reconnaissance, inventory summary generation,
revision of site AutoCAD figures, and presentation of findin
and recommendations

MSE teams have supported water/wastewater
initiatives for more than 20 years.

• Completed wastewater system mapping project for the Micro-Electronics Center including facility drawings
review, dye testing, test pit installation, personnel interviews, and SUE survey as well as development of
summary report, AutoCAD figures, recommendations, and conceptual design
• Conducted wastewater studies to identify discharge trends and unique analysis results, focusing on data
validation, source identification, and corrective action recomm ndations
• Completed assessments and development of O&M plans for wastewater lift stations, boiler flash tank
wastewater pretreatment systems, and plating process rinse water systems.
• Conducted system engineering assessments, design, construction, and annual maintenance for the following
systems:
• 5,000-gallon plating wastewater/rinse water transfer station consisting of underground containment, tank
installation, controls and electrical controls, containment piping, and structural systems
• Wet emission scrubber wastewater treatment systems consisting of ionic/ultraviolet light wastewater
treatment systems, process controls, and electrical and mechanical systems
• Industrial wastewater pretreatment system consisting of 60,000-gallon storage tanks, 15,000-gallon batch
treatment tanks, process controls, coated concrete containment systems, process water transfer stations,
double-walled wastewater and reagent transfer piping, structural, mechanical, and electrical systems
• Completed NPDES multisector general permit monthly inspections, recordkeeping, SWPPP revisions, annual
program evaluations, quarterly visual sampling of five outfalls support of client’s P2 team, release tracking,
progress reports, input of work order requests, contractor and tenant communication for corrective action
resolution, and site-specific AutoCAD figure revision
• Supported NPDES construction general permits associated with client contractor construction projects
including review/submittal of NPDES NOI, SWPPP review, inspection, progress reports, site personnel
training, recordkeeping, confirmation of restoration actions, a d submittal of NPDES NOT
• Completed biennial wastewater/stormwater point source assessment of the SLRC for compliance with
NPDES multisector general permit, including review of exterior buildings and operations to define the statu
of known, observed piping and/or potential pollution sources
• Updated SWPPP to include new potential pollution sources
• Modeled and tracked impervious surface construction to support South Florida Water Management District
(SFWMD) permits associated with stormwater storage and treatment capacities including design/build,
certifications of stormwater conveyance systems associated with helicopter pad installation, construction of
security access roads, and materials storage areas
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NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
• Delineated, reviewed, and assessed approximately 2,200 acres
of onsite wetlands, which were reviewed by USACE and state
regulators
• Conducted site surveys for occurrence of threatened,
endangered, and special concern species including gopher
tortoise, and bat surveys as well as preparation of a site wildlife
utilization document that was accepted by agency personnel

“They are a supplier who works
as hard as we do, and truly are
part of our team!”
– Sr. Project Manager,
Confidential Global Security Company

• Prepared draft permit application package that is under review by the state water management district for
approval; USACE has approved the prospectus; mitigation banking instrument phase is ongoing
• Developed long-term management goals and schedule (controlled burn, fuel reduction, maintenance
intervals, feral hog eradication, etc.)
• Completed habitat analysis through Internet searches, GIS mapping, site reviews, historical aerial reviews
and personnel interviews with agency staff, consultants, and ot er key individuals. Ecological resource
information included size and types of resources present (streams, forested wetlands, herbaceous wetlands,
species habitat, etc.) and current status of resources (degraded, pristine).
• Conducted site reviews and meetings with USACE and state water management district personnel for review
of onsite resources for assessment of wetland quality using the Unified Mitigation Assessment Method
(UMAM)
• Prepared and negotiated environmental resource permit required to support site development, dewatering,
and temporary wetland destruction associated with environmental remediation
• Developed and implemented wetland mitigation plan including planting, maintenance, and monitoring
vegetation associated with the permit

DATA MANAGEMENT
• Developed compliance program-specific electronic portable web-b sed data management systems that
included customized features such as layered maps, status notifications, corrective action tracking, electronic
forms, and tablet integration.
• Developed a custom intranet-based web application industrial hygiene system to monitor and track industrial
hygiene for facilities in Florida and Texas
• Developed a comprehensive, custom, intranet web-based electronic database system to assist the Electronic
Manufacturing Facility department with managing its SWPPP electronically

HEALTH AND SAFETY
• Safety Program Development. Completed more than 50 multiple projects involving development and/or
refinement of safety procedures, polices, and inspection forms elated to isolation of hazardous energy, X-ray
equipment use and control, confined space assessment/entr , laser use and registration, evaluation/selection
of personal protective equipment, and job hazard analyses.
• Compliance Assessment. Completed over 400 environmental and safety compliance assessments/
inspections associated with federal, state, and county regulations/laws including RCRA, HSWA, EPCRA,
TSCA, OSHA, NFPA, CWA, and CAA.
• Industrial Hygiene Monitoring. Completed air monitoring within manufacturing operations for hexavalent
chromium, beryllium, general metals/aerosols, dust and vapors. Services included development and
implementation of industrial hygiene plans for associated problematic areas within the facilities.
• EHS Training Programs. Completed EHS training programs for manufacturing operations including
hazardous waste, universal waste and hazardous material transportation management, confined space entr ,
respiratory protection, powered industrial equipment, HAZWOPER, LO/TO, first aid and CPR, and blood
borne pathogens.
• Emergency Response Activities. Completed multiple emergency response projects associated with the
discovery of hazardous materials including petroleum hydrocarbons, solvents, explosives, and radioactive
contaminants. Included material isolation, containment, hazard assessment, cleanup, and restoration activities.
PH.Enviro Svcs.Confidential Client.201
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CONFIDENTIAL GLOBAL SECURITY COMPANY
CHLORINATED SOLVENT TURNKEY REMEDIATION
Orlando, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The project is under a contract with a confidential global security company that is a
recognized designer, developer, and manufacturer of precision engagement
aerospace and defense systems for the United States and allied militaries. One of its
five corporate business areas supports advanced combat, missile, rocket, and
manned and unmanned systems for military customers including the U.S. Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps as well as NASA and dozens of foreign allies.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm provided all aspects of contamination assessment, design, permitting,
regulatory coordination, and construction associated with a site impacted with
chlorinated solvent constituents. The project involved characterization of over
10 contaminant source areas associated with a former manufacturing facility, finitelevel source area refinement, groundwater treatment system design, sheet pile design,
wetland reconstruction, deep soil excavation and dewatering, site restoration, and
alternative site closures for inorganic and petroleum-impacted media.

CHALLENGES

• Coordination of project objectives and concurrence with multiple client, federal, and
state agency personnel with a variety of goals.
• Potential for hazardous soils.
• Precipitation management for large volume of excavated soil.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

Using a phased approach, the project team evaluated various assessment and remedial
options at this site. The preliminary remediation technology considered for this site was
electrical resistive heating. The team recommended additional refinement at the primary
source area to provide finite-level contaminant mass partitioning and to further evaluate
removal as the primary remedy. Additional studies indicated that 99 percent of the total
mass was located in a 0.2-acre/30-foot-deep area, indicating that targeted excavation
could reduce time and resource costs to achieve site closure. The firm completed
turnkey assessment, design, permitting, and construction of the project in less than
6 months. Passive bioaugmentation was used to facility long-term dissolved phase
contamination mitigation.

Field staff used direct push
technology (DPT) to evaluate
chlorinated solvent mass
partitioning at finite intervals in
the subsurface.

This project won
a national
quality award for
the client based
on application of
six-sigma
principals, cost
savings, and
schedule
streamlining.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Realized over $1 million in savings compared to technologies and engineering
estimates proposed by others.
• Reduced project completion schedule by more than 2 years from alternative
remediation technologies.
• Nominated for quality award from Florida Sterling Award Council.
• Won the client’s national award for quality.
•

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•

Natural resources planning, permitting, and restoration
Contamination assessment and remediation
Risk assessment
Engineering design (multiple disciplines)
Construction

PH_Palmera Remediation_Orlando_MSEGroup

Primary remedy included
dewatering and excavating
over 30 feet below land
surface.

CONFIDENTIAL GLOBAL SECURITY COMPANY
WETLAND MITIGATION BANK PERMITTING
Orlando, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The project is under a contract with a confidential global security company that is a
recognized designer, developer, and manufacturer of precision engagement aerospace
and defense systems for the United States and allied militaries. One of its five corporate
business areas supports advanced combat, missile, rocket, and manned and unmanned
systems for military customers including the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine
Corps as well as NASA and dozens of foreign allies.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm is providing all levels of ecological consulting services for permitting and
implementation of a three-phase wetlands mitigation bank encompassing approximately
4,700 acres. Located in southeast Orange County, Florida, this property is home to more
than 30 wildlife species federally or state listed as threatened, endangered, or species of
special concern. The project will deliver a valuable and needed wetlands
mitigation option for the Econlockhatchee River Hydrologic Basin.

The project
involves a new
4,700-acre
wetlands
mitigation bank
within an
ecologically
sensitive
watershed.

CHALLENGES

• Obtaining concurrence from multiple federal and state agencies with
varying goals and objectives including USACE, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, EPA, and the St. Johns River Water Management District
(SJRWMD).
• Coordinating with a significant array of the client’s corporate
stakeholders including technical, legal, and financial personnel.
• Managing data for more than 50 distinguished habitat assessment areas.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

To meet the project schedule, goals, and objectives, the firm assembled a
team of experienced ecologists and water resource engineers to map the
Little Creek Florida Mitigation Bank
distinguished habitat assessment areas, habitat types, and hydrologic
regimes currently and historically found on the property. The team developed a site mitigation plan, monitoring
plan, and long-term management plan that would deliver the maximum number of wetland mitigation bank credits.
In addition, to streamline communications and action item tracking, the project management team developed an
interactive website and communication platform to consolidate the information and needs of internal and external
stakeholders alike.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• GIS remote sensing review and approval by agency personnel resulted in considerable cost savings for field
activities.
• Pre-application coordination with SJRWMD reduced requests for additional information and gained agency
support prior to application submittal.
• Project-specific communication platform facilitated project efficiencies, minimized data loss, and mitigated
conflicts associated with competing needs of various stakeholders.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Natural resources planning
• Wildlife species assessments
• Agency permitting and coordination

PH_Little Creek FL Mitigation Bank Permitting_MSEGroup

CONFIDENTIAL GLOBAL SECURITY COMPANY
CENTRAL WASTEWATER PRETREATMENT FACILITY DESIGN/BUILD
Orlando, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The project is under a contract with a confidential global security company that is a
recognized designer, developer, and manufacturer of precision engagement
aerospace and defense systems for the United States and allied militaries. One of its
five corporate business areas supports advanced combat, missile, rocket, and manned
and unmanned systems for military customers including the U.S. Army, Navy, Air
Force, and Marine Corps as well as NASA and dozens of foreign allies.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm completed the assessment, design, and replacement of the Central
Wastewater Pretreatment Facility (CWPF) system at the client’s Orlando location. The
CWPF system provides pretreatment (pH adjustment, precipitation of metal
hydroxides, metal hydroxide sludge separation, and neutralization) prior to discharge
to the Orange County Wastewater Reclamation Facility. The project included system
condition assessment; replacement system design; construction/ installation of
wastewater storage tanks; associated piping; electrical, pneumatic, and control
equipment; demolition of the existing CWPF system; and installation of a tanker
containment structure and associated piping. The project team self-performed all
aspects of design and construction.

The project
involved custom
design and
installation of more
than 20 specific
types of piping
materials due to
chemical reactivity.

CHALLENGES

• Extremely limited access to the site for construction equipment and working space.
• Construction material compatibility with large amounts and varying chemical
strengths of pretreatment reagents.
• High visibility and pedestrian traffic area, requiring acute awareness of construction
safety and contingency protocols to prevent incidents.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The firm assembled an integral design/build team that worked together from the initial
CWPF condition assessment through construction completion, which facilitated efficient
redesign and/or construction modifications based on the challenging project constraints.
The condition assessment provided an array of short- and long-term options for CWPF
solutions, and the client decided that full system replacement was the most beneficial
option. The team provided extensive subsurface utility assessments and relocations,
geotechnical engineering and foundation design, structural engineering and stormwater
conveyance design, and turnkey construction services—including pumping concrete
over populated facility buildings. Construction limitations also required lifting major
components over inhabited structures.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The firm self-performed this complex project with challenging site conditions within the
original budget and more than one month ahead of schedule. Due to schedule
efficiencies, the project team was able to include additional services outside of the
scope, and a maintenance plan was established at no additional cost.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Engineering and design (multiple disciplines)
• Turnkey construction services
PH_Central Wastewater Pre-Treatment Facility Design_Build_MSEGroup

Construction limitations
required lifting major
components over occupied
facility structures.

CONFIDENTIAL GLOBAL SECURITY COMPANY
SUBSURFACE UTILITY ASSET MANAGEMENT
Orlando, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

The project is under a contract with a confidential global security company that is a
recognized designer, developer, and manufacturer of precision engagement
aerospace and defense systems for the United States and allied militaries. One of its
five corporate business areas supports advanced combat, missile, rocket, and
manned and unmanned systems for military customers including the U.S. Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps as well as NASA and dozens of foreign allies.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The 40-acre Orlando facility is approximately 60 years old and consists of an
extensive array of subsurface utilities. Over the years, utilities have been abandoned
or upgraded without removal of the previous subsurface systems, complicating utility
conflict evaluations and impacting the repair of system failures. Although as-built
maps are available, these maps have exhibited incorrect information and do not
include details regarding utility shutoffs to support utility shutdowns. The project team
prepared comprehensive subsurface utility maps to support facility infrastructure
improvement projects, emergency shutdowns, and asset management planning.

Field crews use a wide range
of prospecting tools to locate
underground utilities.

CHALLENGES

• Unknowns associated with historical infrastructure information
• Subsurface anomaly conflicts associated with geophysical and electromagnetic
prospecting methods
• Investigation within high-traffic and secure site areas
• Inconsistent existing subsurface asset management system

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

Ground penetrating radar and
test hole excavations are used
to locate, identify, and verify
utility locations and provide a
means for elevation surveys of
key subsurface features.

The project team provided subsurface utility engineering (SUE) Quality Level B
activities, engineering survey, and verification test hole advancement and logging,
and developed a “subsurface unknowns” model for abandoned and non-critical
utilities. SUE activities were conducted plant-wide over a 2-year period for utilities
including chilled water, potable water, reuse water, oxygen, nitrogen, communication,
sanitary sewer (gravity and force main), and storm sewer. These utilities were investigated using geophysical
prospecting equipment and marked from service generation to service termination. Shutoff valves were identified
and surveyed for each utility.
The deliverable included an extensive set of color-coded maps with aerial overlays tied to the existing survey
data. The project team also developed an interactive asset management application that allowed desktop and
tablet interface review of individual utilities and shutoffs. In addition, a nomenclature system was created for
incorporation into future asset management tools for the facility.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Identified critical infrastructure component integral to the facility’s utility shutdown protocol
• Provided a multidimensional asset tool to support infrastructure improvement and new construction projects
• Developed a scalable subsurface model that can easily incorporate future infrastructure modifications

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Subsurface utility engineering
• Asset management
• Data management and GIS integration
PH_Sitewideutilities_Orlando_FL_MSEGroup

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION - DISTRICT FIVE

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE PERMITTING &
GOPHER TORTOISE SURVEY & RELOCATION PERMITTING
Seminole County, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE
Prime Contractor – AECOM, Inc.
Client – Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) District Five

PROJECT OVERVIEW
MSE teamed with AECOM (project prime) to provide ecological
consulting services for a design/bid/build on Segment 7A of Wekiva
Parkway (River Oaks Circle to Orange Boulevard) in Seminole County.
Our project team completed wetland delineation and assessments for 11
wetland communities as well as wetland impacts and mitigation
assessments for the environmental resource permit.
In addition, field surveys located 213 potentially occupied gopher tortoise
burrows within the newly proposed right-of-way. Permits were
issued by Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
(FWC) for relocation of the tortoises.

• Wetland Delineation
and Assessment
• Environmental
Resource Permitting
• Gopher Tortoise
Survey
• Gopher Tortoise
Relocation Permitting

PROJECT OPPORTUNITIES

• Coordination with agency personnel including U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, FDOT, and FWC
• Management of field activities and field data

THE MSE APPROACH
In accordance with the project schedules, goals, and objectives,
MSE assembled a team of experienced ecologists to develop a
project schedule and site safety plan that would meet
project goals and exceed client expectations.

Gopher tortoise burrow

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Secured permits within project schedule time
frame.
• Provided habitat identification, delineation, and
assessments.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Natural resources planning
• Wildlife species assessments
• Agency permitting and coordination

Wekiva Parkway 7A layout rendering

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION – DISTRICT FIVE

GOPHER TORTOISE SURVEY, PERMITTING, AND RELOCATION
Marion County, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

Prime Contractor – STV, Inc.
Client – Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) District Five

PROJECT OVERVIEW

MSE teamed with STV (project prime) to provide ecological consulting services for surveying, permitting, and
relocation of gopher tortoises for the State Road 35 Improvements (from SE 9th Place to south of SR/CR 464)
project. In addition to the existing right-of-way, six pond sites were also evaluated. A total of 126 potentially
occupied gopher tortoise burrows were identified within the project limits, and 62 tortoises were captured and
successfully relocated.

CHALLENGES
• Meeting project schedule based on design/build requirements and weather
conditions for tortoise transport
• Managing field activities and maintaining safe working conditions during the
excavation of burrows

THE MSE APPROACH

In accordance with the project schedules, goals, and objectives, MSE assembled a
team of experienced ecologists and developed a project schedule and site safety
plan that would meet project goals and exceed client expectations.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Identified and
excavated 126
gopher tortoise
burrows
• Relocated 62
gopher tortoises

• Review and approval of GIS and remote sensing by agency personnel, resulting
in considerable savings for field activities
• Successful project permitting – on time and within budget
• Personnel safety maintained during excavation of 126 gopher tortoise burrows

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Natural resources planning
• Wildlife species assessments
• Agency permitting and coordination

Gopher tortoise

Active gopher tortoise burrow

Gopher tortoise burrow excavation

ORANGE COUNTY
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

THREATENED & ENDANGERED SPECIES SURVEYING
Orange County, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE
Prime Contractor – GTC Corporation
Client – Orange County, Florida, Public Works Department

• Placement of 5,000
coverboards

PROJECT OVERVIEW

• Agency coordination

Under MSE’s general consulting services contract with the Public
Works Department, our team was tasked with providing a
threatened and endangered species coverboard survey in support
of a future recreational complex in Orange County, Florida. The
objective of the survey was to determine the presence of the Florida
sand skink (Neoseps reynoldsi), a federal and state endangered
species.

• Report findings

To identify and delineate sand skink habitat limits, the MSE team
placed 5,000 coverboards throughout the 230-acre proposed
sportsplex site. In coordination with Orange County Public Works
Department and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, boards were
checked for the presence of sand skink over a 4-week monitoring
period, and findings were documented in a report.

PROJECT OPPORTUNITIES
• Agency coordination
• Field data management and reporting

THE MSE APPROACH
In accordance with the project schedule and objective, the MSE team
of experienced ecologists developed a project schedule and site safety
plan to meet project goals and exceed client expectations.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Sand skink coverboard location map

• Completion of survey within protocol time frames
• Identification and delineation of skink habitat limits

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
• Natural resources planning
• Wildlife species assessments
• Agency coordination

Florida sand skink
(Neoseps reynoldsi)

Trails indicating skink presence

ORANGE COUNTY GOVERNMENT

ORANGE COUNTY WILDWOOD EXTENSION – DEWATERING PERMITTING
Orlando, Florida

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
CLIENT PROFILE

Located in Central Florida, Orange County includes the city of Orlando and a dozen other incorporated
municipalities. Orange County Government has many divisions responsible for infrastructure improvements and
planning for local communities. Roadway projects are supported by the County’s Transportation Planning Division
and managed by the Public Works Division.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The firm was contracted by the construction contractor, SEMA Construction, to
provide dewatering permitting and monitoring services for the Wildwood
Extension project. Groundwater data collected by others during the roadway
design phase indicated the presence of elevated concentrations of organic and
inorganic chemical constituents above surface water action criteria, which
would require pre-treatment of dewatering effluent prior to discharging to
designated waters of the state. Upon review of the previous data, the firm
project team developed an assessment plan to verify the information and
develop alternate permitting and construction strategies to eliminate the need
for pre-treatment and reduce construction costs.

CHALLENGES

• Surface water discharge exceedances.
• Dewatering and discharge design constraints.
• Stakeholder outreach and education on the requirements and acceptable practices
that allow dewatering and discharge of potentially impacted groundwater.

THE MSE GROUP APPROACH

The project team
realized a cost
savings of over
$150,000 by
eliminating the pretreatment process.
The firm has
supported
numerous
roadway
construction and
dewatering
projects that are
subject to the
FDEP Generic
Permit.

The firm has supported numerous roadway construction and dewatering projects that
are subject to Florida Department of Environmental Protection’s (FDEP) Generic
Permit for Discharges of Produced Ground Water from any Non-Contaminated Site
Activity requirements and erosion control plans. Routinely, elevated chemical
constituents may be attributed to elevated levels of turbidity in samples collected from
temporary monitoring wells and, in almost every case, project managers have
successfully identified actual conditions and eliminated treatment requirements. With
this knowledge, the project team implemented a groundwater sampling program to
verify previous data and comply with FDEP’s Generic Permit requirements.
Subsequently, the team submitted the notice of intent and generated a dewatering discharge plan that did not
include pre-treatment.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• Thorough research and evaluation determined that previous results were not representative of actual
conditions.
• Development of a phased dewatering program for discharging to groundwater eliminated pre-treatment entirely.
• Elimination of treatment processes resulted in a cost savings of over $150,000.
• Reduced project implementation schedule by more than 2 months.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Clean Water Act requirements
• Environmental permitting
• Contamination assessment planning, implementation, and reporting

Team Resumes

EXCEEDING
EXPECTATIONS
EVERY TIME.
Team Resumes

MIYOUNG SQUIRE, PE
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Miyoung Squire has more than 28 years of experience providing technical
services to public, private, and consulting companies. She has managed
and directed projects and programs associated with water, wastewater,
stormwater, streets, air, alternative energy, hazardous waste, solid waste
and associated permit applications, compliance, and regulatory issues.
Miyoung offers extensive experience in public infrastructure projects,
strategic planning, resource evaluation, subsurface engineering, oil and
gas technologies and operations, surface water and groundwater
modeling, air dispersion modeling, water quality assessments, water and
wastewater treatment technologies, waste minimization/reduction
technologies, and water and wastewater distribution systems. She has
knowledge of regulatory and environmental related issues of many
industries including petroleum, chemical, manufacturing, public utilities,
and energy.

PRESIDENT
SENIOR ENGINEER
EXPERIENCE
28 years of experience in
environmental consulting

EDUCATION

As President of the firm, Miyoung functions as CEO and Chairman of the
Board. As such, she leads MSE’s strategic growth planning initiatives and
oversees all company operations.

M.S., Environmental
Engineering, Oklahoma State
University

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

B.S., Petroleum Engineering,
Texas A&M University,
College Station

• Program, contract, and project management
• Process engineering
• Water and wastewater system design, permitting, construction, and
operations
• Air permitting and modeling
• Contamination assessment and remediation
• Pollution prevention
• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
• Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA)

SPECIFIC PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Ashland, Inc.: Environmental Services Contract
Project/Program Manager for environmental engineering and consulting
services since 2002. Work performed includes strategies for permitting and
compliance, control equipment selection, toxic release inventory, Tier II
reporting, pollution prevention, waste minimization, stormwater pollution
prevention, spill prevention and countermeasure, risk assessment and
management, waste characterization and management, and emergency
response. Involved in all environmental compliance and permitting efforts
for this facility including air, water, wastewater, stormwater, hazardous
waste, and process safety management.
Bureau of Land Management, Cliffside Facility: Process Safety
Management Contract
Project Manager/Principal-in-Charge for development of a PSM program
for this site that meets OSHA’s PSM requirements. Work includes
implementing the program to bring the site into compliance and providing
education and training to designated BLM employees or contractors to
transfer the skill necessary to maintain the PSM program.

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Professional Engineer (PE)
Texas #85598
Florida #81159
North Carolina #044842
• OSHA 40-Hour
HAZWOPER Training
• U.S. Department of
Homeland Security FEMA
IS-00100/ISC 100 and
FEMA IS-00100/ISC 200

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Miyoung Squire, PE

ADDITIONAL PROJECT EXPERIENCE
• Taxiway R Specification for City of San Antonio Airport (SAIA) Removal of MSW and
Reconstruction of Taxiway: Prepared engineering and environmental specifications for the removal of
bridge, removal of MSW, and management of construction and demolition waste.
• Storm Water Compliance Inspection Services for COSA 2012 Bond Projects: Provided storm water
and environmental compliance inspection services for the 2012 COSA Bond Projects. Performed storm
water audits to ensure compliance in accordance with NPDES, TPDES, SAWS, and EAA requirements
during construction of horizontal and vertical projects.
• City of San Antonio SWMD GHG Reporting Program: Developed and prepared EPA’s GHG Reporting
Program. Work included reviewing, updating, and developing documentation and procedures. Developed
strategies for calculations, methodologies for reporting years 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015.
• Pitluck Monitoring Well #1 Containment and Remediation: This project consisted of designing
containment structure with equipment including pump, storage, transfer equipment and container along
with canopy cover and retaining wall to keep runoffs from entering into well site. Project included proper
disposal of contaminated soil and liquid.
• Jones Maltsberger Road Sewer Collection System Project: TCEQ SCS Permit Modification: Performed
all work necessary to complete the requested requirements to bring the SCS system into compliance with
all of the applicable regulations as specified by the TCEQ.
• Woodlawn at 36th Street, Bexar County Flood Control Project: Work included Phase I ESA, Cultural
Resources, Archeological Resources, Historical Resources, Waters of US, Threatened Endangered
Species, and Utility Coordination.

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE

• Program/project management working with cities, municipal entities, and governmental agencies.
Coordinating, monitoring, reporting, and delivery management of engineering projects in support of ongoing
operations, which includes program and project planning, estimation, execution, implementation, and
ongoing support.
• Planning and directing activities dealing with water utility systems installation, operation, maintenance, and
services including engineering designs and plans, construction and upgrades of water production facilities,
and distribution systems.
• Developing, securing, facilitating, and managing local, state, and federal grant funding (USDA, DOE,
TCEQ, TWDB, EPA, TPWD, TXDOT, CDBG, etc.) for various non-profit organizations. Working and
coordinating with agencies obtaining and processing grant applications. Managing projects and their
necessary documentation required for grant processing and collection of payments.
• Providing management and technical direction of water resource projects including engineering analysis
and review of alternatives for environmentally sustainable potable and non-potable water supply to meet
current and future needs, and surface water and groundwater models for projections and availability of
water.
• Providing management and development of programs involving the Edwards aquifer and related
monitoring, water quality assessments, data analysis, and installation of groundwater wells.
• Conducting engineering analysis and reviews of exploration and production operations including subsurface
engineering and geologic map preparations, seismic interpretations, well log interpretations, and reservoir
calculations.
• Managing and performing professional, administrative, and technical projects involving preparation of
programs, policies, procedures, and public information relating to air quality, stormwater runoff, and
groundwater quality to meet federal, state, and local requirements.
• Coordinating with TCEQ and EPA in all matters relating to air and water quality, and preparing and
maintaining a proactive plan to control emissions including background research, interviews, inspections,
sampling, regulatory compliance, and other site investigations.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Miyoung Squire, PE
• As director of the Clean Cities Program for the Corpus Christi region, served as chair of the
Steering/Management Committee. Worked as a liaison with various alternative fuel providers and users,
federal, state, and local agencies to develop and implement strategic and marketing plans. Researched and
analyzed markets, technologies, legislative issues, and regulations dealing with alternative fuels, evaluating
and developing remediation plans and mitigation measures for environmental quality issues and problems.

MIKE ORCINO, PE
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Mike Orcino joined the firm in 2008. He serves as a vice president and
senior engineer and has provided program management, project
management, technical expertise, and quality assurance for federal, state,
and private sector clients nationally.
Mike has extensive experience with a broad range of technical practice
areas, business development, and corporate strategic planning. His
expertise includes civil, environmental, and geotechnical engineering; solid
waste design, construction, and operations; environmental compliance;
and environmental assessment and remediation. Mike believes in
teamwork and helping others be successful, and provides the tools
necessary for them to achieve that success and reach their career goals.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•

Program, contract, and project management
Contamination assessment and remediation
Solid waste design and construction
Hazardous building materials consultation
Solid and hazardous materials management

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast: Hazardous Materials
and Waste Management Compliance Contract, Worldwide Support
Program Manager responsible for all aspects of contract performance.
The firm is a prime contractor for NAVFAC Southeast on a $7.5 million
hazardous waste and hazardous materials management environmental
services contract, serving primarily 21 CONUS and OCONUS bases.
Project disciplines include but are not limited to hazardous materials and
hazardous waste management, air quality, waste stream sampling and
analysis, solid waste management, pollution prevention assessment and
planning, wastewater and stormwater discharges, and development and
implementation of training programs for Navy personnel.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: RICE Regulation
Permitting and Design/Build, Tequesta, Florida
Sr. Engineer responsible for technical oversight of production teams,
permitting, and construction management. The Air Force 45th Space Wing
operates the Jonathan Dickinson Missile Tracking Annex in Tequesta,
Florida. The facility has six compression ignition engines (four 600-kW
generators and two 400-kW generators) that required installation of
oxidizing catalysts to comply with the requirements of 40 CFR Subpart
ZZZZ, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for
Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines (RICE). The firm was
contracted to design, permit, and install the new catalysts on all six
engines including installation of continuous parameter monitoring systems
for each of the catalysts. Upon completion of the installation, the project
team was also responsible for testing the new catalysts to ensure that they
met the emissions requirements for the reduction of carbon monoxide
concentrations in the exhaust to below permitted concentrations. The team
was also responsible for developing a monitoring plan in accordance with
NESHAP RICE requirements.

VICE PRESIDENT
SENIOR ENGINEER
EXPERIENCE
23 years of experience in
engineering and construction

EDUCATION
M.S., Geotechnical
Engineering, Louisiana State
University
B.S., Civil Engineering
Louisiana State University

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Professional Engineer (PE)
Florida #60908
Georgia #036999

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Mike Orcino, PE
Global Security Company: Chlorinated Solvent Turnkey Remediation, Orlando, Florida
Sr. Engineer responsible for oversight of technical staff, treatment system design, value engineering, and
permitting. The firm provided extensive facility investigation, remedial investigation, human health risk
assessments, remedial design, permitting, and turnkey construction for chlorinated solvents in soil and
groundwater at a site in Orlando. The project consisted of multiple phases of soil and groundwater
assessments, finite level source refinement investigations, fate and transport modeling, sheet pile design,
wastewater treatment design, chemical oxidant demand studies, bio-availability studies, human health risk
impact studies, all phases of construction permitting, and turnkey construction. Through implementation of
sustainability reviews and innovative technology analysis, the project saved over $1 million and was
completed 2 years ahead of schedule, as compared to engineering estimates by others.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: Cape Canaveral Landfill Closure, Design/Build, Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida
Sr. Engineer responsible for senior design review, permitting, and post-design services. The firm completed
preliminary and final design, permitting, and construction of a landfill cover and erosion and sediment control
upgrades for the 60-acre Class I, Class III, and asbestos landfill located at Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station. The project was completed to comply with Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP)
solid waste landfill closure regulations and to address Air Force internal audit findings relative to three active
solid waste operation permits associated with the landfill. The design phase included engineering surveys,
geophysical studies, and test pits to assess existing subsurface and landfill waste and cover conditions;
geotechnical investigations associated with construction and demolition of storage/loading area design;
constructability reviews; plan development and submittal of 30, 60, 90, and 100 percent design drawings and
specifications; and engineering estimates for construction. The firm self-performed the construction phase of
this project, which included repair of cover material over a 45-acre portion of the landfill. Additionally, the
project involved construction of components that incorporated geosynthetic systems including stormwater
diversion berms, erosion control matting, side-slope stabilization systems, and stormwater sedimentation
basins. The firm was responsible for preparing the long-term care plan for the final closure in accordance
with Chapter 62-701 Florida Administrative Code as well as removal of above-grade concrete and potential
asbestos-containing materials located at the landfill.
Global Security Company: Central Wastewater Pre-Treatment Facility Design/Construction, Orlando,
Florida
Sr. Engineer responsible for senior technical review, stormwater design, and post-design services. The firm
completed the assessment, design, and replacement of the Central Wastewater Pretreatment Facility
located in Orlando. The wastewater plant provides pretreatment (pH adjustment, precipitation of metal
hydroxides, metal hydroxide sludge separation, and neutralization) prior to discharge to the Orange County
Wastewater Reclamation Facility. The project included turnkey design/build and permitting services.
Specifically, the project involved facility condition assessment, replacement system design, and replacement
of wastewater storage tanks, associated piping, electrical, pneumatic, and control equipment as well as
demolition of the existing wastewater system and installation of a tanker containment structure and
associated piping.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Mike and his wife Becky have two kids, two dogs, and live in Lake Mary. When not chauffeuring kids to
volleyball or track, Mike is living the salt life, playing golf, and nervously cheering on LSU.

CHRIS PARENT
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Chris Parent has worked in the environmental engineering field for 28 years.
Chris founded Apex Environmental Engineering and Compliance, Inc., which
merged with 3E Consultants (now MSE Group) in January 2009. He has
provided program management for many federal, municipal, and industrial
clients nationwide and abroad. With expertise in the industrial sector as well
as environmental health and safety practice area, Chris provides progressive
programs and innovative solutions for clients using cutting-edge technologies
while minimizing safety risks and implementation costs.
Chris has led the corporate safety and financial planning teams since the
firm’s inception and provides strategic guidance to MSE’s technical and nontechnical divisions. He has a proven track record of concurrently directing
multiple contracts and projects to successful completion through effective
management and team collaboration. Chris has a reputation for excellent
customer service and client satisfaction, and he is well known throughout the
industry as a leader in the environmental health and safety practice area.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Occupational safety and health consulting and training
National Fire Protection Association
Toxic Substance Control Act
Clean Air Act/Clean Water Act
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
Emergency response planning and implementation
Contamination assessment and remediation
Hazardous materials compliance auditing
Program management

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Global Security Company: Environmental Services Contract, National
Support
Program Manager responsible for all technical and non-technical aspects
of this contract. The firm has completed over $10 million in environmental
compliance, remediation, engineering, training, staff augmentation and
design/build projects since 1998 for this global company, and services have
been completed at more than 15 facilities across the United States. Specific
work completed under this contract includes Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendment permitting and RCRA assessments; 90-day hazardous waste
storage and satellite waste storage area inspections; successful completion
of over 30 emergency response actions; decontamination of more than 200
facilities; inspections and training for 10 petroleum tank systems; waste
characterization and disposal annually for over 40 hazardous waste
streams; Title V construction and operations air permitting; design and
installation of air pollution control systems; visual emissions testing for
permitted stationary air sources; wastewater evaluations and permitting;
pre-treatment wastewater facility design, installation and operation; National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) sampling.

VICE PRESIDENT
SENIOR ENGINEER
EXPERIENCE
28 years of experience in
engineering

EDUCATION
B.S., Mechanical
Engineering, Pennsylvania
State University

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Florida Licensed Mold
Assessor #MRSA2078
• OSHA Construction Safety
Trainer
• Professional Safety
Certification, National
Safety Council
• OSHA General Industry
Safety Certification
• FDEP Stormwater
Management Inspector
#5420

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Chris Parent
Mitsubishi Power Systems: Environmental, Safety and Health Services Contract, Worldwide Support
Program Manager responsible for all technical and non-technical aspects of this contract. The firm has
completed over 100 task orders at facilities located through the United States and internationally since 2001.
Representative projects have included environmental process optimization, health and safety audits and
training, waste reduction, and reclamation in support of the on-site environment management system.
Project/facility locations include Florida, Texas, Georgia, Arizona, and Mexico. Scopes of services were
completed to support fixed facilities and field operations associated with turbine engine manufacturing/repair
and wind power services.
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA): Environmental Services Contract, Florida
Program Manager responsible for all technical and non-technical aspects of this contract. The firm has
conducted environmental assessment, compliance, and environmental restoration projects for VA outpatient
clinics located throughout the southeastern United States. Projects have included petroleum compliance
assessments; petroleum and hazardous waste assessment and remediation; industrial air quality
assessments; mold assessments and remediation; restoration of mold-damaged structures; environmental
health and safety program assessment, development, and training; wastewater compliance assessments
and sampling; and nursing home construction specification development.
Blackstone Group (Universal Studios Orlando and Wet ’n Wild): Master Services Agreement,
Orlando, Florida
Program Manager responsible for all technical and non-technical aspects of this contract. The firm
completed over 50 environmental health and safety service task orders associated with the master service
agreement with Universal Studios Orlando theme park, ancillary support facilities, and Wet ’n Wild water
park. Specific services included air compliance permitting for park exhibits; safety and fire protection
assessments for new facility construction; multiple turnkey emergency response actions for petroleum and
hazard materials spills; health and safety training for park staff including HAZWOPER, lock-out/tag-out,
scaffold safety, and DOT management; wastewater treatment system operations and maintenance; and
extensive industrial hygiene sampling and personnel monitoring tasks.
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast: Hazardous Materials and Waste Management
Compliance Contract, Worldwide Support
Sr. Professional responsible for technical oversight of all environmental and health and safety task orders.
The firm is a prime contractor for Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast on a $7.5 million
hazardous waste and hazardous materials management environmental services contract, serving primarily
21 CONUS and OCONUS bases. Project disciplines include hazardous materials and hazardous waste
management, air quality, waste stream sampling and analysis, solid waste management, pollution prevention
assessment and planning, wastewater and stormwater discharges, and development and implementation of
training programs for Navy personnel.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Chris his wife Debbie and two daughters live in Winter Springs, Florida. They spend their time with friends
and family at church, swim meets, soccer tournaments, and golf courses throughout central Florida.

MAURICE PEARSON
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Maurice Pearson—better known as Mo—is a Principal of the firm and also
provides senior leadership for the Natural Resources service line. Mo has
managed natural resource projects since 1993 and is recognized regionally
as a leader of this practice area.
Over the course of his career, which involves both the public and private sectors,
Maurice has acquired an exceptional perspective in understanding, negotiating,
and meeting project needs in natural resource management and planning for
clients. He has fostered and maintains valuable relationships with agency
personnel, providing clients the assurance that each project will be presented
professionally and that their interests will be articulated and supported. Mo is an
active member of his community and participates in numerous professional
associations and boards, such as the Children’s Home Society of Florida and
the Orange County Sheriff’s Office Citizens Advisory Board.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 404 dredge and fill permitting
Environmental resource permitting
Wildlife and habitat analysis
Wetland evaluation reports
Endangered species biological assessments
Environmental assessment
Environmental impact statements
Agency coordination
Department of transportation project development and environment
(PD&E) studies

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Global Security Company: Wetland Mitigation Bank Permitting,
Orange County, Florida
Sr. Project Manager responsible for all technical aspects of the project
including permit approval and negotiation with multiple regulatory
agencies. The firm is providing all levels of field services and permit
coordination for permitting of a wetlands mitigation bank at a 4,000-acre
site within the Econlockhatchee watershed in southeast Orange County.
Currently in the draft permit application phase, the project team has
completed delineation, review, and assessment of approximately 2,200
acres of on-site wetlands, surveys for threatened and endangered (T&E)
species, and potential occurrence and assessment of land management
needs (control burn planning, fuel reduction, etc.) to maintain the integrity
of the landscape. A draft permit application package is under review by St.
Johns River Water Management District. USACE has approved the
prospectus and the project is entering the mitigation banking instrument
(MBI) phase.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: Architect-Engineer
Services to Provide Environmental Support to Civil, Military, and
Federal Agencies
Sr. Scientist responsible for ecological support for all applicable task orders
awarded under this 5-year, $5 million indefinite delivery order contract with
the Mobile District, which involved a broad range of architectural and

VICE PRESIDENT
SENIOR SCIENTIST
EXPERIENCE
25 years of experience in
ecological sciences

EDUCATION
M.A., Organizational
Management, University of
Phoenix
B.S., Biology, University of
Central Florida

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Authorized Gopher
Tortoise Agent (#GTA-0900297)
• Member – FDEP
Acquisition & Restoration
Council (ARC)
(Gubernatorial
Appointment)
• Member – Central Florida
Association of
Environmental
Professionals

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Maurice Pearson
engineering support services. Primary technical services included environmental compliance; environmental
engineering and design; operational range assessments and design; Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED)/sustainability project support; and GIS data management. The firm completed
nine task orders from 2009 through 2014, collectively valued at over $4.75 million. Specific task orders
included four staff located at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, for more than 4 years in support of the spill response
and tank management program; environmental compliance support at over 25 installations for IMCOM-West;
landfill design and permitting for the U.S. Air Force; and landfill maintenance and environmental support at
Fort Gordon, Georgia.
Florida Department of Transportation: State Road 35, Baseline Road Design/Build, Florida
Sr. Project Manager responsible for successful completion of all technical and regulatory negotiation
aspects of the project. Contracted through the design/build prime contractor, STV, Inc., the firm provided
gopher tortoise survey, permitting, and relocation efforts on a 4.5-mile segment of roadway construction. The
project team successfully completed a 100 percent survey of the project corridor finding, locating, and
documenting 128 burrows, and received permit authorization for relocation efforts from the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission. The team completed backhoe excavation of gopher tortoise burrows and
visual evaluation of burrow interiors using a borescope for presence/absence of the eastern indigo snake.
Camp Blanding Joint Training Center: Threatened and Endangered Species Survey and Reporting,
Clay County, Florida
Sr. Project Manager responsible for successful completion of all technical and regulatory negotiation
aspects of the project. Teamed with Bio-Tech Consulting, the firm entered into an exclusive partnership
agreement and was awarded the T&E species survey contract at Camp Blanding Joint Training Center in
Clay County. The firm planned and executed a flora and fauna T&E species survey for an 18,000-acre
portion of the facility. Project personnel provided literature review, survey techniques, field work, final report
preparation, and quality control.
Air Force Center for Engineering and the Environment (AFCEE): Ecological Risk Monitoring IV, Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station and Patrick Air Force Base, Florida
Sr. Scientist responsible for planning and implementation of the field program, evaluation of impacts to
indigenous lands and wildlife, and coordination with project stakeholders relative to mitigation of potential
high-risk impacts. The firm provided environmental compliance and remediation services at Cape Canaveral
Air Force Station and Patrick Air Force Base in Florida following Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) and Toxic Substances Control Act guidance. This project was completed under the direction of the
EPA and Florida Department of Environmental Protection. In addition to RCRA requirements, this project
provided data to effectively determine the present status and stakeholder position for compliance with total
maximum daily load (TMDL) requirements, respond and comply with current and future TMDL regulations,
and assist in maintaining compliance with the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System program. The
project also assisted the Air Force with developing, programming, and implementing projects such as catch
basin filtration devices to minimize potential pollutants that may discharge to surface waters and maintain
compliance with Clean Water Act regulations.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Mo, his wife Ileana, and daughter Megan are natives of Orange County, Florida. They are active supporters
of Children's Home Society and Orlando Children's Church, both nonprofit organizations. On weekends, Mo
and his family can be found volunteering at one of many charitable organizations or playing at a local beach.

PAUL SEAVY, PE, CBC, PSSC
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Paul Seavy joined the firm in 2005. He has extensive experience providing
environmental engineering, construction, and operations and management
services for government and private clients. Paul has passion for creative
solutions and innovation and therefore he provides oversight to many of
the firm’s largest and most challenging projects. He has and continues to
serve in many roles including program manager, project manager, senior
technical engineer, and construction manager. He has led more than $85
million in environmental engineering, construction, and operations projects
at more than 150 sites throughout the southeast United States.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Program, contract, and project management
• Chemical and process engineering
• Water and wastewater system design, permitting, construction and
operations
• Pollutant storage system design, construction and operation
• General construction
• Contamination assessment and remediation
• Corporate environmental risk management
• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
• Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA)

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, Mobile District: Architect/Engineer
Services to Provide Environmental Support to Civil, Military, and
Federal Agencies
Program Manager responsible for all aspects of contract performance.
This 5-year, $5 million indefinite delivery order contract with the Mobile
District included a broad range of architectural and engineering support
services. Primary technical services covered under this contract were
environmental compliance, environmental engineering and design,
operational range assessments and design, Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED)/sustainability project support, and GIS data
management. The firm completed nine task orders from 2009 through
2014, collectively valued at over $4.75 million. Specific task orders
included four staff located at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, for over 4 years in
support of the spill response and tank management program;
environmental compliance support at more than 25 installations for
IMCOM-West; landfill design and permitting for the Air Force; and landfill
maintenance and environmental support at Fort Gordon, Georgia.
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, Mobile District: Environmental Support
for Army Installation Management Command-West (IMCOM-West)
Program Manager responsible for all aspects of contract performance. The
firm provided environmental support for IMCOM-West at over 30 installations.
Activities included maintaining comprehensive compliance program media
binders, implementing environmental program reviews, and supporting the
Sustainability Range Program, IMCOM Campaign Plan Sustainability
Initiative, energy and water conservation advisory efforts, and National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) regulations.

VICE PRESIDENT
SENIOR ENGINEER
EXPERIENCE
30 years of experience in
engineering and construction

EDUCATION
B.S., Chemical Engineering,
Drexel University

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Professional Engineer
(PE):
- Florida #45377
- Georgia #P036906
- Tennessee #115729
- Kentucky #28544
• Florida Certified Pollutant
Storage System Contractor
(PSSC) #PCC053365
• Florida Certified Building
Contractor (CBC)
#1258011
• USACE Construction
Quality Management

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Paul Seavy, PE, CBC, PSSC
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah District: Infiltration and Inflow Turnkey Support
Sr. Engineer responsible for senior technical guidance of project and field teams and client relations. The
firm conducted an inflow and infiltration (I&I) investigation and analysis of the sanitary sewer and industrial
wastewater collection systems in compliance with wastewater standards, rules, and regulations. The
objective of the project was to identify issues with the collection systems, provide options for repair and
maintenance, and develop a cost/benefit analysis of long-term solutions. The project team completed an
analysis of existing data, installed flow monitoring equipment within the sewer system, inspected over 300
manholes and 16 lift stations, conducted over 120,000 linear feet of smoke testing, performed over 15,000
linear feet of CCTV sewer inspections, and completed I&I reports and rehabilitation plans for both systems.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: Space Launch Complex 37 (SLC 37) Remedial
Design/Build/Operate, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida
Sr. Engineer responsible for senior technical guidance, design, and permitting. SLC 37 is an active launch
facility. This multi-phased, multi-year project has involved all facets of environmental assessment, design,
permitting, construction, and operation associated with a large chlorinated solvent plume at the site. Project
tasks have included complete delineation of soil and groundwater contamination impacts, source area
remediation (soil excavation, characterization, and disposal), remedial investigation/ feasibility study of
potential groundwater remediation technologies, engineering design and implementation of the preferred
technology (50 lbs./day ozone injection system coupled with bio-augmentation using vegetable oil/lactate
injection), system optimization, operations and maintenance, and reporting/long-term maintenance. The
project achieved over 90 percent contaminant mass removal and received exceptional performance ratings
for quality, schedule compliance, cost control, management, regulatory compliance, teamwork, and technical
knowledge.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: Corrective Measures Implementation for Groundwater
at Space Launch Complex 17, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida
Sr. Engineer responsible for senior technical guidance, design, and permitting. The firm provided
preliminary and final remedial design, permitting, and construction at a complex site containing a 0.8-acre
solvent source area beneath a previously inaccessible SLC 17 launch pad structure. The goal of the project
was to provide final design plans and specifications, perform turnkey construction services, and complete
performance monitoring. The project included horizontal and vertical delineation of source and dissolved
phase contamination impacts, analysis of monitored natural attenuation parameters, and microcosm
investigations to predict bioremediation rates to evaluate the need for bio-augmentation. The project included
construction and operation of a custom mixing and injection system consisting of a 50-horsepower shear
pump, 20,000-gallon mixing tanks, and transfer pumps. In total, 110,000 gallons of emulsified vegetable oil
was injected into the 15-foot-thick source area via 134 wells. The project received exceptional performance
ratings from the client for quality, schedule, cost control, business relations, and management of personnel.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Paul has two daughters and is an avid boater. On most weekends, he can be found cruising and fishing the
waters off Anna Maria Island.

WILL BREEDEN, PMP
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Will Breeden is an Associate of the firm and currently serves as the
Regional Business Director in the North Carolina office. Will joined MSE in
2015 as environmental compliance service line manager and has served
as a program manager, project manager, and branch manager. Will was
promoted in 2017 to Associate/Regional Business Director. Through his
hands-on experience in a broad array of environmental, energy, and
capital improvement programs, Will successfully integrates diverse client
needs with a vast network of in-house engineers, architects, planners, and
scientists as well as a network of large, small, and/or disadvantaged
business subcontractors. He exhibits strong leadership skills and a firm
commitment to quality and client satisfaction.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program, contract, and project management
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
Clean Air Act
Clean Water Act
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA)
Toxic Substances Control Act
Environmental management systems
Pollution prevention
Solid and hazardous materials management
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast: Waste Stream
Determinations, Multiple Installations
Sr. Project Manager responsible for senior oversight of all technical
aspects of representative task orders. Since 2013 the firm has completed
waste stream determination projects on an annual basis at Naval and
Marine Corps installations located in Texas, Florida, Mississippi, South
Carolina and Tennessee. The projects are conducted to characterize
suspect and known hazardous waste streams and include waste stream
sampling and analysis, development of waste stream profiles, reporting,
and data entry into U.S. Navy environmental data management systems.
Due to the extensive nature of some waste stream quantities, the firm has
been tasked to develop and implement electronic database and
management systems for incorporation into the Navy’s hazardous
materials management systems. Unique capabilities with electronic data
management have provided the opportunity for system expansion
throughout all NAVFAC divisions.
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast: Hazardous
Material Control Program Support, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina
Program Manager responsible for successful implementation of the
project. Since 2014 the firm has provided extensive support to Camp
Lejeune, including full-time, on-base staff support. Programmatic support
includes hazardous material consolidation program support for the central
control and management of excess hazardous material distribution;
administration of the base hazardous materials management system; and

ASSOCIATE
PRINCIPAL
REGIONAL BUSINESS
DIRECTOR
EXPERIENCE
20 years of experience in
environmental compliance

EDUCATION
B.S., Biology, Duke University

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Project Management
Professional (PMP),
Project Management
Institute
• FAR Compliance Training
Air Permit Information
Management System
(APIMS) User Training
• Hazardous Material
Management System
(HMMS) Administrator

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Will Breeden, PMP
training to software users on development of objectives to ensure sustainable success of the hazardous
material consolidation program in accordance with the base environmental management system and shoplevel activity and use limitations. The firm’s support for this project assisted the Marine Corps in saving $1.3
million by reutilizing off-specification and/or unused chemicals as well as recovering and marketing over
200,000 gallons of used oil and fuel oil over 2 years. The project also resulted in Camp Lejeune receiving the
2015 Navy Environmental Award for Sustainability.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: Architect/Engineer (A/E) Services to Provide
Environmental Support to Civil, Military, and Federal Agencies, Multiple Locations
Sr. Project Manager for multiple task orders. This 5-year, $5 million indefinite delivery order contract with
the Mobile District included a broad range of A/E support services. Primary technical services covered under
this contract were environmental compliance, environmental engineering and design, operational range
assessments and design, Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)/sustainability project
support, and GIS data management. The firm completed nine task orders from 2009 through 2014,
collectively valued at over $4.75 million. Specific task orders included four staff located at Fort Campbell,
Kentucky, for over 4 years in support of the spill response and tank management program; environmental
compliance support at more than 25 installations for IMCOM-West; landfill design and permitting for the U.S.
Air Force; and landfill maintenance and environmental support at Fort Gordon, Georgia.
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast: Emergency Planning and Community Right-toKnow Act, Multiple Installations
Sr. Project Manager responsible for senior oversight of all technical aspects of representative task orders.
The firm has completed EPCRA 312 and 313 services for 10 Navy and Marine Corps facilities annually since
2013. Projects include onsite data collection of hazardous materials stored and used on base; chemical
inventory; hazardous materials quantity and locations in materials, storage tanks, and equipment; and details
of toxic chemicals usage and how they were processed or released to air, land, waste, or water. Specific
installations include NAS Jacksonville, NS Mayport, NSF Orlando, NAS Key West, NAS Pensacola, NAS
Whiting Field (Florida), NSF Beaufort (South Carolina), NSF Mid-South (Tennessee), MCB Camp Lejeune
(North Carolina), and Submarine Base Kings Bay and MCLB Albany (Georgia).
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast: Solid and Hazardous Waste Management
Planning, Multiple Installations
Sr. Project Manager responsible for senior oversight of all technical aspects of representative task orders.
The firm has provided various solid and hazardous waste management support services to the U.S. Navy
and Marine Corps since 2013. Representative experience includes development and implementation of a
hazardous waste contingency plan for the less-than-90-day storage area at NAS Whiting Field, Florida;
development and implementation of the hazardous waste management plans for NSF Beaufort, South
Carolina (included medical and pharmaceutical wastes), Naval Station Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and Marine
Corps Base Camp Lejeune, North Carolina; and development of hazardous waste biennial reports for Marine
Corps Support Facility Blount Island, NAS Corpus Christi, and Camp Lejeune, including review of hundreds
of manifests, data entry into state-specific reporting programs, and payment of annual fees.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Will lives in Wilmington, North Carolina. In his free time, he enjoys spending time with his wife and two
daughters as well as being outdoors boating, hunting, fishing, and surfing.

ASHLEY SIGNORELLI, PE
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Ashley Signorelli is an Associate of the firm and currently is the Director of
Operations. She joined MSE in 2009 and previously served as manager of
the Engineering and Environmental Solutions (EES) service line. Ashley
has a broad range of technical and project management experience in the
areas of engineering, compliance, and assessment/remediation. In
addition, she manages multiple industrial, municipal, and federal projects.
Ashley is dedicated to mentoring, leading, and growing a team of
engineers and scientists that together strive to achieve the highest quality
standards using the firm’s corporate 6S framework, which emphasizes
exceeding client expectations through creative quality management.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contract and project management
Contamination assessment and remediation
Environmental engineering design and construction
Underground storage tank design and removal
Phases I and II environmental site assessments
Federal, state, and local regulations governing hazardous waste,
storage tanks, and petroleum contamination

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Global Security Company: Environmental Services Contract, National
Support
Sr. Engineer for multiple engineering and compliance projects.
Responsibilities include contract management; design oversight for
water/wastewater treatment systems and petroleum and hazardous
materials storage/distribution systems; environmental permitting for water,
air, and waste compliance programs; and construction administration. The
firm has completed over $10 million in environmental compliance,
remediation, engineering, training, staff augmentation, and design/build
projects since 1998 for this global company, and services have been
completed at more than 15 facilities across the United States. Specific
work completed under this contract includes Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendment permitting and RCRA assessments; 90-day hazardous waste
storage and satellite waste storage area inspections; successful
completion of over 30 emergency response actions; decontamination of
more than 200 facilities; inspections and training for 10 petroleum tank
systems; waste characterization and disposal annually for over 40
hazardous waste streams; Title V construction and operations air
permitting; design and installation of air pollution control systems; visual
emissions testing for permitted stationary air sources; wastewater
evaluations and permitting; pre-treatment wastewater facility design,
installation, and operation; National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) sampling and permit development; stormwater pollution
prevention plan updates and electronic conversions; drinking water
surveys and wellhead protection; environmental resource permit
development and monitoring; wetland and threatened and endangered
species surveys; mitigation bank permitting and credit marketing support;
and petroleum and chlorinated solvent assessment and remediation.
Multiple recognitions have been received for cost control and quality
implementation for various completed projects.

ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR OF
OPERATIONS
EXPERIENCE
12 years of experience in
engineering

EDUCATION
B.S., Chemical/Biomedical
Engineering, Florida State
University
B.S., Food Science and
Human Nutrition, University
of Florida

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Licensed Professional
Engineer, Florida #72263
• OSHA 40-Hour
HAZWOPER Training
• Bloodborne Pathogens
• Hazard Communications
• U.S. Department of
Homeland Security FEMA
IS-00100/ISC 100,
Introduction to Incident
Command System

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Ashley Signorelli, PE
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Southeast: Hazardous Materials and Waste
Management Compliance Contract, Worldwide Support
Project Manager and/or Sr. Engineer for multiple challenging environmental compliance task orders
including RCRA training for national Navy hazardous waste management staff, waste stream determination
projects at Naval installations throughout the southeast, and spill prevention and facility response plan
development projects. The firm is a prime contractor for NAVFAC Southeast on a $7.5 million hazardous
waste and hazardous materials management environmental services contract, serving primarily 21
continental United States (CONUS) and overseas (OCONUS) bases. Project disciplines include hazardous
materials and hazardous waste management, air quality, waste stream sampling and analysis, solid waste
management, pollution prevention assessment and planning, and wastewater and stormwater discharges as
well as development and implementation of training programs for Navy personnel.
Greater Orlando Aviation Authority (GOAA): Environmental Services Contract, Orlando, Florida
Contract Manager responsible for successful completion of all task orders awarded under this continuing
contract. The firm is a prime contractor providing environmental engineering professional services to GOAA.
The contract supports GOAA environmental staff at Orlando International Airport and Orlando Executive
Airport with various environmental permits, registrations, and plans. Under this contract, the firm provides 24hour standby support for emergency response actions; performs baseline environmental impact
investigations as part of due diligence for property acquisitions; completes engineering design and
specification writing for environmental engineering and hazardous building material mitigation projects;
provides a variety of construction administration services; supports compliance audits and training at over
200 tenant facilities; provides plan writing and updates for GOAA and tenant spill prevention, control, and
countermeasures and stormwater pollution prevention plans; and completes design and implementation of
various electronic database projects.
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA): Petroleum Investigation, Remediation, and Alternative Site
Closure, Orlando, Florida
Sr. Engineer responsible for engineering design review, site closure planning, and mentoring of junior
project staff. This project included turnkey assessment, design, and construction of engineered systems to
achieve regulatory alternative closure of petroleum-impacted soil and groundwater. Two separate petroleum
plumes (diesel and MTBE) were co-located within a heavily occupied utility corridor consisting of highvoltage electricity, natural gas, water, sewer, and telecommunications. Due to the nature of the
contamination and presence of vital utilities, remedial action technologies were limited. MSE negotiated and
implemented multiple site closure strategies to comply with remedial requirements of Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) Chapter 62-770 of the Florida Administrative Code, saving the VA over
$100,000 in additional assessment costs and $500,000 in remediation costs. MSE designed and installed
the engineering control structure to prevent direct human exposure and leaching of contaminants from the
soil into the groundwater. The firm coordinated deed-restrictive convenient development and approval
through the VA and FDEP and received final site closure in April 2016.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Ashley, her husband, and her two kids live in Lake Nona, Florida. She likes spending time with family and
friends at the pool or local theme parks, cheering for the Florida Gators and Miami Hurricanes, and watching
their daughter dance and excel at gymnastics.

ELLEN EVELAND, PE
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Ellen Eveland has more than 20 years of leadership in the civil and
environmental engineering consulting, environmental compliance, and
construction-related fields. A consummate professional with a strong work
ethic, Ellen joined the firm in 2011. She has a profound awareness of detail
and budget, a client-centered attitude focused on providing value-added
service, and excellent communication/presentation skills. Ellen is a trusted
and experienced project manager who has the ability to direct a team of
talented professionals, is skilled at developing solutions to complex
problems, and possesses the ability to successfully work on multiple
projects simultaneously.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•

Program, contract, and project management
Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA)
Hazardous material and petroleum assessment and remediation
Stormwater design, permitting, and construction
Hazardous materials compliance and permitting

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: Architect-Engineer
Services to Provide Environmental Support to Civil, Military, and
Federal Agencies
Contract Manager responsible for successful completion of all assigned
task orders. This 5-year, $5 million indefinite delivery order contract with
USACE, Mobile District, included a broad range of architectural and
engineering support services. Primary technical services covered under
this contract were environmental compliance; environmental engineering
and design; operational range assessments and design; Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)/sustainability project support;
and GIS data management. The firm completed nine task orders from
2009 through 2014, collectively valued at over $4.75 million. Specific task
orders included four staff located at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, for more
than 4 years in support of the spill response and tank management
program; environmental compliance support at over 25 installations for
IMCOM-West; landfill design and permitting for the Air Force; and landfill
maintenance and environmental support at Fort Gordon, Georgia.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: Environmental
Support for Army Installation Management Command-West
Sr. Project Manager responsible for overseeing technical tasks, mentoring
junior staff, and maintaining client relations. The firm provided environmental
support for the Army Installation Management Command-West (IMCOMWest) at over 30 installations including the following activities: Maintaining
comprehensive compliance program media binders; installing environmental
program reviews; and providing support for the Sustainability Range
Program, IMCOM Campaign Plan Sustainability Initiative, energy and water
conservation advisory, and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The
firm maintained four on-site staff (regulatory compliance, environmental
management systems, and data management) at IMCOM-West, supported
by remote technical consulting staff from the corporate project team.

ASSOCIATE
SENIOR ENGINEER
EXPERIENCE
20 years of experience in
engineering

EDUCATION
B.S., Civil Engineering,
Florida Institute of
Technology

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Licensed Professional
Engineer
Florida #57437
Georgia #040750
• Level II Certified Plan
Reviewer, Georgia Soil and
Water Conservation
Commission
• Level II Certified Design
Professional, Georgia Soil
and Water Conservation
Commission

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Ellen Eveland, PE
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Best Management
Practices (BMP) Plan Implementation, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station and Patrick Air Force Base,
Florida
Sr. Project Manager responsible for overseeing technical tasks, mentoring junior staff, providing senior
review of deliverables, and maintaining client and regulatory relations. The firm provided technical support to
assist the 45th Space Wing Environmental Compliance Program to successfully implement its planned multiyear best management action plan (BMAP) approach to meet the Banana River Lagoon TMDL education
goals, as established by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection. The project included
development of a site-specific Cape Canaveral Air Force Station 12-month/seasonal monitoring program,
including surface water runoff and groundwater monitoring and sampling, to establish baseline surface water
discharges of the nutrient total phosphorus (TP) and total nitrogen (TN) into the Banana River Lagoon. The
project also included development of basewide groundwater contour maps to establish the presence of
hydrologic interaction between groundwater and surface water. Data are used to calculate annual hydrologic
and nutrient loadings for each monitoring site (stormwater runoff and base flow); estimate annual runoff
coefficients for each land use, based upon relationships between measured rainfall volume and runoff
discharges; determine nutrient event mean concentrations by land use for nutrient loading extrapolation
basewide; and develop quarterly groundwater contour maps establishing groundwater flow direction and
possible interaction with surface water. The firm is responsible for modeling, reporting, and presenting these
data at public outreach meetings.
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast: Pollution Prevention Management Plan, MCLB
Albany, Georgia
Sr. Engineer responsible for project planning and senior review of all deliverables. This project consisted of
an update of Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany’s pollution prevention management plan to meet the
requirements of the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990: 42 US Code 13103 - 13106, Executive Orders 13514
and 13423, DoD Instruction 4715.4 Pollution Prevention, and Marine Corps Order 5090.2A Environmental
Compliance and Protection Manual. Through completion of pollution prevention opportunity assessment
(PPOA) and development, the project team identified five actionable opportunities: (1) blast media recycling,
(2) hexavalent chromium process replacement, (3) spill prevention, control, and countermeasure (SPCC)
program streamlining, (4) industrial wastewater treatment plant sludge recycling program development, and
(5) chemical replacement to reduce air emissions. Successful implementation of the blast media opportunity
alone would result in waste stream reduction of 1.6 million pounds per year.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE
Ellen prides herself on her work/life balance. As the mother of two children, she frequently participates in
their academics, volunteers her time at their school, and cheers them on the soccer and baseball fields.
Ellen also enjoys running, hiking, paddle boarding, reading, and going to the beach on the beautiful west
coast of Florida.

JENNIFER EVANS, CPA
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Jennifer Evans is an Associate of the firm and currently serves as
Controller. She joined MSE in 2013 and manages all accounting functions,
including but not limited to accounts payable, accounts receivable, cash
management, payroll, and government accounting compliance for the
company as well as several joint ventures.
Jennifer also prepares monthly, quarterly, and annual financial reports for
stockholder meetings and reviews and analyzes information to plan short
and long-term corporate initiatives. Her responsibilities also involve leading
and managing the administrative functions of the company.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Compile and analyze financial statements and managerial accounting
reports using SAP, QuickBooks, and other analytical tools in accordance
with GAAP and FAR
• Review and prepare risk assessments to evaluate financial controls
within large corporations and government contracting firms
• Leadership ability to enhance processes while achieving and exceeding
department goals

WORK EXPERIENCE
MSE Group, LLC: Orlando, Florida
Controller. Manages all accounting functions, including but not limited to
accounts payable, accounts receivable, cash management, payroll, and
government accounting compliance for the company as well as several
joint ventures. Leads and manages the administrative functions of the
company including human resources (previously) and office management.
Signature Brands, LLC: Ocala, Florida
Cost Accounting Manager. Determined standard and actual costs of
manufacturing including raw material purchases, inventory, and labor.
Provided reports to management comparing factors affecting prices and
profitability of products, explaining monthly budget variances, and
comparing standard costs to actual production costs. Worked closely with
production to manage warehouse and identify areas for cost savings.
Managed all balance sheet and income statement general ledger accounts
and verified monthly. Compiled and analyzed income statement, balance
sheet, and budget information for reporting, and completed all international
reporting using IFRS. Established new procedures for financial functions
that allowed for ease of reporting and enhanced controls.
Branch Banking & Trust Company: Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Financial Management Internal Auditor, Banking Officer. Served as the
audit-in-charge for financial audits by developing the audit program and
scope in accordance with GAAP, analyzing processes to evaluate
effectiveness and efficiency, and writing and reporting results. Coordinated
the completion of quarterly and annual disclosure review processes including
reporting on internal controls as required by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Jennifer was born and raised in Florida and is a big FSU Seminoles fan.
Outside of MSE, she can be found spending time with her husband and three
children, traveling, trying new restaurants, and enjoying the Florida sunshine.

ASSOCIATE
CONTROLLER
EXPERIENCE
12 years of experience in
accounting

EDUCATION
M.B.A., Business
Administration, University of
Central Florida
B.S., Accounting, Finance,
and Marketing – Magna Cum
Laude, Florida State
University

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Certified Public Accountant
(CPA) – 2008

KATIE ROY, PE
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Katie Roy joined the firm in 2014. She has extensive qualifications and
experience with a broad range of environmental engineering and
environmental compliance projects.
Katie has distinguished herself as a professional through her attention to
detail and dedication to providing deliverables of the highest quality. She
was recently awarded the firm’s Outstanding Dedication and High-Quality
Performance award and routinely receives praise from numerous clients on
her professionalism and commitment to excellence. Katie currently serves
as the environmental compliance service line manager and the committee
chair for MSE’s 6S Quality Program.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air emissions inventories
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA)
Toxic release inventory reports
Air quality permitting
Air pollution source modeling
Hazardous materials compliance and management
Backflow prevention design and inspection
Contamination assessments and remediation

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, Mobile District: Air Compliance and
Permitting Support, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station and Patrick Air
Force Base, Florida
Project Manager and Sr. Engineer responsible for successful completion
of all technical aspects of the project, senior review of all deliverables,
mentoring of junior staff, regulatory coordination, and client relations. This
project involved various support tasks for the 45th Space Wing Air Program
at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS) and Patrick Air Force Base
(PAFB). Scope of work included Clean Air Act Title V permitting and
compliance evaluations, compliance review of multiple air pollution control
construction and operations permits, and on-site staffing to support
regulatory tasks and quality assurance.
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast: Emergency
Planning and Community Right to Know Act, Multiple Installations
Project Manager and Sr. Engineer for multiple task orders responsible for
successful completion of all technical aspects, on-site data collection,
senior review of deliverables, and client relations. The firm has completed
EPCRA 312 and 313 for 10 U.S. Navy and Marine Corps facilities. Since
2013 these services have been completed on an annual basis. The
projects include onsite data collection of hazardous materials stored and
used on base, chemical inventory, hazardous material quantities, and
locations in materials, storage tanks, and equipment as well as details of
toxic chemicals usage and how they were processed or released to air,
land, waste, or water. Specific installations include NAS Jacksonville, NS
Mayport, NSF Orlando, NAS Key West, NAS Pensacola, and NAS Whiting
Field (Florida); NSF Beaufort, South Carolina; NSF Mid-South, Tennessee
MCB Camp Lejeune, North Carolina; and Submarine Base Kings Bay and
MCLB Albany (Georgia).

ENVIRONMENTAL
COMPLIANCE
SERVICE LINE MGR.
SENIOR ENGINEER
EXPERIENCE
11 years of experience in
environmental engineering
and compliance

EDUCATION
M.Eng., Environmental
Engineering, North Carolina
State University
B.S., Biological Engineering,
North Carolina State
University
B.A., Spanish Language &
Literature, North Carolina
State University

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Professional Engineer
(PE), North Carolina
#041460
• HAZWOPER 40-hour
• HAZWOPER 8-hour
Refresher

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Katie Roy, PE
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast: Waste Stream Determinations, Multiple
Installations
Project Manager and Sr. Engineer for multiple task orders responsible for successful completion of all
technical aspects, on-site data collection, senior review of deliverables, and client relations. Since 2013 the
firm has completed waste stream determination projects on an annual basis at U.S. Navy and Marine Corps
installations in Texas, Florida, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Tennessee. These projects are conducted to
characterize suspect and known hazardous waste streams and include waste stream sampling and analysis,
development of waste stream profiles, reporting, and data entry into Navy environmental data management
systems. Due to the extensive nature of some waste stream quantities, the firm has been tasked to develop
and implement electronic database and management systems for incorporation into the Navy’s hazardous
materials management systems. Unique capabilities with electronic data management have provided the
opportunity for system expansion throughout all NAVFAC divisions.
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast: Solid and Hazardous Waste Management
Planning, Multiple Installations
Project Manager and Sr. Engineer for multiple task orders responsible for successful completion of all
technical aspects, on-site data collection, senior review of deliverables, and client relations. The firm has
provided various solid and hazardous waste management support services to the U.S. Navy and Marine
Corps since 2013. Representative experience includes development and implementation of a hazardous
waste contingency plan for the less-than-90-day storage area at NAS Whiting Field, Florida; development
and implementation of the hazardous waste management plans for NSF Beaufort, South Carolina (including
medical and pharmaceutical wastes), Naval Station Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and Marine Corps Base Camp
Lejeune, North Carolina; and development of hazardous waste biennial reports for Marine Corps Support
Facility Blount Island, NAS Corpus Christi, and Camp Lejeune, which included review of hundreds of
manifests, data entry into state-specific reporting programs, and payment of annual fees.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: Architect-Engineer Services to Provide Environmental
Support to Civil, Military, and Federal Agencies, Multiple Installations
Project Manager for grease trap surveys at multiple installations responsible for successful completion of all
technical aspects of the project. This 5-year, $5 million indefinite delivery order contract with the Mobile
District involved a broad range of A-E support services. Primary technical services included environmental
compliance, environmental engineering and design, operational range assessments and design, Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)/sustainability project support, and GIS data management. The
firm completed nine task orders from 2009 through 2014, collectively valued at over $4.75 million. Specific
task orders included four staff located at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, for more than 4 years in support of the
spill response and tank management program; environmental compliance support at over 25 installations for
IMCOM-West; landfill design and permitting for the Air Force; and landfill maintenance and environmental
support at Fort Gordon, Georgia.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Katie and her husband Brian live near the coast of North Carolina. They enjoy taking their sons to the beach,
paddle boarding, and playing with their two dogs.

ROBERT BOGERT, PE
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Robert Bogert is a senior engineer and serves as the Engineering and
Environmental Solutions Service Line Manager at MSE Group. He joined
the firm in 2018 with 25 years of progressive experience in program and
project management, engineering design, and cost estimation in the civil
and environmental engineering consulting fields.
As a professional engineer licensed in Florida, Georgia, and Mississippi,
Robert has been directly responsible for managing over $65 million in
projects and preparing proposals valued at over $40 million for the
Department of Defense and other federal agencies. He also has managed
commercial property development for retail service stations, from due
diligence through construction for private sector clients with a portfolio of
over $2 million.
Robert is a detailed-oriented and client-focused professional adept at
identifying solutions for challenging projects and delivering quality service
within budget and on schedule.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Program and project management, engineering design, cost estimation
• Environmental site assessments, remediation design, and remedial
action for soil and groundwater solvent and petroleum contamination
• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA)
Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
•
Act (CERCLA)
• Performance-based remediation
• Commercial property development

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
USACE Omaha District: Groundwater Treatment System Construction,
U.S. Meat Animal Research Center (USMARC), Hastings, Nebraska
Construction Quality Control System Manager (CQCSM) for the
USMARC and former Naval Ammunition Depot (NAD) in Hastings.
Oversaw the implementation of the Quality Management Plan and
provided construction oversight for installation of a groundwater extraction
and conveyance system and treatment plant. Project consisted of over
7 miles of piping, multiple pumphouses, and a groundwater treatment plant
to remediate groundwater that was contaminated with munitions-related
chemicals. Sustainable remediation efforts included reuse of groundwater
for irrigation of agricultural lands operated by USMARC. Additional efforts
included the development of wetland mitigation areas necessary to offset
impacts due to construction.
Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC)/Air Force Real Property
Agency (AFRPA): A-E Services, Kelly Air Force Base, Texas
Project Manager for remedial process optimization of basewide soil and
groundwater treatment systems at Kelly AFB for AFRPA. The project
involves the assessment of existing systems to ensure compliance with
state regulations, and to establish a path forward for the acceleration site
rehabilitation to reduce long-term operational costs. Also served as
Technical Lead for the continued operation and maintenance (O&M) of
three groundwater treatment plants located at Kelly AFB, and provided

ENGINEERING &
ENVIRONMENTAL
SOLUTIONS SERVICE
LINE MANAGER
SENIOR ENGINEER
EXPERIENCE
25 years of experience in
environmental engineering/
consulting

EDUCATION
M.S., Environmental
Engineering, University of
Central Florida
B.S., Environmental
Engineering, University of
Central Florida

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Professional Engineer:
Florida #53978
Georgia #30672
Mississippi #16203
• OSHA 40-hour
HAZWOPER training
• USACE Construction
Quality Management

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Robert Bogert, PE
technical support of the basewide groundwater monitoring program under the CERCLA state compliance
program. Activities at Kelly AFB have covered multiple task orders valued at over $5 million.
AFCEC ECOS: Operations and Maintenance of Installation-wide Groundwater Treatment Systems,
Massachusetts Military Reservation (MMR), Massachusetts
Project Manager for the $2.3 million long-term maintenance (LTM)/O&M program at Otis Air National Guard
Base (ANGB), MMR. The O&M program consists of the operation of eight granular activated carbon (GAC)
treatment systems treating over 15 million gallons per day (mgd). MMR is a visible project with a significant
public and regulatory involvement due to the location of the facility near Cape Cod and the proximity of
nearby residential and agricultural land uses. The hydrogeology and vertical extent of contamination requires
the collection of samples at depths greater than 200 feet.
Alimentation Couche-Tard/Circle K: Commercial Contract – Commercial Property Development,
Nationwide
Program Manager for commercial development services under Circle K’s national Blitz Program with total
sales exceeding $2 million. Responsible for the development and management of work ranging from
property due diligence through construction. Managed design team of architects and various engineering
disciplines. Performed due diligence activities including Phase I/Phase II, geotechnical investigations, and
property surveys. Evaluated encumbrances to property development including municipal restrictions,
landowner conflicts, utility restrictions, and traffic impacts.
AFCEC: A-E Services – Military Family Housing Design, Keesler Air Force Base, Mississippi
Project Manager for design of 1,067 military family housing units in response to damage caused by
Hurricane Katrina. The project involved performing a design charrette, site reconnaissance, complete civil
survey of housing sites, lead and asbestos surveys of units planned for demolition, geotechnical
investigation to support construction activities, and preparation of design documents for construction contract
estimated at $300 million. The design project was valued at $1.2 million.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

When Robert is not at MSE, you can usually find him on his bike or spending time with his wife and three
children.

ASHLEY ROSE
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Ashley Rose is the Service Line Manager for MSE’s Construction and Field
Services division. He has more than 16 years of experience with industrial
and Department of Defense clients and has a history of concurrently
directing multiple projects through effective management and team
collaboration. With an advanced understanding of client needs, Ashley
maintains quality of performance and productivity in the field.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

CONSTRUCTION & FIELD
SERVICES
LINE MANAGER

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCE

• Environmental remediation
• Spill response
• Site safety and auditing
Global Security Company: Environmental Services Contract, National
Support
Field Superintendent responsible for coordinating work on occupied sites,
supporting owner operations and client relations. The firm has completed
over $10 million in environmental compliance, remediation, engineering,
training, staff augmentation and design/build projects since 1998 for this
global company, and services have been completed at more than 15
facilities across the United States. Specific work completed under this
contract include Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendment permitting and
RCRA assessments; inspections of 90-day hazardous waste storage and
satellite waste storage areas; successful completion of over 30 emergency
response actions; decontamination of over 200 facilities; inspections and
training for 10 petroleum tank systems; waste characterization and
disposal annually for over 40 hazardous waste streams; Title V
construction and operations air permitting; design and installation of air
pollution control systems; visual emissions testing for permitted stationary
air sources; wastewater evaluations and permitting; pre-treatment
wastewater facility design, installation and operation; National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System sampling and permit development;
stormwater pollution prevention plan updates and electronic conversions;
drinking water surveys and well head protection; Environmental Resource
Permit development and monitoring; wetland and threatened and
endangered species surveys; mitigation bank permitting and credit
marketing support; and petroleum and chlorinated solvent assessment and
remediation. Multiple recognitions have been received for cost control and
quality implementation for various completed projects.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah District: UST/AST Assessment
and Compliance, Fort Stewart and Hunter Army Airfield, Georgia
Field Superintendent responsible for coordinating pre-mobilization site
activities and maintaining client relations, quality of performance, and
productivity. This project was to perform an assessment of underground
and aboveground storage tanks (UST/AST) and to provide tank
compliance in accordance with 40 CFR 280 at Fort Stewart and Hunter Air
Field. The assessment included inspection and testing of leak detection
and overfill protection systems in accordance with American Petroleum
Institute and Petroleum Equipment Institute, Steel Tank Institute, and
National Fire Protection Association 30 and 30A standards. This project
received exceptional ratings from the client and from the installation for
quality, schedule, cost control, management, and regulatory compliance.

16 years of supervisory
experience in field services

EDUCATION
St. Johns Community College

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• HAZWOPER 8-hour
Supervisor
• HAZWOPER 40-hour
Certificate
• Bloodborne Pathogens
• Lockout/Tagout & GHS
HazCom Trainer
• Respiratory Protection/
Respirator Fit Training
• Hexavalent Chromium
Awareness/Lead Awareness
• RCRA Shipping and
Management
• OSHA Confined Space Entry
• CQM, USACE
• Level 1 Antiterrorism
Awareness Training
• Evacuation Safety
• Level 1A Certified, GSWCC

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Ashley Rose

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah District: Infiltration and Inflow Turnkey Support, Robbins
Air Force Base, Georgia
Field Superintendent responsible for coordinating pre-mobilization and site activities while maintaining
client relations, quality of performance, and productivity. The firm performed an inflow and infiltration (I&I)
investigation and analysis of the sanitary sewer and industrial wastewater collection systems in compliance
with wastewater standards, rules, and regulations. The objective of the project was to identify issues with the
collection systems, provide options for repair and maintenance, and develop a cost/benefit analysis of longterm solutions. The project team completed the analysis of existing data, installed flow monitoring equipment
within the sewer system, inspected more than 300 manholes and 16 lift stations, conducted over 120,000
linear feet of smoke testing, performed over 15,000 linear feet of closed circuit TV sewer inspections, and
completed I&I reports and rehabilitation plans for both systems.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah District: 3rd Avenue Landfill Closure, Fort Gordon, Georgia
Field Superintendent responsible for coordinating pre-mobilization and site activities while maintaining
client relations, quality of performance, and productivity. The firm completed preliminary planning, final
design, permitting, and construction of the stormwater conveyance system through the 3rd Avenue inert
landfill area and placed a uniform 2-foot soil cover consistent with the solid waste management closure
criteria. The objective of the surface water conveyance system was to transport stormwater flow over the 3rd
Avenue inert landfill and to reduce impacts to waters of the state through infiltration and reduction of
sediment loading. The project included relocation of a significant amount of surface debris that was
deposited within the permitted landfill boundary as part of the landfill closure. The stormwater passed
through a conveyance system consisting of two gabion basket structures at the culvert outlets under 3rd
Avenue into a 2-acre detention pond that discharged into 1,800 linear feet of 66-inch reinforced concrete
pipe (RCP), 108-inch RCP tumbling flow energy dissipater, and a series of riprap pools before exiting the site
at a reduced velocity.
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA): Petroleum Investigation, Remediation, and Alternative Site
Closure, Orlando, Florida
Field Superintendent responsible for coordinating site activities while maintaining client relations, quality of
performance, and productivity. This project included turnkey assessment, design, and construction of
engineered systems to achieve regulatory alternative closure of petroleum-impacted soil and groundwater.
Two separate petroleum plumes (diesel and MTBE) were co-located within a heavily occupied utility corridor
consisting of high-voltage electricity, natural gas, water, sewer, and telecommunications. Due to the nature
of the contamination and presence of vital utilities, remedial action technologies were limited. The firm
negotiated and implemented multiple site closure strategies to comply with remedial requirements of Florida
Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) Chapter 62-770 of the Florida Administrative Code, saving
the VA over $100,000 in additional assessment costs and $500,000 in remediation costs. MSE designed and
installed the engineering control structure to prevent direct human exposure and leaching of contaminants
from the soil into the groundwater, coordinated deed-restrictive convenient development and approval
through the VA and FDEP, and received final site closure in April 2016.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Ashley his wife Kelley and their two children reside in St. Cloud, Florida. They like spending time outdoors
with friends and enjoy scuba diving, fishing, and recreational motorsports.

JOSH DENSBERGER, CSP
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Josh Densberger is responsible for developing and implementing safe
work strategies that improve the company’s operational performance. He is
passionate about helping both internal and external clients achieve
organizational excellence using proven risk and safety management
techniques, and he is technically proficient in various occupational health
and safety programs including OSHA, DOT, NFPA, and the National
Electric Code (NEC).
Josh enhanced his knowledge of occupational health and safety during
more than 10 years as a professional firefighter and as corporate safety
director for a large solid waste company. He has a unique combination of
practical safety expertise and policy development and analysis. While
serving as an adjunct instructor, Josh was responsible for teaching
classroom as well as online coursework within the fire science discipline.
He was required to plan, organize, and facilitate in a manner that promoted
successful student comprehension and skill acquisition while ensuring that
courses complied with the State of Florida’s fire safety training standards.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contract and project management
Safety and health awareness
Aerial Work Platforms
Lockout/Tagout (LOTO)
Hot work
Hazardous materials awareness
Confined space entry
Personal protective equipment
Hand protection
Fall protection
Emergency medical response
Hazard analysis
Machine guarding
Fire prevention practices
Incident command and response
Crash and injury investigation
Fleet safety

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Confidential Global Security Company: Corporate Environmental
Services Contract, Orlando, Florida
Health & Safety Professional responsible for the development and
management of health and safety plans and ensuring all aspects of field
work performed under this contract meet or exceed safety regulatory and
industry-standard practices. Additional project roles include scope and
budget development, task execution, subcontractor management, safety
and quality assurance, agency negotiation, and project report development
and submittal.

CORPORATE SAFETY
MANAGER
EXPERIENCE
14 years of experience in
occupational health and
safety

EDUCATION
M.S., Emergency
Management, Oklahoma
State University
B.A., Political Science,
University of Wyoming

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NATMI CDS
OSHA 501, 511
Hazard Communication
HAZWOPER 40-hour and
8-hour Refresher
NFA Leadership I
NIMGT 314
Bloodborne Pathogens
Florida Professional
Firefighters Certification
Certified Safety
Professional (CSP #34086)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Josh Densberger, CSP
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Southeast (NAVFAC SE): Hazardous Materials and Waste
Management Compliance Contract, Worldwide Support
Health & Safety Professional responsible for development of NAVFAC SE accident prevention plans (APP)
and site safety and health plans (SSHP) in accordance with the Department of the Army Engineering Manual
(EM) 385-1-1 requirements. Also responsible for the compliance evaluation of plans at each facility and
addressing any corrective actions identified as part of auditing efforts.
Greater Orlando Aviation Authority (GOAA): Continuing Environmental Engineering Services,
Orlando, Florida
Health & Safety Professional responsible for development and management of health and safety plans and
programs to ensure all aspects of field work performed under this contract meet or exceed safety regulatory
and industry-standard practices. Performed industrial hygiene sampling and provided guidance for
suspected Legionnaire’s disease in aircraft water closets and oversaw the removal of debris in an
undocumented landfill area encountered during the south terminal construction activities.
GOAA: Continuing Environmental Consulting Services, Orlando, Florida
Health & Safety Professional responsible for development and management of health and safety plans and
ensuring all aspects of field work performed under this contract meet or exceed safety regulatory and
industry-standard practices. Also evaluated and identified corrective actions for water quality sampling
stations and wrote safety plans for field sampling efforts, helicopter flyovers, and manned watercraft efforts
associated with avifauna surveys.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Mobile District: W91278-17-D-0001/BEST, Mobile, Alabama
Health & Safety Professional responsible for development of APPs and SSHPs in accordance with the
Department of the Army EM 385-1-1 requirements. Also responsible for compliance evaluation of plans at
each facility and addressing any corrective actions identified as part of auditing efforts.
National Park Service: Miscellaneous Projects
Numerous roles included scope and budget development, task execution, subcontractor management,
design and delivery of technical training, and policy and procedures development.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Josh can be found lending his time to several professional organizations including the American Society of
Safety Engineers (ASSE) and the North American Transportation Management Institute (NATMI).
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JACOB CRISAFULLI
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Jacob Crisafulli joined the firm in 2012. He has extensive experience with
information technology (IT) management, on both a corporate and projectlevel basis. Jacob is known for his innovative processes utilizing
technology, strong attention to detail, creative problem solving, and
adaptability, and he is devoted to providing the highest level of quality and
service while maintaining a focus on budget and scheduling for all projects.
He also maintains active security clearances within the federal government
and coordinates with regulatory agencies to deliver precise analytical data
of project findings.
Jacob is a seasoned project manager and serves in a key functional role
for clients and projects requiring data solutions. As the firm’s IT Manager,
he also is responsible for hardware and software functionality as well as
support for all employees and offices located throughout the United States.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
•
•
•
•

Project management
IT systems architecture, design, and administration
Database development, administration, and management
GIS development

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Global Security Company: Environmental Services Contract, National
Support
IT Manager and developer of systems to optimize and automate industrial
hygiene, stormwater pollution prevention programs (SWPPP), and
translation of other physical paper processes to digital platforms. The firm
has completed over $10 million in environmental compliance, remediation,
engineering, training, staff augmentation, and design/build projects since
1998 for this global company at more than 15 facilities across the United
States. Specific work under this contract includes Hazardous and Solid
Waste Amendment (HSWA) permitting and RCRA assessments;
inspections of 90-day hazardous waste storage and satellite waste storage
areas; successful completion of over 30 emergency response actions;
decontamination of over 200 facilities; inspections and training for 10
petroleum tank systems; annual waste characterization and disposal for
more than 40 hazardous waste streams; Title V construction and
operations air permitting; design and installation of air pollution control
systems; visual emissions testing for permitted stationary air sources;
wastewater evaluations and permitting; pre-treatment wastewater facility
design, installation, and operation; National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) sampling and permit development; environmental
resource permit development and monitoring; wetland and threatened and
endangered species surveys; mitigation bank permitting and credit
marketing support; and petroleum and chlorinated solvent assessment and
remediation. Numerous recognitions have been received for cost control
and quality implementation on various projects.

IT MANAGER
EXPERIENCE
13 years of experience in
information technology

EDUCATION
B.S., Information
Technology, University of
Central Florida

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS &
CERTIFICATIONS
• Computing Technology
Industry Association
(CompTIA) A+ Hardware
and Software Certified
Professional
#COMP001001281102

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Jacob Crisafulli
Greater Orlando Aviation Authority (GOAA): Environmental Services Contract, Orlando, Florida
IT Manager and developer of systems to optimize and automate SWPPPs and translate other physical
paper processes to digital platforms. The firm is a prime contractor for GOAA to provide environmental
engineering professional services. The contract supports GOAA environmental staff at the Orlando
International Airport and Orlando Executive Airport and provides support with various environmental permits,
registrations, and plans. Under this contract, the firm provides 24-hour standby support for emergency
response actions; performs baseline environmental impact investigations as part of due diligence for
property acquisitions; completes engineering design and specification writing for environmental engineering
and hazardous building material mitigation projects; provides a variety of construction administration
services; supports compliance audits and training at over 200 tenant facilities; provides plan writing and
updates for GOAA and tenant spill prevention, control, and countermeasures and SWPPPs; and delivers
design and implementation of various electronic database projects.
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Southeast: Hazardous Materials and Waste
Management Compliance Contract, Worldwide Support
IT Manager and developer of custom database to track and manage over 20,000 potentially hazardous
products for numerous facilities. The custom system will be evaluated by the Navy for use at exchanges
located worldwide. The firm is a prime contractor for NAVFAC Southeast on a $7.5 million hazardous waste
and hazardous materials management environmental services contract, serving primarily 21 CONUS and
OCONUS bases. Project disciplines include but are not limited to hazardous materials and hazardous waste
management, air quality, waste stream sampling and analysis, solid waste management, pollution prevention
assessment and planning, wastewater and stormwater discharges, and development and implementation of
training programs for Navy personnel.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District: Architect/Engineer (A/E) Services to Provide
Environmental Support to Civil, Military, and Federal Agencies
IT Manager and developer of custom geodatabases and mapping attributes for environmental permit
support for the Air Force. The database and GIS integration solutions were developed for integral expansion
and embedded functionality to modify real-time stormwater credits based on current and future construction
projects that created or eliminated pervious surfaces at installations. This 5-year, $5 million indefinite delivery
order contract with the Mobile District included a broad range of A/E support services. Primary technical
services covered under this contract were environmental compliance; environmental engineering and design;
operational range assessments and design; Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED)/sustainability project support; and GIS data management. The firm completed nine task orders from
2009 through 2014, collectively valued at over $4.75 million. Specific task orders included four staff located
at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, for more than 4 years in support of the spill response and tank management
program; environmental compliance support at over 25 installations for IMCOM-West; landfill design and
permitting for the Air Force; and landfill maintenance and environmental support at Fort Gordon, Georgia.

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

Jacob and his wife Amanda live in Merritt Island. When they are not exploring the natural beauty of central
Florida, they enjoy taking family trips to Disney World and spending time outdoors with their two dogs.

Company Overview
MSE Group, LLC, is an environmental, engineering, and construction company with a focus on providing exceptional service to private,
industrial, municipal, and federal government clients. We understand that our success is directly linked to the success of our clients and
how effective we are in developing and implementing creative solutions to meet their needs. We don’t just focus on the technical aspects
of a project—we also understand the increasingly complex regulatory, institutional, and public policy issues that affect our clients.
MSE Group has offices across the United States. Personnel resources include engineers (civil, mechanical, chemical, environmental,
structural, and electrical), cost estimators, schedulers, construction managers, operators, geologists, biologists, and chemists. Our staff
also includes a variety of industry specialists in fields such as emergency management, auditing, industrial hygiene, safety, training,
remediation, and management consulting. The geographic locations and multidisciplinary capabilities of our staff, together with our
communication-focused project planning, provide the flexibility to meet the demands of intensive, long-term projects as well as respond
to our clients’ short-term needs.

The Small Business Administration
(SBA) recognizes MSE Group as
an 8(a) and EDWOSB 8(m) firm.

We are an SBA-certified 8(a), EDWOSB 8(m), DBE business with additional state
and local small business and minority certifications throughout the United States,
and we currently maintain over $1 billion in federal contract capacity. We have built
our firm around providing unparalleled quality services and products through
strong client relations; however, we can assist your organization in meeting small
business goals if applicable.

Core Values






Accountability
Creativity
Integrity
Teamwork
Performance

Practice Areas







Construction and Facility Support
Services
Contamination Assessment and
Remediation
Data Management
Engineering
Environmental Compliance







Hazardous and Non-Hazardous
Waste Management
Natural Resources
O&M Pollution Control
Occupational Health and
Industrial Hygiene
Occupational Safety

Company Information
MSE Group, LLC, was formed in Texas in 2002 and has five principals:






President – Miyoung Squire, PE
Vice President – Maurice Pearson
Vice President – Michael Orcino, PE
Vice President – Chris Parent
Vice President – Paul Seavy, PE

msegroup.com







Onsite Staffing Support
Solid Waste
Training
Transportation
Water Resources

Main Offices


Headquarters – SAN ANTONIO
7254 Blanco Road, Suite 207
San Antonio, TX 78216
P: 855.629.8180
F: 407.629.7595



Center of Operations – ORLANDO
5858 S. Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32822
P: 407.629.8180
F: 407.629.7595

Branch Offices


TAMPA
2608 86th Street, Suite C
Tampa, FL 33619
P: 813.363.0862
F: 813.621.0968



JACKSONVILLE

7775 Baymeadows Way
Jacksonville, FL 32256

WILMINGTON
8048 Market Street,
Suite D
Wilmington, NC 28411
P: 910.777.5265



CALIFORNIA
11545 West Bernardo Court,
Suite 206
San Diego, CA 92127
P: 858.746. 9912
F: 858.746.4353

Corporate Certifications and Licenses
Federal Certifications
 SBA Certified Small Disadvantaged Business
 SBA Certified 8(a) Program Participant
 SBA Certified Economically Disadvantaged Women-Owned Small Business (EDWOSB)
State Certifications
 North Carolina Department of Transportation Certified Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
 State of Texas Historically Underutilized Business (HUB)
 Texas Unified Certification Program Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
 Texas Department of Transportation Certified Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
 South Central Texas Regional Certification Agency (SCTRCA) Minority/Woman-owned Small Business Enterprise
 Florida Unified Certification Program Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
 Florida Department of Transportation Certified Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
County and City Certifications
 Orange County Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)
 Osceola County Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)
 City of Tampa Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)
 Port of Tampa Small Business Enterprise (SBE)
 City of Austin Minority/Woman-owned Business Enterprise (MWBE)
Professional Certifications
 State of North Carolina Licensed Professional Engineers
 State of Texas Licensed Professional Engineers
 State of Florida Licensed Professional Engineers
 State of Georgia Licensed Professional Engineers
 State of Tennessee Licensed Professional Engineers
 State of Florida Licensed Professional Geologists
Specialty Certifications
 State of Florida Pollutant Storage Systems Contractor
 State of Florida Certified Building Contractor
 State of Florida Mold Assessor License

msegroup.com

Federal SAM Details
Legal Business Name:
Federal Tax ID#:
DUNS:
CAGE/NCAGE:

MSE Group, LLC
01-0689374
966756053
6AK36

NAICS Codes













237310 Highway, Street, and Bridge Construction
237990 Other Heavy and Civil Engineering Construction
541310 Architectural Services
541330 Engineering Services
541340 Drafting Services
541611 Administrative Management and General Management Consulting Services
541620 Environmental Consulting Services
541690 Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services
541715 Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences (except Nanotechnology and Biotechnology)
541990 All Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
562212 Solid Waste Landfill
562910 Remediation Services

msegroup.com

